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Iec	ti	o	n	So	rt	---	----------	----------------------	------------	---	--------------------	---------------------	289	I	0.	7	Inscrtion	Sort	-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	290	I	0.8	Shell	Sort	---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	29	I	I	0.	9	Merge	Sort	--	------------------------------------------------------------------	---------------------------	292	I0.	I	0	Hca	p
Sort-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	294	I	0.11	Quick	Sort----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	294	10.	12	Tree	Sort------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	296	I	0.	13	Com	pu	riso	n	of	Sorting	Algorilh	ms	-----------------------------------------------------------------296	I	0.14	Lin	cm
Sorting	Algorithms	---------------------------------------------------------------------------	297	I	0.	I	5	Counting	Sort------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	297	J	0.	16	Buckel	Sort	(or	Bin	Sort)	----------------------------------------------------------------------------297	I	0.	17	Rad	ix	Sort	----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	298	10.	18	Topo
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-----------------------------------------------	389	17.	Greedy	Algori	Ihm	s	--------------------------------------------------------------------------------	390	17	.	I	Introduction	---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	390	L7.	2	Greedy	S	tra	tegy-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	390	I	7.	3	Ele	mcntl:l	of	Greedy	Algorithms	---------------------------------
-------------------------------------	390	17.4	Docs	Greedy	Always	Work?	---------------------------------------------------------------------------390	17.5	Adva	n	tages	a	nd	Disa	dva	ntages	of	Greedy	Method	------------------------------------------------	390	I	7	.6	Greedy	Applications------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	39	1	I	7.	7	U	nclc	rswnd	ing	Greedy	Techniq	ue	---------------
---------------------------·------------------------	39	1	17	.8	Greedy	Algorithms:	Problems	&	Solutions--------------------------·----------------------------·-·	393	18.	Divide	and	Conquer	Algorithms-----------------------------------------------------------------	399	18.	I	Introduc	tion	-------------------------------------------------------------·-----·-------------------------	399	18.2	Whut	is	Divide	a	nd	Conquer	S	tra	tcgy?-----------
-------------------------------·--------·-·--------399	18	.3	Docs	Divide	and	Conquer	Always	Work?	--------------------------------------·-··-··--------------399	18.4	Divid	e	t1	ncl	Conquer	Vi	sun	lizu	lion	-------------------------------------------------------------------	399	18.	5	Underslu	nd	ing	Divide	u	ncl	Conquer	-----------------------------------------------------------------	400	18.6	Adva	n	tagcs	of	Divide	and
Conquer	------------------------------------------------------------------400	18.	7	Di	sad	vu	ntages	of	Divide	and	Conquer	--------------------------------------------------------------4	0	I	18.8	Mnstc	r	Theorem	-------------------------------	---------------------------------------------------------	40	I	18.9	Divide	und	Conque	r	Applications	--------------------------------------------------------------------	40	I	18.	I	0	Divide	nnd	Conque
r:	Pro	blems	&.	Solution::;	------------------------------------------------------	40	I	19.	Dynamic	Programming	---------------------------------------------------------------------------	416	19.	l	Introduc	tion	---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	4	16	19.2	Wha	t	is	Dy	namic	Progra	mming	S	Lrategy?	----------------------------------------------------------	416	19	.3	Pro	pcrtici;	of
Dyna	mic	Programming	Su·ategy	-----------------------------------------------------4	16	19.4	Can	Dy	namic	Programming	Solve	AU	Problem	:	I	1	-	11	'	fc>r	·1lt	on	ly	holds	for:	:.	611~	:;;	$	c2	/6	11	0(n	2	)	Example	4	Proven	.t	0(lo,1J11)	Solution:	c,logn	$	n	S	Cz	log	11	"	,	'rl	>	r,	;;::::	-1OJ~ft	11	~	11	0	-	Impossible	Important	Notes	For	analysis	(best	case,	worst	eusc
11nd	average),	we	try	to	give	Lhc	upper	bound	(0)	and	lower	bound	(n)	and	average	ninning	time	(0).	Prom	the	above	examples,	it	should	also	be	clear	that,	for	a	given	function	(algorithm).	getting	the	upper	bound	(0)	and	lower	bound	(.0)	and	average	running	time	(0)	may	not	always	be	possible.	Por	example,	if	we	are	discussing	the	best	case	of	an	a
lgorithm,	we	try	co	give	the	upper	bound	(0)	and	lower	bound	(0)	and	average	running	time	(0).	In	the	remaining	ch	uptern,	we	genera	lly	foc	us	on	the	upper	bound	(0)	because	knowing	the	lower	bound	(0)	of	an	a	lgorithm	is	of	no	prncticu	l	irnporLn	ncc,	and	we	use	the	0	notation	if	th	e	uppe	r	bound	(0)	and	lowe	r	bound	(0)	arc	lhe	same.	1.17	Why
is	it	called	Asymptotic	Analysis?	Prom	the	discussion	above	(for	all	Lhrcc	nocaLions:	worst	case,	best	case,	and	average	case),	we	can	easily	understand	that,	in	every	case	for	a	given	function	f(n)	we	arc	trying	to	find	another	function	,q(n)	which	approximates	{(11)	at	higher	values	of	11.	That	means	9(11)	is	also	a	curve	which	approximates	{(11)	at
higher	values	of	11.	In	mathematics	we	call	such	a	curve	an	asymptotic	curve.	In	other	terms,	,q(11)	is	the	asymptotic	curve	for	{(11)	.	For	this	reason,	we	call	algorithm	11nn	lysis	asymptotic	mralysis.	1.18	Guidelines	for	Asymptotic	Analysis	There	arc	some	general	rules	to	help	us	determine	the	running	time	of	an	algorithm.	1)	Loops:	The	ninning
time	of	a	loop	is,	at	most,	the	running	time	of	the	staLcmcnts	inside	the	loop	(including	tests)	multiplied	by	the	number	of	iterations.	#	executes	n	times	for	i	in	rangc(O,n):	print	'Current	Number:'.	i	Tota	l	time	=	a	conslunt	c	x	11	-	#constant	time	c	n	=	O(n).	1.17	Why	is	it	called	Asymptolic	Analysis?	25	Introduction	Data	St	ructure	and	Algorithmic
Thinking	with	Python	Nes	ted	loops:	Ana	ly?,c	from	the	inside	out.	Total	running	Lime	is	the	product	of	the	sizes	of	all	the	loops.	2)	#	outer	loop	executed	n	times	for	i	in	range(O,n):	II	inner	loop	executes	n	times	for	j	in	ran	gc(O,n):	print	'i	value	%.d	a	nd	j	value	%	d'	%	(i,j)	#constan	t	time	Total	Limt:	=	c	x	3)	II	x	II	=	cn	2	=	0(11	2	).	Consec	u	tive	sta
tements	:	Add	the	time	complexities	of	each	statemcnl.	=	100	#executes	n	times	for	i	in	range(O,n):	print	'Current	Number:',	i	#outer	loop	executed	n	times	for	i	in	ra	nge(O,n):	ff	in	ner	loop	exccu	lcs	n	times	for	j	in	ra	ngc(O,n):	print	'i	value	%d	an	d	j	valu	e	o/od	'	%	(i,j)	n	Total	time	=	c0	4)	+	c1	n	+	c2	ri	2	=	O(n	#constant	time	).	If-then-e	ls	e
stateme	nts	:	Wo	rs	t-case	running	time:	the	test,	plus	eith	er	the	Llle11	pa	rt	or	the	else	part	(whichever	is	the	larger).	if	n	I:	print	"Wrong	Value"	print	n	else:	for	i	in	range(O,n):	print	'Curren	t	Number:',	i	Total	time	=	c	0	+	c1	5)	2	#constant	lime	•	11	-	#constant	time	#n	times	#constant	time	0(11).	Logarithmic	complexity:	An	algorithm	is	O(/u.	-	1,
then	T(11)	b.	then	T(n)	=	6(n	109gfo,qlo911)	If	p	<	-	1,	then	T(n)	=	6(11"'0:)	If	p	=	-1,	c.	If	a	<	IJk	a.	If	p	~	0,	then	'f(11)	-	6(11klogP11)	b.	If	p	<	0,	then	'/'(11)	=	O(nk)	1.	19	Properties	of	Notations	27	Introduclion	Data	S	tructure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	1.22	Divide	and	Conquer	Master	Theorem:	Problems	&	Solutions	For	each	of	the	fo
llowing	recurrences,	give	an	expression	for	the	run	time	T(	n)	if	the	recurrence	can	be	solved	with	1he	Master	Theore	m.	Otherwise,	indicate	that	the	Master	Theorem	does	not	apply.	1'(11)	=	3T	(11/2)	I·	11	2	Solution:	T(11)	=	3T	(n/2)	+	11	2	=	>	T	(11)	=	0(n	2)	(M	aster	Theore	m	Case	3	.a	)	Problc	m	-1	T(n)	=	4T	(11/2)	+	11	2	Solution:	'f'(n)	=	4T
(n/2)	+	n	2	=>	T	(n)	=	0	(11210911)	(Master	Theorem	Case	2	.a)	Proble	m	-2	Problem-3	T(n)	=	T(n/2	)	+	112	Solution:	'/'(11)	=	'/'(11/2)	+	112	=	>	Docs	not	apply	(a	is	not	constant)	'/'(11)	=	167'(11/'1)	+	n	Solution:	T(n	)	=	167'	(n/4)	+	n	=>	T(n)	=	0(n	2	)	(Master	T	heorem	Case	1)	=	2'/'(11/2)	+	11/0911	Proble	m	-6	T	(n	)	Solution:	T(n)	=	2T(n/2)	+
11/0911	=>	T(n)	T(n)	=	2T(n/2)	+	11//0911	Problem-7	=	0(11/og'ln)	(M	aster	Theorem	Case	2.a)	S	olut	ion:	7'(11)	=	27'(n/2)	+	11/lo911	=	>	7'(11)	=	S(nlo,qlogn)	(Muster	Theorem	Case	2.	b)	Problem-8	T(n)	=	2T	(11/4)	+	Solution:	T(n)	=	2T(n/4)	+	Proble	m	-9	n°·5	1	no	si	=>	'l'	(n)	=	8(11°·51	)	(Master	Theorem	Case	3.b)	T	(n)	=	O.ST(n/2)	+	1/n
Solution:	'/'(11)	=	O.ST(n/2)	+	l/11	=>	Does	not	apply	(n	<	I)	Problc	m	-10	T	(11)	=	6T	(11/3)	1	11	l	logn	Solution:	'f'(n	)	=	6T(n/3)	1-	11	2	10911	=>	T(11)	=	ter	Theore	m	Case	3.a)	T	(11	)	=	64T(n/U)	-	11	210911	Solution:	T(11)	=	64T(n/8)	-	11	210911	=	>	Docs	not	apply	(function	is	not	positive)	Proble	m	-11	Problem-12	T	(n)	=	7T(n/3)	+	11	2	Solut
ion:	T(11)	=	7T(n/3)	+	n	2	=>	T(n)	Proble	m	-13	T	(11)	=	47'	(n/2)	+	logn	=E>(n	2	)	(M	aster	Theorem	Case	3	.as)	Solut	ion:	7'(11)	=	47'(n/2)	+	IO.CJ11	-	>	'f(11)	Proble	m	-14	Solution:	T(n)	Proble	m	-15	Solut	ion:	'/'(11)	Pro	ble	m	-16	Solution:	T(11	)	Problcm-17	I)	7'(n)	=	16'/'(n/4)+	11!	=	16T	(n/4)	+	11!	T	(11)	=	-	>	T(n)	=	.f2T	(n/2)	+	logn	=	..fi.T
(n/2)	+	logn	0(11!)	(Master	Theorem	Case	3	.a)	=>	T	(n)	=	E>(..fii)	(Master	Theorem	Case	1)	T	(n)	=	3'f'	(11/2)	+	11	=	3T	(n/2)	+	11	->	T(n	)	T(n)	=	3T	(11/3)	+	..{ii.	=	0(11	"0:	T(n)	1	1	)	(M	aster	Theorem	Case	1)	+	Jn	=	>	T(11)	=	1	1.24	Variant	of	Subtraction	and	Conquer	Master	Theorem	The	solution	to	the	equation	T(n)	=	T(a.	n)	+	'/'((1	-	a)n)	+
{111	,	where	0	<	a<	1	and	fl	>	0	arc	cons	tant:;,	is	O(nlngn).	1.25	Method	of	Guessing	and	Confirming	Now,	Jet	us	discuss	a	method	whic	h	can	be	used	to	solve	any	recurre	nce	.	The	basic	idea	behind	this	method	is:	guess	lhc	answer;	and	then	prove	it	con-cct	by	induction.	In	other	words,	it	add	resses	the	question:	Whul	if	the	given	rec	urrence
doesn't	seem	to	mulc	h	with	any	of	these	(master	theorem)	methods?	If	we	guess	a	solution	and	then	try	to	verily	our	guess	indu	c	tive	ly,	usually	e	ithe	r	the	proof	will	su	cceed	(in	which	case	we	arc	done),	or	lhe	proof	will	fai	l	(in	whic	h	case	the	fai	lure	will	help	us	refin	e	our	guess).	As	an	example,	consider	the	recurrence	T(n)	=	../ii	T(v'ii°)	+	11.
This	doesn	't	fil	into	the	form	required	by	the	Master	Theorems.	Carefully	observing	the	recurrence	gives	us	the	impression	that	it	is	simila	r	to	the	divide	and	conquer	method	(dividing	the	problem	into	Jn	subproble	ms	each	with	si7,c	../n).	As	we	can	see,	the	size	of	the	su	bproblcms	at	the	fu·st	level	of	recurs	ion	is	11.	So,	let	us	guess	tha	t.	T(n)	=
0(11logn),	a	nd	Lhcn	t1y	to	prove	that	our	guess	is	correct.	Let's	s	turt	by	t1y	ing	to	prove	an	11pf1er	bound	T(n)	::;	w	/0911:	v'ii	T(	vn)	+	11	v'ii.	cvn	logvn	+	n	T(n)	n.	c	logvn	+	rt	n.c.	1	.	l	ogn+	n	2	=	cnlogn	The	last	inequa	lity	ass	umes	on	ly	tha	t	1	::;	c.;,	.10.c111.	This	is	correct	if	11	is	sufficiently	large	a	nd	for	any	consta	nt	c,	no	ma	tter	how	s	ma	ll.
From	the	nbovc	proof,	wc	ca	n	see	that	our	guess	is	correc	t	for	the	upper	bound.	Now,	let	us	prove	the	lower	botind	for	this	recu	rren	ce.	T(n)	=	Jn	T(Vn)	+	11	~	Jn.	k	Jn	Logvn	+	11	=	=	n.	k	log.Jn+	n	n.k.	2!:	lrnlogn	1	2.	togn+	n	k.i.	Th	e	last	inequality	assumes	only	that	1	~	tog11.	This	is	incorrect	if	11	is	s	ufficie	ntly	la	rge	nnd	for	any	constant	k.
From	the	above	proof,	we	can	see	that	our	g	uess	is	incorrect	for	lhe	lower	bound.	From	lhc	a	bove	discussion,	we	understood	that	E>(n/0911)	is	too	big.	I	low	a	bout	E>(n)?	The	lower	bound	is	easy	lo	prove	directly:	T(nJ	Jn	T(vn)	+	n	2!:	11	Now,	let	us	prove	the	upper	bound	for	this	e>(n).	T(n)	=	=	.flt	T(Vn)	+	11	v'ii.c.	Jn	+	11	11	.	11	c+	II	(c	+	1)	en
1.23	Maste	r	Theorem	for	Subtract	and	Conquer	Recurrences	29	Introduction	Data	Structure	nnd	J\JgoriLhmic	Thinking	wiLh	Python	From	lhe	nbove	induclion,	we	unde	rstood	that	0(11)	is	loo	s	mall	and	0(nlo9n)	is	too	big.	So,	we	need	somelhing	bigger	than	n	and	smaller	than	nlogn.	How	about	n.Jlogn?	Proving	the	upper	bound	for	11.Jlogn:	T(n)	=
./ii	T(./ii)	+	11	::;;	./ii.c.	rnJ109./ii	+	11	11.	Proving	lhe	lower	bound	for	n.J	logn:	T(nl	c.	J.z	logfii.+	n	::;;	cnlogfii.	=	..Jn	T(vnl	+	11	~	./ii.k.	liijLogfii.	+	n	II.	"J!	k.	~	{og.,/ii+	v2	11	1	0,	otherwise	Solution:	Let	us	try	solving	this	function	with	substitulion.	T(11)	=	3T(n	-	1)	T(11)	=	3(3T(n	-	2))	-	3	2	T(n	-	2)	T(n)	=	3	2(37'(11	-	::!))	'/'(11)	=3	11	'/'(11	-	11)	-"'	3
11	'/'(0)	=	3	11	This	clearly	shows	that	thc	complexity	of	Lhis	function	is	0(]'1).	Note:	We	can	use	the	Subtraction	and	Conquer	master	theorem	for	this	problem.	Problem-22	Pind	the	complexity	of	the	below	recurrence:	T(n)	={2T(11	-	I)	-	l,1(	rr	I,	>	0,	11Llwnv1se	Solution:	Let	us	Lry	solving	this	function	with	substituuon.	7'(11)	=	27'(11	-	T(n)	=
2(2T(n	-	=	T(n)	=	2	1'(11)	1)	-	I	2	2	(27'(n	11	T(11)	-	2	11	-	3)	-	2	-	1'(11	-	11)	-	T(11)	=	2"	-	=	22	r(n	-	2)	1)	-	1	=	23T(n	-	2)	-	1)	-	1	211	-	1	-	2	11	-	2	-	2	11	I	-	2"	2"	2	-	(2"	-	1)	l11ote:	2"	2-	1	4)	-	2	2	2n-	3	....	2	2	-	-	21	-	21	2°	-	2	11	3	....	22	-	21	-	20	1	+	211	-	2	+	···+	2°	-	2")	1'(11)	=	I	:.	Time	Complexity	is	0(1).	Note:.:	that	while	the	recurrence	rclation	looks
exponential,	the	solution	to	the	rec	urrence	relation	here	gives	u	different	result.	Problcm-23	What	is	the	running	Lime	of	the	follow	inK	fun	c	tion?	def	Function(n):	i	=s	=	I	while	s	<	n:	i	=	it	I	s	=	s+i	print(""")	Function(20)	Solution:	Consider	the	comments	in	the	below	function:	def	Function(n):	i	s	..	I	while	s	<	n:	#	s	is	increasing	not	at	rate	l	bul	i	i	=
i+l	s	=	s+i	print("*")	Punction(20)	We	can	define	the	's'	terms	according	co	the	relation	s1	-	s,	1	-f	1.	The	value	of	'i'	increases	by	l	for	each	iteration.	The	vuluc	contained	in	's'	ut	the	1111	iteration	is	the	sum	of	the	first	'i'	positive	integers.	If	k	is	the	total	number	of	itenttions	taken	by	the	program,	then	the	while	loop	terminutcs	if:	I	Problem-24	•	k(k	I
I)	I	2	I-	...	+	k	=	-	2	>	11	'---->	k	-	(	r.	)(v11).	Find	Lhe	complexity	o	f	lhe	function	give	n	below.	1.27	Algorithms	Analys	is	:	Problems	&	Solutions	31	lnlroduction	Data	Struc	ture	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	def	Punction(n):	i	=l	count	=	0	while	i*i	t(n)	=	0(..fii.).	This	is	si	mila	r	to	What	is	the	complexity	of	the	program	given	below:	def
Punetion(n):	cou	nt	=	0	for	i	in	ra	n	gc(n/2,	n):	j	=	l	while	j	+	n/2	thot	of	head.	NULL	I	lend	•	T	emp	Now,	move	th('	head	nodes	pointer	w	the	next	node	and	changt.:	the	heads	left	pointer	to	NULL.	Then,	dispose	of	the	temporary	node.	NULL	Temp	3.7	Doubly	Linked	Lists	I	lead	59	Data	Slruclurc	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	wilh	Python	Linked	Lists
Deleting	the	Last	Node	in	Doubly	Linked	List	This	operation	is	a	bit	trickier,	than	removing	the	firsl	node,	because	the	algorithm	shou	ld	find	a	node,	which	is	previous	to	the	lail	firsl.	This	can	be	done	in	three	steps:	•	T	ru	verse	lhe	lis1	a	nd	while	lruversing	mainta	in	the	previoL1s	node	a	ddre:;s	a	lso.	13y	the	lime	we	reach	the	end	of	lh	e	list,	we	will
huvc	two	pointers,	one	pointing	to	the	tail	and	the	olher	poinling	to	th	e	node	before	the	tail.	NU	LL	fl---t	4	_..i	·.__._II	__.s	___,14	·1	I	1	.!	.	.	.	.	.	.	_	_	_	_	_	.	.	Previous	node	to	Ta	il	I	lead	•	NULL	Update	the	n	ext	pointer	of	previous	node	to	the	Lail	node	with	NULL.	,/,,,	NULL	r	I4	p	I	14	·1	I	15	7	f	Previous	node	to	Ta	il	I	lead	•	Ta	il	NULL	I	I	I	f	40	+.	NULL
Tail	Dispose	o	f	lhe	tail	node.	4	f	Jt=t	I	is	.,	I	14	Previous	node	I	!cud	,,	I	I	',,I	f	7	10	NULL	I~	NU	LL	Tail	Tai	l	Deleting	an	Intermediate	Node	in	Doubly	Linked	List	In	this	cuse,	the	node	to	be	removed	is	always	located	between	two	nodes,	and	the	hcud	and	tail	links	are	not	updated.	The	removal	can	be	done	in	two	steps:	•	S	imila	r	to	the	p	revious
case,	mainta	in	the	p	revious	node	wh	ile	a	lso	traversing	the	!isl.	Upon	locating	the	node	to	be	d	elelecl,	change	lhe	previous	node's	nexl	pointer	to	the	next	node	of	lhe	node	to	be	deleted.	-----------..	.	.	.	...	',	i	1s	l	n	-	1	then	go	to	next	node.	Continue	this	until	the	numbers	of	nodes	a	fter	current	node	a	rc	n	-1.	Time	Complexity:	O(n2	),	for	scanning	the
remaining	list	(from	current	node)	for	each	node.	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-3	Can	we	improve	the	complexity	of	Problem-2?	Solution:	Yes,	u	s	ing	hash	table.	As	a	n	example	conside	r	the	following	list.	5	f	I	·I	·I	1	17	•I	4	I	+	NULL	Head	In	this	approach,	c	reate	a	hash	La	ble	whose	entries	a	rc<	position	of'	node,	node	address	>.	That	means,
key	is	the	position	of	the	node	in	t	he	list	and	value	is	the	a	ddress	of	that	node.	Position	in	List	Address	of	Node	Address	of	5	node	Address	of	1	node	Address	of	17	node	4	Address	of	4	node	By	lhe	t.ime	we	traverse	the	complete	list	(fo	r	c	reating	the	hash	table),	we	can	find	t	he	lisl	length.	Let	us	say	Lhe	list	length	is	M.	To	find	nt:I•	from	lhc	encl	of	li
nked	list,	we	can	convert	this	to	M-n+1°1	from	the	beginning.	S	ince	we	a	lready	know	the	length	of	the	list,	it	is	just	a	matter	of	returning	M	-	n	+	111'	key	value	from	the	hash	table.	1	2	3	3.12	Linked	Lists:	Problems	&	Solutions	75	Dnta	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Linked	Lists	Time	Com	plexity:	Time	for	creating	the	hash	table,
T(m)	=O(m).	Space	Complexity:	Since	we	need	to	c	reate	a	hash	table	of	size	m,	O(m).	Problem-4	Can	we	use	Problem-3	approach	for	solving	Problem-2	without	creating	the	hash	table?	Solution:	Yes.	If	we	observe	the	Problem-3	solution,	wha	t	we	ure	actua	lly	doing	is	findin	g	the	size	or	the	lin	ked	list.	Thul	means	we	a	rc	us	ing	the	hash	ta	ble	to	find
the	s	i~e	of	t	he	linked	lis	t.	We	ca	n	find	the	le	ngth	of	the	lin	ked	list	just	by	starting	at	the	head	node	a	nd	traversing	Lhc	list.	So,	we	can	rind	the	le	ngth	of	the	lis	t	without	creating	the	hash	table.	After	finding	the	length,	com	pute	M	-	11+1	a	nd	with	one	more	scan	we	can	get	t	he	M	n	+	1°1	node	from	the	beginning.	This	solution	needs	two	scans:
one	for	rinding	the	length	of	the	list	and	the	other	for	finding	M	-	n	+1th	node	from	the	beginning.	Time	Complexity:	Time	for	rinding	the	length	+	Time	for	finding	the	M-	n	Therefore,	T(n	=O(n)	+	O(n)	~	0(11).	+	1ch	node	from	the	beginning.	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Hence,	no	need	Lo	create	the	hash	tublc.	Problcm-5	Can	we	solve	Problcm-	2	in	one
sca	n?	Solution:	Yes.	Efficient	Approach:	Use	two	pointers	pNthNodc	and	pTemp.	Initia	lly,	both	point	to	head	node	of	the	list.	pNthNode	starts	moving	on	ly	a	fter	pTemp	has	made	n	moves.	From	t	here	both	move	forwa	rd	until	pTemp	reaches	the	end	of	the	list.	As	a	result	pNthNode	points	to	ntl•	node	from	the	end	of	the	linked	list.	Note:	At	any
point	of	Lime	both	move	one	node	at	a	time.	def	nthNodeFromEnd(	self,	n	):	if	0	>	n:	return	None	#count	k	units	from	the	self.head.	temp	=	self.head	count=	0	while	count	<	n	and	None	!=	temp:	temp	=	temp.	next	count+=	l	#	if	the	LinkedList	docs	not	contain	k	clements,	return	None	if	count	<	n	or	None	=..	temp:	return	None	#keeping	tab	on	the
nth	clement	from	temp,	slide	temp	until	#	temp	equals	self.	tail.	Then	return	the	nth	element.	nth	=self.head	while	None	!=	temp.next:	temp	=	temp.next	nth=	nth.next	return	nth	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-6	Check	whether	the	given	linked	list	is	either	NULL-terminated	or	ends	in	a	cycle	(cyclic).	Solution:	Brute-Force
Approach.	As	an	example,	consider	the	following	linked	list	which	has	a	loop	in	it.	The	difference	between	this	list	and	the	regular	list	is	that,	in	this	list,	there	are	two	nodes	whose	next	pointers	arc	the	same.	In	regular	singly	linked	lists	(without	a	loop)	each	node's	next	pointer	is	unique.	That	means	the	repetition	of	next	pointers	ind	icates	the
existence	of	a	loop.	One	s	imple	and	brute	force	wny	of	solving	Lhis	is,	start	with	the	first	node	and	sec	whcthi.;r	therc	is	any	node	whose	nexl	pointer	is	the	current	node's	address.	If	there	is	a	node	with	the	same	address	then	that.	ind	icates	that	somc	othe	r	node	is	pointing	to	the	current	node	a	nd	we	ca	n	say	a	loop	exists.	3.12	Linked	Lists:
Problem	s	&	Solutions	76	Data	Strncture	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Linked	Li	sts	Continue	this	process	for	all	the	nodes	of	the	linked	list.	Does	this	method	work?	As	per	the	algorithm,	we	are	checking	for	the	next	poinler	addresses,	but	how	do	we	find	the	end	of	the	linked	list	(otherwise	we	will	end	up	in	an	infinite	loop)?	Note:	If	we	start
with	a	node	in	o	loop,	this	method	may	work	depending	on	the	si7,c	of	the	loop.	Problem-7	Can	we	use	the	hnshing	technique	for	solving	Problem	-6?	Solution:	Yes.	Using	Hash	Tables	we	can	solve	this	problem.	Algorithm:	•	Traverse	the	linked	list	nodes	one	by	one.	•	Check	if	the	address	of	the	node	is	available	in	the	hash	table	or	not.	•	If	it	is	already
available	in	the	hash	table,	that	indicates	that	we	are	visiting	the	node	that	was	already	visited.	This	is	possible	only	if	the	given	linked	list	has	a	loop	in	it.	•	If	the	address	of	the	node	is	not	available	in	the	hnsh	table,	insert	that	node's	address	into	the	hash	table.	•	Continue	this	process	unt	ii	we	reach	the	end	o	r	the	linked	list	or	we	find	the	loop.
Time	Complexity:	0(11)	for	scanning	the	linked	list.	Note	that	we	are	doing	a	scan	of	only	the	input.	Space	Complexity:	O(n)	for	hash	table.	Problcm-8	Can	we	solv	11.	Give	an	algorithm	for	finding	the	merging	point.	NULL	?	Solution:	Brute-Force	Approach:	One	easy	solution	is	to	compa	re	every	node	pointer	in	the	first	list	with	every	other	node
pointer	in	the	second	list	by	which	lhc	matching	node	pointers	will	lead	us	to	the	intersecting	node.	But,	the	time	complexity	in	this	case	will	be	O(mn)	which	will	be	high.	Time	Complexity:	0(11111).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-18	Can	we	solve	Problcm-17	using	the	sorting	technique?	Solution:	No.	Consider	the	following	algorithm	which	is	based
on	sorting	and	sec	why	this	algorithm	foils.	Algorithm:	•	•	•	•	•	Take	first	lisl	node	pointers	and	keep	them	in	some	array	and	son	them.	Take	second	list	node	pointers	and	keep	them	in	some	array	and	son	them.	After	sorting,	use	two	indexes:	one	for	the	first	sorted	array	and	the	other	for	the	second	sorted	array.	Start	comparing	values	at	the	indexes
and	increment	the	index	according	to	whichever	has	the	lower	value	(increment	only	if	the	values	arc	not	equal).	At	a	ny	point,	if	we	a	rc	ublc	to	find	two	indexes	whose	values	arc	the	same,	then	that	indicates	that	those	two	nocJes	arc	pointing	to	the	same	node	nncl	we	return	that	node.	Time	Complexity:	Time	for	sortin14	lists	+	Time	for	scanning
(for	comparing)	=	0(111lo9m)	+0(11/11gn)	+O(m	+	11)	We	need	lo	consider	the	one	that	gives	the	maximum	value.	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Any	problem	with	the	above	algorithm?	Yes.	In	the	a	lgorithm,	we	are	storing	all	the	node	pointers	of	both	the	lists	and	sorting.	BUl	we	are	forgetting	the	fact	that	there	can	be	many	repeated	clements.	This	is
because	after	the	merging	point,	all	node	pointers	are	the	same	for	both	the	lists.	The	algorithm	works	fine	only	in	one	case	and	it	is	when	both	lists	have	the	ending	node	at	their	mer~c	point.	Problem-19	Can	we	solve	Problcm-17	using	hash	tables':'	Solution:	Yes.	Algorit	hm:	•	Select	a	list	which	h	as	less	number	of	nodes	(If	we	do	not	know	the
lengths	beforehand	then	select	one	list	randomly).	•	Now,	traverse	the	other	list	and	for	each	node	pointer	of	this	lisL	check	whether	the	same	node	pointer	exists	in	the	hash	table.	•	If	there	is	a	merge	point	for	the	given	lists	then	we	will	definitely	encounter	thl·	node	pointer	in	the	hash	table.	def	findlnterscetingNodc(	self,	list	I,	list2	):	intersect	=	O
t	=	listl	3.12	Linked	Lisls:	Problems	&	Solutions	81	Oulu	Structure	u	nd	Algorilhmic	Thinking	wilh	Python	Linked	Li	sts	while	None	!=	L:	intersect[t)	=True	l	=	t.getNext()	#	first	duplicate	is	in	tersection	t	•	list2	while	None	I=	t:	if	None	!=	intersect.get(	t	):	return	t	t	=	t.getNext()	return	None	Time	Complexity:	Time	for	crealing	the	hash	table+	Time
for	scanning	the	second	list	=	O(m)	+	O(n)	(or	O(n)	+	O(m),	depending	on	which	list	we	select	for	c	reating	the	ha	s	h	table.	But	in	both	cases	the	time	complexity	is	the	sume.	Spncc	Complexity:	O(r1)	or	0(111).	Problem-20	Ca	n	we	use	stocks	for	solving	Problem-	17?	Solution:	Yes.	Algorithm:	•	Create	two	slacks:	one	for	the	first	list	a	nd	one	for	the
second	list.	•	Traverse	the	first	list	and	push	all	the	node	addresses	onto	the	first	stack.	•	Traverse	the	second	list	and	push	all	the	node	addresses	onto	the	second	stack.	•	Now	both	stacks	contuin	the	node	address	o	f	the	corresponding	lists.	Now	compa	re	the	top	node	address	of	both	s	tack	s.	•	•	If	they	arc	the	same,	take	the	top	c	lements	from
both	the	stacks	and	keep	them	in	some	temporary	variable	(since	both	node	addresses	arc	node,	it	is	enou	gh	if	we	use	one	temporary	variable).	•	Continue	this	process	unti	l	the	top	node	add	resses	of	the	stacks	arc	n	ot	the	sa	me	.	•	Th	is	po	int	is	the	one	whe	re	the	lists	merge	into	a	s	ingle	list.	•	Return	t	he	value	of	the	Lcmporary	variable.	Time
Complexity:	O(m	+	n),	for	scanning	both	Lhc	lists.	Space	Complexity:	O(m	+	n).	for	crcuting	two	stacks	for	both	the	lists.	Proble	m	-21	Is	there	any	other	way	of	solving	Problem-	17?	Solution:	Yes.	Using	"finding	the	first	repeating	numb	Solution:	Brute-Force	Approach:	Por	each	of	the	node	counts	how	many	nodes	a	re	U1ere	in	lhe	list	and	sec
whether	il	is	the	middle.	Time	Complexity:	0(n2	).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-25	Can	we	improve	the	complexity	of	Problem-24?	Solution:	Yes.	Algorithm:	•	Traverse	the	list	and	find	the	length	of	lhc	list.	•	After	findin	g	the	length,	again	scan	the	list	and	locale	n/2	node	from	the	beginning.	Time	Complexity:	Time	for	findin	g	the	length	of	the	list+
Time	for	localing	middle	node=	O(n)	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Pr	oblem-26	+	O(n)	""	O(n).	Can	we	use	the	hash	table	for	solving	Problem-24?	Solution:	Yes.	The	reasoning	is	lhe	same	as	lhal	of	Problcm-3.	Time	Com	plexity:	Time	for	creating	lhc	hush	table.	There	fore,	7'(11)	=	0(11).	Space	Complexity:	0(11).	Since	we	need	to	c	reate	a	hash	table	of	size
n.	Problem-27	Can	we	solve	Problem-24	just	in	one	scan?	Solution:	Efficient	Approach:	U::;c	two	pointers.	Move	one	pointer	al	twice	the	speed	of	the	second.	When	the	first	pointer	reache::;	lhe	end	of	the	list,	the	second	pointer	will	be	pointing	lo	the	middle	node.	Note:	If	lhe	list	has	an	even	number	of	nodes,	the	middle	node	will	be	of	111/21.	def
findMiddleNode(	seU)	:	faslPlr	=	self.head	s	lowPtr	=self.head	while	(fastPtr	!=	None):	fastPtr	=	fastPtr.getNext()	if	(fastPtr	==	None):	return	slowPtr	fastPtr	=	fastPtr.getNcxl()	slowPtr	•	slowPtr.getNcxt()	return	slowPtr	Time	Complexity:	0(11).	Space	Complexity:	0(1	).	3.12	Linked	Lists:	Problems	&	Solutions	83	Data	Structu	re	and	Algorithmic
Thinking	with	Python	Problem-28	Linked	Lists	How	will	you	display	a	linked	list	from	the	end?	Solution:	Traverse	recursively	till	the	end	of	the	linked	list.	While	coming	back,	start	printing	the	elements.	It	is	natural	to	express	ma	ny	list	operations	using	recursive	methods.	For	example,	the	fo	llowing	is	a	recursive	algorithm	for	printing	a	list	bac	kwa
rds:	I.	Separate	the	list	in	to	two	pieces:	the	lirst	node	(ca	lled	the	head);	and	Lhe	rest	(called	t	he	tail).	2.	Pri	nt	the	tail	backward.	3.	Print	the	head.	Of	course,	Step	2,	the	recursive	call,	assumes	that	we	h	ave	a	way	of	printing	a	Jjst	backward.	def	printListFromEnd(	self,	list)	:	if	list	==	None:	r	eturn	head=	list	tail	=	list.getNextQ	self.	pri	n
LListFromEnd	(tail)	print	head.gctDataQ,	if	name_	==	"_main_":	linkedlst	=	LinkedList()	linkedlst.insertAtEnd(J	)	linkedlst.insertAtEnd(2)	Ii	n	kedlst.insertAtEnd(3)	lin	kedlsL	inscrtAtEnd(4)	linkedlst.printLisl()	linkcdlst.	prin	tListFromEnd(linkedlst.	hea	d)	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	O(n)->	for	Stack.	Problem-29	Check	whether	the
given	Linked	List	length	is	even	or	odd?	Solution:	Use	a	Zx	pointer.	Ta	ke	a	pointer	that	moves	at	Zx	[two	nodes	at.	a	time].	Al	the	end,	if	the	length	is	even,	then	the	pointer	will	be	NULL;	otherwise	it	will	poin	t	to	the	last	node.	def	isLinkedListLengthEven(scl~:	current=	self.head	while	current	!=	None	and	currenLgetNext()!=	None:	curre	nt	=
curren	t.getNext().getNext()	if	current	==	None:	return	1	retu	rn	0	Time	Complexity:	0(1	11/21)	::;:,Q(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problcm-3	0	If	the	head	of	a	linked	list	is	pointing	to	/a	h	cle	ment,	then	how	will	you	get	the	cle	ments	before	klh	clement?	Solution:	Use	Memory	Efficient	Linked	Lists	!XOR	Linked	Lists!.	Problem-31	Given	two	sorted
Linked	Lists,	how	to	merge	them	into	the	third	list	in	sorted	order?	Solution:	Assume	the	sizes	of	lists	are	m	and	n.	def	mcrgeTwoLists(self,	list	1,	list2):	Lemp=	Node()	pointer	=	lemp	while	listl	!=None	and	list2	!=None:	if	listl	.ge	tDat.a()	0)	reverse	blocks	of	K	nodes	in	a	list.	Example:	Input:	1	2	3	4	S	6	7	IJ	9	10.	Output	for	different	K	values:	Por	K	=
2:	2	14	3	6	S	8	7	10	9	For	K	=	3:	3	2	16	S	4	9	8	710	Por	K	=	4:	4	3	2	187	6	S	9	10	Solution:	Algorithm:	This	is	an	extension	of	swapping	nodes	in	a	.linked	list.	l)	2)	3)	4)	5)	6)	C	heck	if	remaining	list	has	K	nodes.	a	.	If	yes	get	the	pointer	of	K	+	1	1h	node.	b.	Else	return.	Reverse	first	K	nodes.	Set	next	of	lasl.	node	(a	fter	reversal)	Lo	K	+	1.	LI•	node.
Move	to	K	+	l	tll	node.	Go	Lo	step	1.	K	-	1	ih	node	of	first	K	nodes	becomes	the	new	head	if	available.	Otherwise,	we	can	return	the	head.	def	reverseKBlock(self,	head,	k):	temp=	Node(O);	tern	p.setNext(hcad)	previous	=	temp	while	True:	begin	=	previous.getNext()	end=	previous	for	i	in	range(O,k):	end	=	end.getNext()	if	end	==	None:	return
temp.getNext()	ncxlBJock	=	end.getNexl()	self.	reverseList(begin,e	nd)	previous.	set	Next.(end)	begin.setNcxl(ncxtBlock)	previous	=	begin	d	ef	rcvcrseList(sclf,	st.art,	end):	a	lreadyReverscd	"'	st.art	actual	=	start	ncxtNode	=	start.gctNcxt()	while	actual	!=	end:	acttack.	Auxiliary	stack	operations	•	•	•	•	int	Top():	Returns	the	last	inserted	clement
without	removing	it.	int	Siz{!():	Returns	the	number	of	clements	stored	in	the	stack.	int	lsEmptyStack():	Indicates	whether	a	ny	clements	an:	s	tored	in	the	stuck	or	not.	int	lsPullS	tack():	Indicates	whether	the	stack	is	full	or	not.	Exceptions	Attempling	the	execution	of	an	operation	may	sometimes	cause	an	error	condition,	ca	lled	an	exception	.
Exceptions	arc	said	to	be	~th	rown'	by	an	operation	that	cannot	be	executed.	In	the	Stack	ADT,	operations	pop	and	top	cann	ot	be	performed	if	the	stack	is	empty.	Att	e	mpting	the	execution	of	pop	(top)	on	a	n	empty	stack	throws	an	exception.	Tryin14	to	pu	s	h	nn	c	lement	in	n	fu	ll	slack	throws	a	n	exception	.	4	.4	Applications	Pollowing	arc	some	of
the	npplications	in	which	stacks	play	an	import.ant	role.	Direct	applications	•	•	•	•	•	•	•	Bo	lanc	ing	of	symbols	lnflX-to-postfix	conversion	Eva	lua	tion	of	postfix	expression	Implementing	forn..:lion	calls	(i	nc	luding	recursion)	Finding	of	s	pans	(finding	spans	in	stock	markets,	refer	to	Problems	section)	Page-visited	history	in	a	Web	browser	[Back
Buttons]	Undo	sequence	in	a	text	edito	r	Matching	Tags	in	HTML	and	XML	I	ndirect	applications	•	•	Auxiliary	data	structure	for	other	algorithms	(Example:	Tree	traversal	a	lgori	thms)	Compon	ent	of	other	data	structures	(Example:	Simulating	queues,	refer	Queues	chapter)	4.5	Implementat	ion	There	arc	many	ways	of	implementing	stack	ADT;	below
arc	the	commonly	used	methods.	•	•	•	Simple	a	rray	based	implcmentnlion	Dynamic	array	bused	imple	mentalion	Linked	lists	imple	me	ntation	Simple	Array	I	mplementation	This	implementation	of	s	tack	ADT	uses	a	n	array.	In	the	array,	we	add	clements	from	left	to	right	and	use	n	var·iablc	to	keep	track	of	the	index	of	the	top	clement.	4.3	Stack	ADT
97	Dula	SLrucLurc	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Slacks	T~	e	.array	.swring	the	s~ck	c	le	ments	may	become	full.	A	push	operation	will	then	throw	a	full	stack	exception.	S1m1larly,	1f	we	try	deleting	an	clement	fro	m	an	e	mpty	stack	it	will	throw	stack	empty	exception.	class	Stack(object):	def	inil_	(self,	Limit	•	I	0):	self.slk	=	II	self.limit	=
limit	dt.Jf	isEmpty(sclf):	return	Jen(self.stk)	=	self.limit:	print	'Stack	Overflow!'	else:	self.stk.append(item)	print	'Stack	after	Push',self.stk	def	pop(sclf):	if	len(sclf.stk)	~	<	AID.	peek{}):	D.pop()	if	D.	isEmpty():	p	-1	else:	P	Slil	=	i-P	D.	push(i)	0.pcck()	print	S	finding$pans(['6',	'3',	'4',	'S',	'2'))	Time	Complexjty:	Each	index	of	the	array	is	pushed	inco	the
stack	exactly	once	and	also	popped	from	the	stack	al	most	once.	The	sLatemcnts	in	the	while	loop	are	executed	al	most	n	times.	Even	though	the	algorithm	has	nested	loops,	the	complexity	is	0(11)	as	the	inner	loop	is	executing	only	n	times	during	the	course	of	the	ulgorithm	(trace	out	an	cxumple	nncl	sec	how	many	times	the	inner	loop	becomes
successful).	Space	Complexity:	O(n)	!for	stack].	Proble	m	-24	Largest	rectangle	under	histogram:	/\	histogram	is	a	polygon	composed	o	f	a	sequ	e	nce	o	f	rectangles	a	ligned	at	a	common	base	line	.	For	s	implicity,	ass	ume	that	th	e	r	ecla	ngles	h	a	ve	equ	a	l	widt	h	s	b	ut	may	ha	ve	d	iffere	n	t	h	eigh	ts.	r	o	r	example,	the	figure	o	n	the	le	ft	s	hows	a
histogram	tha	t	con	s	is	ts	of	rec	ta	ng	les	with	the	heights	3,	2,	5.	6,	1,	4,	4,	mcusured	in	uni	ts	where	1	is	the	width	of	th	e	rcclUnglcs.	llcrc	our	problem	is:	given	an	array	with	heights	of	rectangles	(assuming	width	is	1),	we	need	to	find	the	la	rgest	rectangle	possible.	For	the	given	cxnmple,	the	largest	rcclanglc	is	the	shared	part.	n-Illi11	~II	Solution:
/\	straightforward	answer	is	to	go	to	each	bur	in	the	histogra	m	and	find	the	maximum	possible	areu	in	the	histogram	for	it.	Fina	lly,	find	the	maximum	of	these	values.	This	will	requ	ire	0(11	2	).	Problem-25	For	Problcm-24,	can	we	improve	the	time	complexity?	Solution:	Linear	s	earch	u	sin	g	a	stack	of	incomplete	sub	problems:	There	arc	many	ways
of	solving	this	problem.	judge	has	given	a	nice	algorithm	for	this	problem	which	is	based	on	stack.	Process	the	clements	in	lcftto-right	order	and	maintain	a	stack	of	information	about	started	but	yet	unfinished	sub	histograms.	If	the	stack	is	empty,	open	a	new	sub	problem	by	pushing	the	element	onto	the	stack.	Otherwise	compare	it	to	the	clement	on
lop	of	the	stack.	If	the	new	one	is	greater	we	again	push	it.	If	the	new	one	is	equal	we	skip	it.	In	all	these	cases,	we	continue	with	the	next	new	clement.	If	the	new	one	is	less,	we	finish	the	topmost	sub	problem	by	updating	the	maximum	urea	with	respect	to	the	clement	at	the	top	of	the	stuck.	Then,	we	discard	U1c	element	at	the	top,	and	repeat	the
procedure	keeping	the	current	new	clement.	This	wny,	u	ll	sub	problems	arc	finished	when	the	slack	becomes	empty,	o	r	its	top	clement	is	less	than	or	cquul	to	the	new	clement,	leading	to	the	actions	described	above.	If	all	clements	have	been	processed,	and	Ll1e	slack	is	not	yet	empty,	we	finish	the	remaining	sub	problems	by	updating	the	maximum
area	with	respect	to	the	clements	at	the	top.	def	largestRcctanglcArea(self,	height):	stackz::ll;	i=O;	maxArca'"O	w	h	ile	ihcight!stack(lcn(stack)-	LII:	stack.appcn	d	(i)	e	lse:	c	u	IT"'Slack.	pop()	4	.7	Stacks:	Pro	blems	&	Solu	tion	s	11	6	Stacks	Dnltl	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	width=i	if	sui.ck-•11	else	i-sta.ckjlen(stack)-1	J-	l
maxArea=max(maxArea,	width*heightlcurrl)	i-=	l	i+=l	while	slack!=!I:	cu	rr=stack.	pop()	width=	i	if	sluck••ll	c.:lsc	lcn(hcight)-sluckllcn(s	tack)-	1]-	I	maxArca=max(muxArca,	width*heightlcurrl)	reLUrn	maxArea	At	the	first	impression.	this	solution	seems	to	be	having	0(11	2	)	complexity.	But	if	wc	look	carefully,	every	element	is	pushed	and	popped
at	most	once,	and	in	every	step	of	th	e	function	at	least	one	clement	is	pushed	or	popped.	Since	the	amount	of	work	for	the	decisions	and	the	update	is	constant,	the	complexity	of	the	algorithm	is	O(n)	by	amortized	analysis.	Spnce	Complexity	:	O(n)	!for	stock!.	Problem-26	Given	a	s	toc	k	of	integers,	how	do	you	c	hec	k	whether	each	successive	pnir	of
numbers	in	the	:;tuck	is	consecutive	or	nol.	The	pnirs	can	be	inc	reasing	or	d	ccrcusing,	and	if	the	stuck	hns	un	odd	number	of	e	lements,	the	element	uL	the	top	is	left	out	of	a	pair.	For	exo	mple,	if	the	stack	of	clements	arc	14,	5,	-2,	-3,	1	I	,	LO,	5,	6,	201,	then	the	output	s	hould	be	true	because	eueh	of	the	pairs	(4,	5),	(-2,	-3),	(11,	10),	and	(5,	6)
consists	of	consecut	ive	numbers.	Solution:	Refer	Queues	chapter.	Problem-27	Recursively	n·movc	a	ll	a	djacent	duplicates:	Given	a	string	of	characters,	recursively	remove	adjacent	duplicate	charoctcrs	from	string.	The	output	st	ring	should	n	ot	have	any	adjacent	duplicates.	Input:	careermonk	Ou	ut:	camonk	Input:	mississippi	Out	ut:	m	Solution:	This
solution	runs	with	the	concept	of	in	-pince	stack.	When	clement	on	slack	doesn't	match	the	c	urrent	character,	we	add	il	LO	s	lack.	When	il	matches	lo	stack	lop,	we	skip	charuclcrs	unt	ii	the	clement	match	es	the	top	of	stack	ond	remove	the	element	from	stuck.	def	rcmoveAdjacenLDuplicutcs(1:1tr):	stkptr	=	-1	i	0	si;-,c==lcn(str)	while	irr1~R	5
QUEUES	5.1	What	is	a	Queue?	A	queue	is	a	data	structure	used	for	s	to	ring	data	(s	imilar	to	Linked	Lists	and	8tncks).	In	queue,	the	order	in	which	dula	a	rrives	is	importnnl.	In	genera	l,	a	que	ue	is	a	line	of	people	or	things	waiting	to	be	served	in	seque	ntial	order	starling	at	the	beginning	of	the	line	or	sequence.	Definition:	A	queue	is	an	ordered	list
in	which	insertions	are	done	at	one	end	(rear)	and	deletions	a	rc	done	a	l	other	end	u	·1·011t).	The	first	cleme	nt	to	be	inserted	is	the	firs	t	one	Lo	be	deleted.	Hence,	it	is	called	First	in	First	out	(PIPO)	or	Last	in	Last	out	(LILO)	list.	Similar	to	Stacks,	special	numcs	urc	given	to	the	two	changes	thnt	can	be	made	to	a	queue.	When	an	clement	is	inserted
in	a	queue,	the	concept	is	en	lied	HnQ11e11e,	and	when	an	clement	is	removed	from	the	queue,	the	concept	is	culled	DeQueue.	DeQ11e11emg	an	empty	queue	is	called	underflow	a	n	d	EnQueuing	an	element	in	a	full	queue	is	called	overflow.	Generally,	we	treat	them	as	exceptions.	As	an	example,	consider	the	snapshot	of	the	queue.	Elements	ready
lo	be	served	(DcQueue)	front	rear	New	clements	ready	to	enter	Queue	(EnQucuc)	5.2	How	are	Queues	Used	The	concept	of	a	qucuc	cun	bc	explained	by	observing	a	linc	ul	a	rcser-vation	cou	nt	er.	When	we	e	nte	r	t	hc	line	wc	stand	ut	thc	e	nd	of	thc	line	und	the	person	who	is	at	the	fron	t	of	the	line	is	the	onc	who	wi	ll	bt;	servcd	nexl.	I	le	will	ex	it	the
queuc	a	nd	be	scrvccl.	As	this	happens,	thc	next	person	wi	ll	come	al	the	head	of	the	lin	e,	wi	ll	exit	the	qucuc	and	wi	ll	be	scr-vcd.	As	each	person	al	the	head	of	the	line	kee	ps	exiting	the	queue,	we	move	towards	the	h	ead	of	the	lin	c.	Finally	we	will	reach	the	h	ead	of	the	line	nncl	we	will	exit	the	queue	and	be	ser-ved.	This	behavior	is	very	usefu	l	in
cases	whcrc	there	is	a	need	to	maintain	thc	order	of	arrival.	5.3	Queue	ADT	Thc	following	operation	s	m	nkc	u	qucue	an	ADT.	Insertions	and	dclctions	sch	cmc.	For	s	implicity	we	assume	the	clements	arc	integers.	5.	1	What	is	a	Queue?	111	the	queue	must	follow	tlw	FIFO	119	Queues	Data	Struc	ture	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Main	Queue
Ope	rations	•	•	EnQucue(inl	data):	Inserts	an	elcmenl	at	the	end	of	the	queue	inl	DcQueuc():	Removes	and	returns	the	clement	at	the	front	of	the	queue	Auxiliary	Queu	e	Ope	rations	•	•	•	int	Front():	Returns	the	clement	at	the	front	without	removing	it	int	QucueSizc():	Returns	the	number	of	e	lements	stored	in	the	queue	int	IsEmptyQueue():	Indicates
whether	no	e	lements	arc	stored	in	the	queue	or	not	5.	4	Exceptions	S	imilar	lo	other	ADTs,	executi	ng	DeQueue	on	an	empty	queue	throws	an	"	Empty	Queue	Hxceptio11"	a	nd	executing	H11Q11e11c	on	a	full	que	u	e	throws	u	"	Fu/I	Que	ue	J;'xception".	5.5	Applications	rollowing	arc	the	some	of	the	applica	lions	th	a	t	u	se	queues.	Direct	Applications
•	•	•	•	•	•	Operating	systems	schedule	jobs	(with	equal	priority)	in	the	order	of	arrival	(e.g.,	o	print	queue).	Simulution	of	rea	l-world	queues	such	as	lines	at	a	licket	counter	or	any	other	first-come	first-served	scenario	requires	a	queue.	Mulliprogramming.	Asynchronous	data	transfer	(file	10,	pipes,	sockets).	Wa	iting	times	of	c	ustomers	a	l	call	center.
Determining	number	of	cashie	rs	to	have	at	a	supermarket.	Indire	ct	Applica	tions	•	•	Auxiliary	data	structure	for	a	lgorithms	Component	of	olher	data	structu	res	5.6	Implementation	There	arc	muny	ways	(simila	r	Lo	Stacks)	of	im	plementing	queue	operations	and	some	of	the	commonly	used	methods	ore	listed	below.	•	•	•	Simp	le	c	irc	ula	r	n	rrny
based	im	ple	me	ntation	Dy	nnm	ic	c	ircu	lu	r	u	rroy	bused	implemen	tation	Linked	list	implcmcn	tntion	Why	Circular	Arrays?	Firsl,	let	us	sec	whether	we	can	use	simple	arrays	for	implementing	queues	as	we	have	done	for	stacks.	We	know	that,	in	queues,	the	insertions	are	performed	at	one	end	and	deletions	a	re	performed	at	the	other	end.	Afler
performing	some	insertions	and	deletions	th	e	process	becomes	easy	to	understand.	In	the	exumplc	s	h	own	below,	it	ca	n	be	seen	clearly	that	the	initial	s	lots	of	the	array	arc	getting	wasted.	So,	simple	u	rruy	implementation	for	queue	is	not	efficient.	To	solve	this	problem	we	assume	the	o	rrays	as	c	irc	ula	r	urruys.	Thnt	means,	we	treat	the	last
clement	and	the	first	urruy	clements	os	contiguous.	With	this	rc	prcsentcHion,	if	there	arc	any	free	s	lots	al	the	beginning,	the	rear	pointer	can	easily	go	lo	its	next	free	slot.	front	5.4	Exccplions	rear	New	clements	rcndy	to	e	nter	Q	ue	u	e	(e	nQue	u	e)	120	Queues	Dow	Struclurc	and	Algorilhrnic	Thinking	with	Python	Note:	The	simple	circular	array	and
dynamic	circular	array	implementations	are	very	similar	to	stack	array	implementations.	Refer	to	Stacks	chapter	for	analysis	of	these	implementations.	Simple	Circular	Array	Implementation	Fixed	s	i;1,c	urray	rear	front	This	simple	implementation	of	Qu=	self.	limit:	self.	resize()	self.que.append(itcm)	if	self.front	is	None:	self.front	$t:lf.rear	..	0	else:
self.rear	•	Helf.size	self.size	.....	1	5	.6	Implementation	122	Datu	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Queues	print	'Queue	after	enQueue'	,self.que	def	dcQucue(sclf):	if	self.si7£	cir.front=	Node(data,	self.front)	if	sclf.lastNodc:	self.	laslNodc.scll..ast(self.	front)	if	self.rear	is	None:	self.rear	=	self.front	5.6	Implementation	124	Data	Structure
and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Queues	self.si7.e	+=	I	def	queueRear(seU):	if	self.rear	is	None:	pri	nt	"Sorry,	lhe	queue	is	empty!"	raise	lndcxError	return	sclf.rcar.gclDala()	def	queueFront(seU):	if	self.front	is	None:	print	"Sorry,	the	queue	is	empty!"	raise	IndexError	return	self.	front.	getData()	def	deQueuc(seln:	if	self.rear	is	None:	print
"Sorry,	the	queue	is	empty!"	raise	lndexError	result	=	self.	rear.gctData()	self.rear	=	self.rear.last	self.size	-=	1	return	result	def	size(sel~:	return	sclf.si7.e	que	=	Queue()	que.	cnQueue("	first")	print	"Front:	"+que.queueFront()	print	"Rear:	"+que.queueRear()	que.enQueue("second")	print	"Front:	"+quc.queueFront()	print	"Rear:	"+qut:.queueRear()
que.enQucue("third")	print	"Front:	"+quc.queueFronl()	print	"Rear:	"+quc.qucueRear()	print	"Dequeuing:	"+que.deQucuc()	print	"Front:	"+quc.queueFront()	print	"Rear:	''+que.queucRear()	Performance	Let	11	be	the	number	of	clements	in	the	queue,	then	Space	Complexity	(for	n	EnQueue	operations)	Time	Complexity	of	E;;nQueue()	Time
Complexity	of	DeQueue()	Time	Complexity	of	IsEmptyQueue()	Time	Complexity	of	DeleteQueue()	0(11)	0(1)	(Average)	0(1)	0(1)	0(1)	Comparison	of	Implementations	Note:	Comparison	is	very	simila	r	lo	slack	impleme	ntations	and	Stacks	chapter.	5.7	Queues:	Problems	&	Solutions	Problem-1	Give	an	a	lgorithm	for	reversing	a	queue	Q.	To	access	the
queue,	we	arc	only	allowed	to	use	the	methods	of	queue	ADT.	Solution:	class	Stack(object):	def	_init_(self,	limit=	I	0):	self.stk	=	11	self.limit	=	limit	def	is	Empty(seU):	5.7	Queues:	Problems	&	Solutions	125	Data	Structure	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Queues	return	len(self.stk)	=self.limit:	print	'Stack	Overflow!'	else:	self.stk.appcnd(item)
print	'Stack	after	Push',self.stk	def	pop(self):	if	len(self.stk)	TEl{	TREES	6	."t	;.	6.1	What	is	a	Tree?	A	tree	is	a	data	structure	similar	to	a	linked	LisL	but	instead	of	each	node	poinling	simply	to	Lhe	next	node	in	a	linear	fashion,	each	node	points	to	a	n	u	mber	of	nodes.	Tree	is	an	example	of	non-linea	r	data	::;tructurcs.	J\	Lrce	struc	ture	is	a	way	of	re
presen	ting	I	h	e	hierarchical	na	ture	of	a	s	truc	ture	in	a	graphical	form.	In	trees	ADT	(Abslraet	Data	Type),	the	o	rder	of	lh	c	clements	is	not	important.	If	we	need	ordering	information	linear	data	structures	like	linked	lists,	stacks,	queues,	elc.	cn	n	be	used.	6.2	Glossary	•	•	•	•	•	•	Th	e	root	o	f	a	tree	is	Lhc	nod	nMaxLen):	nMaxLen	..	root.nMaxLcft	+
root.nMaxRight	return	nMaxLen	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complcxily:	0(11).	Problem-19	Give	an	a	lgorithm	for	finding	lhc	level	that	hos	the	maximum	sum	in	the	binary	tree.	6	.6	Binary	Tree	Traversals	149	Duta	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Trees	Solution:	The	logic	is	very	much	similar	to	finding	the	number	of	levels.	The
only	change	is,	we	need	to	keep	track	of	the	sums	as	well.	def	findLevelwithMaxSu	m(root):	if	root	is	Non	e:	return	0	q	..	Q	u	eue()	q.enQueue(	root	)	q.cnQueue(	None	)	node=	None	level	=	maxLevel=	currentSum	=	maxSum	=	0	while	not	q.isEmpty():	node	=	q.deQucueO	##	d	equeue	FIFO	#	If	the	current	level	ii:;	completed	then	compare	sums
if(node	a	-	None):	if(currcntSum>	maxSum):	maxSum	..	currentSum	maxU:vel	=level	curren	tS	u	m	..	0	#place	the	in	d	icator	for	end	of	next	level	at	the	end	o	f	queue	if	not	q.isEmpty():	q.cnQueue(	None	)	level+	I	else:	currcntSum	+•	n	ode.getDala()	if	nodc.ld	t	is	not	None:	q.cnQueue(	node.le	ft	)	if	n	ode.	right	is	not	None	:	q.cn	Qu	e	u	e	(	nod	e.	righ
t	)	return	m	ax.Leve	l	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	O(n).	Proble	m	-20	Given	a	binnry	tree,	print	out	all	its	rool-lo-lcnf	paths.	Solution:	Refer	LO	comments	in	functions.	def	pathsAppender(root,	path,	paths):	if	not	root:	return	0	palh.a	p	pcnd(root.data)	paths.a	ppend(path)	pat	hsAppcndcr(root.lefl,	palh+lrool.datal,	paths)	pathsAp
pcnder(root.righ	l,	pnth+lroot.datal,	paths)	#	mukc	sure	it	can	be	executed!	def	palhsFinder(root):	paths=	II	pathsAppender(root,	II,	paths)	print	'paths:',	paths	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(11),	for	recursive	stack.	Proble	m	-2	1	Given	a	binory	tree	containing	digits	from	0	-9	only,	each	root-to-leaf	path	could	represent	o	number.	An
example	is	the	root-to-leaf	path	1->2->3	which	represents	Lhe	number	123.	Pind	thc	total	sum	of	all	root-lo-leaf	numbers.	For	exnmplc,	The	root-to	lcuf	puth	l	->2	rcprcscnts	thc	numbcr	23.	The	root-to-lcnf	path	1->3	rcprcscnts	the	number	24.	Return	the	sL1m	=	23	+	24	=	47.	Solution	:	6	.6	Binary	Tree	Tra	versals	150	Data	Struc	ture	and
Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	T	rees	def	sumNumbers(self,	root):	if	not	rool:	return	0	currcnt=O	sum=[OI	self.caJSum(rot,	current,	sum)	return	sumjOI	def	calSum(self,	root,	current,	sum):	if	not	root:	return	current=current*l	O+rool.data	if	not	root.	left	and	not	root.	right:	sum[Ol+"'currcnt	return	self.calSum(root.lcft,	current,	sum)
self.calSum(root.righL,currcnt,	sum)	Problem-22	Give	n	a	bina	ry	tree,	find	the	maximum	pulh	sum.	The	path	may	start	and	e	nd	at	any	node	in	the	tree.	For	example:	Given	the	below	binary	tree,	Solution:	def	treeMaximumSumPath(node,	is_left=True,	Lpath={},	Rpath={}):	if	is	left	#	left	sub-	tree	if	not	node.left:	Lpath[node.idl	=	0	relurn	0	else:
Lpath{node.id]	=	node.data.	+	max(	treeMaximumSumPath(node.left,	True,	Lpath,	Rpath),	treeMaximumSumPath(node.	left,	False,	Lpath,	Rpath)	)	return	Lpa.thlnode.id]	else:	fl.	right	sub-tree	if	not	node.right:	Rpath[node.idl	=	0	return	0	else:	Rpath[node.idl	=	node.data+	max(	treeMaximumSumPath(node.right.,	True,	Lpath,	Rpath),
treeMaximumSumPath(node.right,,	False,	Lpalh,	Rpath)	)	return	Rpath[node.idl	dof	maxsum_path(root):	Lpath	=	(}	Rpath	=	0	treeMaximumSumPath(root,	True,	Lpath,	Rpath)	treeMaximumSumPath(root,	F'alse,	Lpath,	Rpath)	print	'Left-path:',	Lpath	print	'Right-path:',	Rpath	path2sum	=	dict((i,	Lpalhlil+Rpathlil)	for	i	in	IJpath.kcys())	i	=
max(palh2sum,	key=path2sum.get)	print	'The	path	going	through	node',	i,	'wilh	max	sum',	palh2sum[ij	return	path2surn[ij	6.6	Binary	Tree	Traversals	151	Trees	Da	ta	S	lruclu	re	a	nd	Algorilhmic	Thinking	wi	th	Python	Problem-23	Give	an	algorithm	for	checking	the	existence	of	path	with	given	sum.	That	means,	given	a	sum,	check	whether	there	exists
a	path	from	root	to	any	of	the	nodes.	Solution:	For	this	problem,	the	strategy	is	:	subtract	the	node	value	from	t	he	sum	before	calling	its	children	recurs	ively,	and	check	to	see	if	the	s	um	is	0	when	we	run	out	of	tree.	def	pathFinder(root,	val,	palh,	paths):	iJ	nt	root:	return	False	if	ript	root.left	and	not	root.right:	if	root.data	==	val:
path.append(root.data)	paths.append(path)	return	True	else:	return	False	left=	pathFinder(root.left,	val-root.data,	path+lroot.data],	paths)	rignt	=	pathFinder(root.right,	val-root.data,	path+!root.dataJ,	paths)#	make	return	left	or	right	SUH!>it	can	be	executed!	defhasPathWith	Sum(	root,	val):	paths	=	[]	pathFinder(root,	va	l,	!]	,	paths)	print	'sum:',
val	print	'paths:',	paths	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	O(n).	Give	an	a	lgorit	hm	for	finding	the	sum	of	a	ll	elements	in	binary	tree.	Solution:	Recursively,	call	left	subtree	sum,	right	su	btree	sum	and	add	their	va	lues	to	current	nodes	da	la.	Problem-24	def	sumInBinary'f	reeRecu	rsive(root):	if(root	==	None)	:	return	0	return
root.data+suminBinaryTreeRecursive(root.left)	+	sumlnBinaiyTreeRecursive(root.right)	Time	Complexity	:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	O(n).	Can	we	solve	Problcm-24	withoul	recursion"?	Problem-25	Solution:	We	can	use	level	order	traversal	with	s	imple	c	hange.	Eve1y	time	a	fler	dc	leling	a	n	cle	ment	from	queue,	add	the	node's	data	va	lue	lo	sum	va
riable.	def	sumln	Bina	ry'I'ree	LevelO	rd	er(root):	if	root	is	None:	return	0	q	=	QueueQ	q.enQueue(	root)	node=	None	sum=O	while	not	q.isf~mpty():	node	=	q.deQueue()	sum	+=	node.getData()	if	node.left	is	not	None:	q.enQueue(	node.left	)	if	node.right	is	not	None:	q.enQueue(	node.right	)	return	sum	#	dequeue	FIFO	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space
Complexity:	O(n).	Problem-26	Give	a	n	a	lgorilhm	for	conve	rling	a	tree	to	its	mirror.	Mirror	of	a	tree	is	a	nother	lrce	wilh	lcfl	a	nd	righl	c	hildren	of	a	ll	non-leaf	nodes	interc	hanged.	The	Lrecs	be	low	arc	mirrors	lo	each	0U1cr.	6	.6	Binary	Tree	Traversals	152	Trees	Dat	a	Struc	ture	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	root	root	Solution:	def
MirrorOfBinary'l'rec(root):	if(root	!=	None):	MirrorOfBina	ry'l'rec(root.	lefc)	MirrorOfBina	ry'I'ree(root.	righl)	#	swap	the	pointers	in	this	node	temp	=	root.left	root.left	=	root.right	root.right	=	temp	return	root	Time	Complexity:	0(11)	.	Space	Complexity:	O(n).	Problem-27	Given	two	trees,	give	a	n	algorith	m	for	checking	whether	they	arc	mirrors	of
each	other.	Solution:	def	AreMirrors(rootl,	rool2):	if(rootl	==	None	and	root2	==	None):	return	I	if(rooll	=	None	or	root2	......	None):	return	0	if(root	1.data	!=	root2.dotn):	return	0	else:	retu1·n	AreMirrors(root	l.lefL,	root2.right)	and	AreMirrors(rootl.right,	root2.lcft)	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(11).	Problem-28	Give	un	a	lgorithm	for
finding	LCA	(Lcns	l	Common	Ancestor)	of	two	nodes	in	fl	Binary	Tree.	Solution:	def	lca(root,	alphu,	beta):	if	nol	root:	return	None	if	root.data	==	alpha	or	root.data	==	beta:	return	root	left	=	lca(root.left,	alpha,	beta)	right	=	lca(root.right,	alpha,	beta)	if	left	and	right:	II	a	lpha	&	beta	are	on	both	s	ides	return	root	else:	#	EITHER	a	lpha/	beta	is	on	one
side	#	OR	alpha/beta	is	not	in	L&R	subtrees	return	left	if	left	e	lse	right	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(11)	for	rec	ursion.	Problcm-29	Give	an	a	lgorithm	for	constructing	binary	tree	from	given	lnorder	and	Preorder	traversals.	Solution:	Le	t	us	con	s	ider	the	trnvcrsals	below:	lnorder	sequence:	D	B	E	A	F'	C	?reorder	sequence:	A	B	D	E	C
F'	6.6	Binary	Tree	Traversals	153	Trees	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	In	a	Preorder	sequence,	leftmost	ele	ment	denotes	the	root	of	the	tree.	So	we	know	'A'	is	the	root	for	given	sequenc	es.	By	searching	'A'	in	lnorder	sequence	we	can	find	o	ut	all	clements	on	the	left	s	ide	of	'A',	whic	h	come	under	the	left	subtree,	and	cleme
nts	on	the	right	side	of	'II',	which	come	unde	r	the	right	s	ubtree.	So	we	get	the	structure	us	seen	below.	We	recursive	ly	follow	the	above	steps	and	get	Lhe	fol	lowing	tree.	Algorithm:	Bui	ldTree()	I	Select	an	element	from	Prem·d	e1·	.	Increment	a	Preorder	index	va	r;able	(preOrderlmlcx	in	code	below)	LO	pick	next	element	in	next	recursive	call.	2
Create	a	new	tree	node	(11	ewNode)	from	heap	with	the	dale.I	as	s	elec	ted	clement.	3	Find	the	selected	element's	index	in	lnorder.	Let	the	index	be	i110rder/11dex.	4	Ca	ll	BuildBinary'free	for	clements	before	i	110rder/11dex	ond	ma	ke	the	built	tree	as	left	subtree	of	11ewNode.	5	Cull	BuildBinaryTrcc	for	clements	after	i	110rder/11ciex	und	make
the	built	t	ree	as	right	s	ubtree	of	6	11ewNode.	return	newNode.	class	TreeNode:	def	_	init_	(self,	data):	self.	val	=	data	self.left=	None	self.right=	None	class	Solution:	def	buildTree(self,	preorder,	inordcr):	if	not	inorder:	return	None	##	inorder	is	empty	root=	TreeNode(prcorderjOJ)	rootPos	=	inorder.index(preorder[OIJ	root.left=
self.buildTree(preorder(l	:	1	+	rootPos[,	inorder[	:	rootPoslJ	root.right=	self.buildTrce(preordertrootPos	+	I	:	I,	inordcr[rootPos	+	l	:	return	root	##	Alternative	coding	class	Solution2:	def	buildTree(self,	preordcr,	inorder):	return	self.buildTrecRec(preorder,	inorder,	0,	0,	lcn(preorder))	ll	def	buildTreeRec(self,	prnorder,	inorder,	ind	Pre,	indln	,
clement):	if	element==O:	return	None	solution	=	TreeNode(preorderlindPrcl)	numElementsLcftSubtrcc	-	O;	ror	i	in	range(indln,	indln+clcmcnt):	if	inorder[i)	==	preordcr[indPrc]:	6.6	Binary	Tree	Traversals	154	Trees	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	break	numElementsLeftSubLree	+=	1	solution.left=	self.buildTreeRec(preordcr,
inorder,	indPrc+	I,	indln,	numElcmcntsLefLSubtree)	solution.right	=	self.	buildTreeRcc(preorder,	inorder,	indPrc+numElementsLcftSubtrcc+	I,\	ind	ln+numElemcnlsLcftSubtree+	I,	clcment-	1-numE;lcmentsLeftSubtrcc)	return	solution	Tim	e	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	O(n).	Problcm-30	If	we	arc	given	two	traversal	sequences,	can	we
construct	the	binary	1rec	uniquely?	Solution:	It	depends	on	what	traversals	arc	given.	If	one	of	the	traversal	method::>	i::>	/non/er	then	the	tree	can	be	conlilructcd	uniquely,	otherwise	not.	The	refore,	the	following	com	bi	no	I	ions	cun	uniquely	idenl	ify	n	tree:	•	•	lnorder	a	nd	Preorder	lnordcr	and	Postorder	lnordcr	and	Level-order	The	following
combinations	do	not	uniquely	identify	a	tree.	•	•	•	Postorder	and	Preorder	Preorder	and	Level-order	Postorder	a	nd	Level-order	For	example,	Preorder,	Level-order	and	Postorder	traversals	me	the	same	for	the	above	trees:	Preorder	Traversal	=	AB	Postorder	Traversal	=	BA	Level-order	Trave	rsnl	AB	So,	even	if	three	of	them	(PreOrder,	Level-Order
and	PostOrdcr)	arc	given,	the	tree	connot	be	constructed	uniquely.	Problem-31	Give	an	algorithm	for	printing	all	the	oncestors	of	a	node	in	a	Binary	tree.	For	the	tree	below,	for	7	the	ancestors	arc	1	3	7.	Solution:	Apart	from	the	Depth	First	Search	of	this	tree,	we	can	use	the	following	recursive	way	lo	print	the	n	nccstors.	def	PrintAILAncestors(root,
node):	if(root	==	NULL}:	return	0	if(roolleft	==	node	or	rooLright	==	node	or	PrinWlAncestors(root.left,	node)	or	\	PrintAllAnccstors(root.right,	node)}:	print(root.data)	return	1	return	0	Time	Com	plexily:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(11)	for	recursion.	6.6	Binary	Tree	Traversals	155	Trees	Data	Structure	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Problcm-
32	Zigzag	Tree	Traversal:	Give	an	a	lgorithm	to	traverse	a	binary	tree	in	Zigr,ag	order.	Fo	r	example,	the	output	for	the	tree	below	should	be:	13245	6	7	Solut	ion:	This	problem	can	be	solved	easily	using	two	s	tacks.	Assu	me	the	two	stacks	ure:	currentlevel	a	nd	ncxll.cvcl.	We	would	also	need	a	variable	to	keep	trnck	of	1h	e	cu	rrent	level	order
(whether	it	is	left	to	right	o	r	right	to	lcf1).	We.;	pop	fro	m	currenllevel	stack	and	print	the	nodc.;'s	value.	Whe	never	the	c	urrent	level	order	is	from	left	to	right,	pus	h	the	node's	left	c	hild,	then	its	r	ight	child,	to	stack	ncxt/,evel.	Since	a	stack	is	a	Last	In	First	Out	(LIFO)	structu	re,	the	next	time	that	nodes	are	popped	off	nextLcvel,	it	will	be	in	the
reverse	order	.	On	the	other	hand,	when	the	cu	rrent	level	order	is	from	right	to	left,	we	would	push	the	node's	righ	t	child	first,	then	its	left	child.	Finally,	don't	forget	to	swap	those	two	s	tacks	at	the	end	of	each	level	(1.	c.,	when	currentl	evel	is	empty).	def	ziv.ag'fravcrsal(self,	root):	result	...	II	currentLevel	if	root	I=	None:	currentLevel.append(root)
=n	lc	ftTo	Rjghl	=	True	while	len(currentLcvel)>O:	levelrcsult	=II	nextLevel	=	II	while	len(currentLevel)>O:	node	=	currcntLcvel.pop()	levelresult.append(node.	val)	if	leflToRight:	if	node.left	!=	None:	nexLLcvel.append(node.Jcfl)	if	node.right	!..	None:	nextLcvel.appcnd(nodc.righl)	else:	if	node.	right	I=	None:	nextLcvel.append(node.right)	if	node.left
!=	None:	nextLeve	l.appcnd(node.	left)	c	urrentLevcl	=	ncxLLcvel	rcsult.a	ppend(levclresult)	leftToRight	=	not	lcft'J'oRight	return	result	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	Space.;	for	two	stacks	=	O(n)	+	O(n)	=	O(n).	Problem-33	Give	an	algorithm	for	finding	the	vertica	l	sum	of	a	binary	tree.	For	example,	The	1ree	hos	5	vertical	lines	Verticul-
1:	nodes-4	=>vertical	sum	is	4	V1:rticul-2:	nodcs-2	=>vertica	l	sum	is	2	12	Ve	rtical	-3:	noclcs-	1,5,6	=>	verticnl	s	um	is	1	+	5	+	6	Ve	rticul-4:	noclcs-3	=>	vcrticn	l	sum	is	3	6.6	Binary	Tree	Traversals	156	Trees	Dala	Struclurc	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	wilh	Python	Vert.ical-5:	nodes-7	=>vertical	sum	is	7	We	need	Lo	output:	4	2	12	3	7	root	Solution:



We	can	do	on	inordcr	traversal	and	h	ash	the	column.	We	ca	ll	VerticalSumlnBinnryT	rce(root,	0)	which	means	the	root	is	at	column	0.	While	doing	the	traversal,	h::ish	the	column	::incl	increase	its	va	lue	by	root	-+data.	h	ashTablc	=	I}	def	verticalSumlnBinuryTree(root,	column):	if	not	root:	return	if	not	column	in	h	ashTa	ble:	h	ashTa	ble!columnJ	=	0
hashTablclcolum	nj	=	hashTablc!column)	-+	root.dat.a	vcrtica!SumlnBinaryTrec(root.lc	ft,	column	-	1)	verticalSumlnBinaryTree(root.right.	column	-1	1)	vertica!SumlnBinaryTrec(root,	0)	print	hashTable	Problem-34	How	many	differem	binary	t	rees	a	rc	possible	with	n	nodes?	Solution:	For	example,	consider	a	tree	with	3	nodes	(11	(i.e.,	:('	-	3	=	5)
trees.	=	3).	It	will	have	the	maximum	combination	of	5	different	In	general,	if	there	arc	n	nodes,	there	exist	2"	-	11	different	trees.	Problem-35	Given	a	tree	with	a	special	property	where	leaves	arc	represented	with	'L'	and	internal	node	with	'I'.	Also,	assume	thnt	cu	ch	node	hns	e	ither	0	or	2	children.	Given	preordcr	traversal	of	t	his	t	rec,	construct	th
e	tree.	Example:	Given	preordcr	string	-	>	!LI	LL	root	Solution:	First,	we	should	sec	how	preorder	traversal	is	arranged.	Pre-orde	r	traversal	means	lirst	pu	t	root	node,	then	pre-order	traversal	of	left	subtree	and	then	pre-order	Lraven;al	of	right	subtree.	In	a	normal	scenario,	it'::;	not	possible	to	detect	where	left	subtree	ends	and	right	subtree	starts
using	only	pre-order	traversal.	Since	every	node	has	either	2	children	or	no	child,	we	can	surely	say	that	if	a	node	exists	then	its	sibling	also	exist:;.	So	every	time	when	we	arc	computing	a	subtree,	we	need	to	compute	its	sibling	subtree	as	well.	!-kcondly,	whenever	we	get	'L'	in	the	inpul	string,	that	is	o	leaf	und	we	can	stop	for	u	particular	subtree	at
that	point.	After	this	'L'	node	(left	child	of	its	p::ircnt	'L1,	its	sibling	starts.	If	'L'	node	is	right	child	of	its	parent,	then	we	n	eed	to	go	up	in	the	hie	rarchy	to	lind	th	lcn(self.path):	return	0	It	Node	is	deeper	than	self.path	for	i	in	ra	n	ge(len(nodcPath)):	6.	7	Generic	Trees	(N	-ary	Trees)	16	1	Trees	Dato	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	ir
nodePa	thliJ	!=	self.pathlil:	return	0	#Node	is	a	different	route	than	self.path	return	l	Given	a	tree,	give	an	a	lgorithm	for	finding	the	sum	or	all	the	elements	of	the	tree.	Problem-39	Solution:	The	solulion	is	s	imi	lar	to	what	we	ha	ve	done	for	s	imple	binary	trees.	Thul	means,	traverse	th	e	complete	list	oncl	keep	on	addin	g	the	values.	We	can	either	use
level	order	t	ravcrsu	l	or	s	imple	recursion.	def	findSum(root):	if(root	==	None):	return	0	return	root	data	+	findSum(rootfirstChild)	+	findSum(rootncxtSibling)	Time	Complexity:	0(11).	Space	Complexity:	0(1)	(if	we	do	not	consider	stack	s	pace).	otherwise	0(11).	Note:	All	problems	which	we	have	discussed	for	binary	trees	arc	applicable	for	generic
trees	also.	Instead	of	left	and	right	pointers	wejusl	n	eed	to	use	firs	tChild	a	nd	ncxtSibling.	Problem-40	For	u	4-ary	tree	(cuch	node	can	contain	maximum	of	4	c	hildre	n),	whut	is	the	muximum	possible	height	with	I00	nodes':>	Assume	he	ight	of	a	single	node	is	0.	Solution:	In	4-a	ry	tree	each	node	can	contain	0	to	4	children,	a	nd	to	get	maximum	h
eight,	we	need	lo	keep	only	one	c	hild	for	each	parent.	With	100	nodes,	the	maximum	possible	height	we	can	gel	is	99.	If	we	hove	a	restriction	lhat	ut	least	o	ne	node	has	4	children,	then	we	keep	one	node	with	4	c	hildren	and	the	remaining	nodes	with	I	child.	In	this	case,	the	maximum	possible	height	is	96.	Similu	rly,	with	n	nodes	the	maximum
possible	height	is	11	-	I\.	Problem-41	height	with	11	For	u	4-ury	tree	(each	node	can	contain	maximum	of	4	children),	whot	is	lhe	minimum	possible	nodes·:>	Solution:	Similar	to	the	above	discussion,	if	we	wa	nt	to	get	minimum	h	eight,	then	we	need	to	fill	a	ll	nodes	with	maximum	c	hildren	(in	this	case	4).	Now	let's	see	the	followin	g	tablt:,	which
indicates	the	maximum	number	of	nodes	for	a	given	height.	Heig	ht,	h	0	I	2	3	Maximum	Nodes	at	height,	h	4h"	-	:-	1	I	=	4	1'	~	1	=	311	+	1	=	1	Total	Nodes	h	eight	Ii	•	---;=-I	I	4	4	y	4	4	x4	x4	It4	I+	4	x	4	1+4x4+4	x	4	x	4	For	a	given	height	h	the	maximum	possible	nodes	are:	s	ides:	11	-	.,.	..	,	=	4h	4	":'	1	•	To	get	minimum	height,	take	logarithm	on	both
(Ii+	1)log4	=	log(3n	+	1)	=	h	+	1	=	log	4	(3	11+1)	=	Ii	=	log	4	(3n	+	1)	-	1	Problem-42	Give	n	u	parent	nrray	I'	,	where	P[i]	indicat	es	lhe	parent	of	i	111	node	in	the	tree	(uss	umc	parent	of	roo1	node	i::>	indica	ted	wil	h	-	1)	.	Give	un	a	lgorithm	for	finding	the	h	eight	or	d	e	pth	oft	he	tree.	Solution:	For	example:	if	the	Pis	0	l	6	6	0	0	2	7	-I	0	2	3	4	5	6	7	8
Its	corresponding	tree	is:	6.7	Generic	Trees	(N-	a.ty	Trees)	162	Ontn	S	truc	ture	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Trees	From	the	problem	definition,	the	given	array	represents	the	parent	array.	That	means,	we	need	to	consider	the	tree	for	that	array	and	find	the	depth	of	the	tree.	The	depth	of	this	given	tree	is	1	.	If	we	carefully	observe,	we	just
need	to	start	at	every	node	and	keep	going	to	its	parent	until	we	reach	-1	and	a	lso	keep	track	of	the	maximum	depth	a	mong	all	nodes.	def	findDepthlnGcncl'icTrcc(P):	maxDepth	=-	1	currentDepth	•-	I	for	i	in	range	(0,	lcn(P)):	currentDcplh	0	j	=	i	while(Plil	!=	-	1):	currentDcpth	+=	1	j	PLil	if(cun·cntDcpth	>	maxDcpth):	maxDcpth	currcntDepth	retu	rn
maxDepth	P•	j-	1,	0,	1,	6,	6,	0,	0,	2,	71	print	"Depth	of	given	Generic	Tree	is:",	findDeplhlnGcnericTrce(P)	Time	Complexity:	O(ri	2	).	For	skew	trees	we	will	be	re-calcula	ting	the	same	values.	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Note:	We	can	optimize	the	code	by	storing	the	previous	calculated	nodes'	depth	in	some	hash	table	or	other	nrray.	This	reduces	the	time
complexity	but	uses	cxtru	spuce.	Problem-43	node.	Given	a	node	in	the	generic	tree,	give	on	a	lgorithm	for	counting	the	number	of	s	iblings	for	that	Solution:	Since	tree	is	re	presented	with	the	first	chiJd/	next	s	ibling	method,	the	t	rec	structure	can	be	given	as:	class	GenericTreeNode:	def	_	init_	(sclf,	d~tta):	self.data	..	dau1	sclf.firstChild	•	None
self.nextSibling	•	None	#root	node	#left	child	llright	c	hild	f'or	a	given	node	in	the	tree,	we	JUSl	need	to	traverse	all	its	next	siblin	gs.	def	siblingsCount(currcnt):	count=	0	while(current):	count+=	1	current	=	currcnt.ncxtSibling	return	count	Time	Co	mplexity:	0(1t).	8polinp;	met	hod;	for	a	given	node	i11	the	tree,	we	just	need	to	point	to	its	first	child
a	nd	keep	I	rnversing	all	its	next	s	iblings.	def	childrenCount(current):	count=	0	c	urrent=	currenl.firstChild	whilc(current):	count+..	I	CUI-rent=	currcnt.nextSibling	return	count	Time	Complexity:	0(11).	Spncc	Complexity:	0(1).	6.	7	Gen	eric	Trees	(N-ary	Trees)	163	Dnta	Strncture	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Trees	With	gcn	datu:	II	data	s	h
ould	be	in	th	e	left	s	ubt	ree	6	.11	Bin	ary	Search	Trees	(BSTs	)	180	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	else:	Trees	if	root.left:	root.	left	"'	deleteNode(root.left,	data)	#	else	the	data	is	not	in	the	tree	#data	should	be	in	Lhe	righl	subtree	if	root.right:	root.right	=	dcleteNodc(root.right,	data)	return	root	def	findMin(root,	parent):	"""
return	the	minimum	node	in	the	current	Lrec	and	its	parent	"""	#	we	use	an	ugly	trick:	the	parent	node	is	passed	in	as	an	argument	#so	that	eventually	when	the	leftmost	child	is	reached,	the	#	call	can	return	both	the	parent	to	the	successor	and	Lhc	succcs$or	if	rool.lcft:	return	findMin(root.ldt,	root)	else:	return	[pa	rent,	rool)	Time	Complexity:	O(n).
Space	Complexity:	O(n)	for	recursive	stack.	For	iterative	version	,	space	complexity	is	0(1).	Binary	Search	Trees:	Problems	&	Solutions	Note:	For	ordering	related	problem:;	with	binary	search	trees	and	balnnccd	binary	search	trees,	lnorder	traversa	l	has	advantages	over	others	as	it	gives	the	sorted	order.	Problem-SO	Given	pointers	to	two	nodes	in	a
binary	search	tree,	find	the	lowest	common	ancestor	(I.CA).	Assume	that	both	values	already	exist	in	the	tree.	Solution:	a	The	main	idea	of	the	solution	is:	while	traversing	BSf	from	root	to	bottom,	the	first	node	we	encounter	with	value	between	a	and	p,	i.e.,	a	<	node-+	data	<	fl,	is	the	Least	Common	Ancestor(LCA)	of	a	and	{J	(where	a	<	fl).	So	just
traverse	the	BST	in	pre-order,	and	if	we	find	a	node	with	value	in	between	a	and	fl,	then	thaL	node	is	the	LCA.	If	its	value	is	greater	than	both	a	and	p,	then	the	LCA	lies	on	the	left	side	of	the	nod	root.data	and	b	than	root	if	root.getLeft()	!=	None	and	root.getLeft().gctData()	>	root.gctData():	return	0	#	false	if	right	is	<	than	root	if	root.getRight()	!=
None	and	rooL.getRight().getData()	<	rool.getData():	return	0	#	false	if,	recursively,	the	left	or	right	is	not	a	BS'r	if	not	IsBST(root.getLeftOJ	or	not	IsBST(root.getRight()):	return	0	#	passing	all	that,	it's	a	BST	return	1	Problem-54	Ca	n	we	think	of	getting	the	correct	a	lgorithm?	Solution:	F'or	each	node,	chec	k	if	max	va	lue	in	le	ft	subtree	is	smaller
than	the	eurre	nt	node	d	a	ta	a	nd	min	va	lue	in	right	subtree	greater	than	the	node	data.	It	is	assumed	that	we	have	helper	funclions	FindMi11()	and	Fi11dMax()	that	return	the	min	or	max	integer	value	from	a	non-empty	tree.	#	Returns	true	if	a	binary	tree	is	a	binary	search	tree	def	lsBST(root):	if	root	==	None:	return	1	#	false	if	the	max	of	Lhe	left
is	>	than	root	if	rooLgetLeft()	!=	None	and	FindMax(root.getLeft())	>	root.getData():	return	0	#	false	if	the	min	of	the	right	is	ot.dala	root.	left	=	left	root.right=	SorLcdLislToBST(head.	mid+l,	end)	return	rool	def	convertSortcdListToBST(hcad,	n)	:	return	SortedLisIToBST(head,	0,	n-1)	Problem-63	Give	an	a	lgorithm	for	finding	lhc	krn	smallest
clement	in	BST.	Solution:	The	idea	behind	this	solution	is	that,	inorder	traversal	of	BST	produces	sorted	lists.	While	traversing	the	BST	in	inorder,	keep	track	of	the	number	of	clements	visited.	count=O	def	kthSmallestlnBST(root,	k):	global	count	if(not	root):	reLUro	None;	left=	kthSmallest.lnBST(root.lcft,	k)	if(	left	):	return	left	count+=	I	if(count	=,..
k}:	return	root	return	kthSmallcstlnBST(root.right,	k)	Time	Complexity:	0(11).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-64	Floor	and	ceiling:	If	a	given	key	is	less	than	the	key	at	the	root	of	a	SST	then	the	floor	of	the	key	(the	largest	key	in	the	SST	less	than	or	equal	to	the	key)	must	be	in	the	left	subtree.	If	the	key	is	greater	Lhan	the	key	at	the	root,	then	the
floor	of	the	key	could	be	in	the	righl	subu·ee,	but	only	if	there	is	a	key	smaller	than	or	equa	l	to	the	key	in	the	right	subtree;	if	not	(or	if	the	key	is	equal	lo	lhe	the	key	at	lhe	root)	then	the	key	al	the	root	is	the	floor	of	the	key.	Finding	the	ceiling	is	similar,	inlerchanging	right	and	left.	For	example,	if	the	sorted	with	input	array	is	(I,	2,	8,	I	0,	10,	12,	19},
then	For	x	=	0:	noor	docsn'L	exist	in	a	rray,	cci	l	=	I,	For	x	=	l:	noor	=	1,	eeil	=	1	For	x	=	5:	noor	=	2,	ccil	=	8,	For	x	20:	noor	=	19,	ceil	doesn'L	exist	in	array	=	Solution:	The	idea	behind	this	solution	is	that,	inorder	traversal	of	BST	produces	sorted	lists.	While	traversing	the	SST	in	inorder,	keep	u·ack	of	the	values	being	visited.	If	th	e	roots	data	is
greater	than	the	given	value	then	return	the	previous	value	which	we	have	maintained	during	traversal.	If	the	roots	data	is	equal	to	the	given	data	then	return	rool	data.	def	FloorlnBSTUlil(root,	data):	if(not	root):	return	sys.	m	axinl	if(root.da.ta	==	data)	:	return	root.data	if(data	<	root.data	):	return	FloorlnBSTUtil(root.	left,	data)	floor=
FloorlnBSTUtil(rool.right,	data)	if	floor	'\	0	8	08	Code	for	left-right	double	rotation	can	be	given	as:	def	righ	tLefLRotalc(sclf,	root):	X	=	rool.left	if	X.balanceFactor	==	-	1:	root.	balanceFa.ctor	=	0	6	.13	AVL	(Adelson-Vcls	ki	i	and	Landis)	Trees	193	Trees	Data	Slrucl.u	rc	and	Algori	lhmic	Thinking	wilh	Python	X.	balanccFactor	""	0	root	=
self.singleLeftRotate(root)	e	lse:	Y	=	X.right	if	Y.baJanceFaclor	="'-	-	1:	root.balanceFactor	"'	I	X.balanceFaclor	..	0	el:if	Y.	balanccF'actor	==	0:	root	.	balanceFactor	=	0	X.balanceFactor	=	0	else:	root.	balanceFaclor	=	0	X.	balanceFaclor	=	-1	Y.	balanceFactor	=	0	root.left	=	sclf.singleRighLRoate(X)	root	=	sclf.singlcLeftRot.atc(root)	return	root	Right
Left	Rotation	(RL	Rotation)	(Cas	e	-3):	S	imila	r	to	casc-2,	we	need	to	perform	two	rolations	lo	fix	this	scenario.	rototion	al	X	\	\	\	\	\	\	I	I	--	..	..	"	I	I	root	6.1	3	AVL	(Adelson-Velskii	and	Landis)	Trees	194	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Trees	As	an	example,	let	us	consider	the	following	tree:	The	insertion	of	6	is	creating	the	casc-3
scenario	and	the	right	side	tree	is	the	one	after	the	double	rotation.	def	rightLeftRotate(self,	root):	X	=	root.right	if	X.	balanceFactor	==	1:	root.balanceFactor	=	0	X.baJanceFactor	=	0	root=	self.singleRightRoate{r)	else:	Y	=	X.left	ifY.balanceFactor	==	-	1:	root.	balanceFactor	=	0	X.balanceFactor	=	1	clif	Y.	balance	Factor	==	0:	root.	balanceFactor
=	0	X.balanceFactor	=	0	else:	root.	balanceFactor	=	-1	X.balanceFactor	=	0	Y.balanceFactor	=	0	root.right	"'	self.singleLeftRotate(X)	root	=	self.singleRightRoate(root)	return	root	Insertion	into	an	AVL	tree	Insertion	into	an	AVL	tree	is	similar	to	a	BST	insertion.	After	inserting	the	element,	we	just	need	to	check	whether	there	is	any	height	imbalance.
ff	there	is	an	imbalance,	call	the	appropriate	rotation	functions.	def	insert(sel.f,	temp.right.data2)):	temp2	=	findMax(temp)	else:	temp2	=	findMin(temp)	temp.data2	=	temp2.data2	/#Process	currenl	node	temp2	=	None	if(	temp.	left):	Q.enQueue(temp.	left)	if(	temp.right):	Q.enQueue(temp.right)	Time	Complexity:	O(nlogn)	on	average	since	BST	takes
O(logn)	on	average	to	find	maximum	or	mu11mum	clement.	Space	Complexity:	O(n).	Since,	in	the	worst	case,	a	ll	the	nodes	on	the	entire	last	level	could	be	in	th	e	queue	s	imultaneously.	Problem-84	Can	we	reduce	time	complexity	for	the	previous	problem?	Solution:	The	idea	behind	this	solution	is	that	inorder	traversal	of	BST	produces	sorted	lists.
While	traversing	the	BST	in	inorder,	keep	track	of	the	elements	visited	and	merge	them.	import	sys	def	TreeCompression(root,	previousNodeData):	if(nol	root):	return	None	TreeComprcssion(root.	left,	previousNode)	if(previousNodeDat.a	==	-sys.maxint):	previousNodeData	=	root.data	6.13	AVL	(Adelson-Velskii	and	Landis)	Trees	201	Trees	Data
Struc	ture	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	free(root)	if(previousNodeData	I=	-sys.m	axint):	root.data2	=	previousNodcOata	return	TreeCompression(rool.right,	previousNode)	#Process	current	node	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Spuce	Complexity:	0(	1).	Nole	thut,	we	a	rc	still	having	recursive	s	tac	k	space	for	inorcler	t	ruvcrsnl.	Problem-85	Given	a
BST	a	nd	u	key,	find	the	clement	in	the	BST	whic	h	is	c	losest	to	I	he	g	iven	key.	Solut	ion:	As	a	simple	solution,	we	can	use	level-order	traversa	l	a	nd	for	every	clement	compute	the	difference	between	the	given	key	and	the	element's	value.	If	that	difference	is	less	than	the	previous	ma	inta	ined	diffe	re	nce,	then	update	the	difference	with	this	new
minimum	value.	Wit	h	this	approach,	at	the	e	nd	of	the	trave	rsal	we	will	get	the	clement	which	is	closest	to	the	given	key.	import	sys	import	math	def	elosestlnBST(root,	key):	differen	ce=	sys.maxint	if(not	root):	return	0	Q	=	QueueQ	Q.enQueue(rool)	while(not	Q.isEmptyO):	temp	=	Q.deQueuc()	if(dilference	>	a	bs(temp.data-key)):	difference
abs(tcmp.data-key)	element	•	temp	if(temp.left):	Q.enQueue	(temp.left)	if(temp.right):	Q.enQueuc	(Lemp.right)	return	e	lement.data	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	O(rr).	Problem-86	For	Problem-85,	can	we	solve	it	using	the	recursive	approach?	Solution:	The	approach	is	simila	r	to	Problern-18.	Following	is	a	simple	algorithm	for	finding
the	closest	Value	in	SST.	I.	If	the	root	is	NULL,	then	the	c	losest	value	is	zero	(or	NULL).	2.	If	the	root's	dala	matc	h	es	th	e	given	key,	then	the	c	losest	is	the	root.	3.	Else,	consider	the	root	us	the	closest	a	nd	do	the	following:	a.	If	the	key	is	smuller	t	ho	n	lhe	root	duLU,	find	the	c	losest	on	the	left	side	tree	of	the	root	recursively	and	cull	it	Lemp.	b.	If
the	key	is	larger	than	Lhe	root	daLU,	find	the	closest	on	the	right	side	tree	of	the	root	recursively	and	call	it	temp.	4.	Return	the	root	or	temp	depending	on	whichever	is	nearer	to	the	given	key.	import	math	def	closestlnBST(root,	data):	if(root	==	None):	return	root	if(root.data	==	data):	return	rool	if(data	<	root.data):	if(not	root.left):	return	root
temp	=	closestlnBST(root.left,	data)	if	(abs(temp.data-data)	>	abs(root.data-data)):	return	root	e	lse:	return	temp	e	lse:	if(not	rool.right):	ret-urn	root	6	.13	AVL	(Adelson-Velskii	and	Landis)	Trees	2	02	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Trees	temp	=	closestlnBST(root.righl,	data)	if	(abs(temp.data-data)	>	a	bs(rooLdata-data)):
1·cturn	root	else:	return	temp	return	None	Time	Complexity:	0(11)	in	worst	case,	and	in	avernge	case	it	is	0(10911).	Space	Complexity:	O(n)	in	worst	case,	and	in	average	case	it	is	0(10911).	Proble	m-87	Median	in	a	n	infinite	series	of	integers	Solution:	Median	is	the	middle	number	in	a	saned	list	of	numbers	(if	we	have	odd	number	of	elements).	If	we
have	even	number	of	clements,	median	is	the	average	of	two	m	iddle	numbers	in	o	sorted	list	of	numbers.	F'or	solving	this	problem	we	can	use	a	binary	search	tree	with	add	itional	information	at	each	node,	and	the	n	umber	of	c	hild	re	n	on	the	le	ft.	und	rig	ht	s	u	btrees.	We	a	lso	keep	the	n	umber	of	total	nodes	in	the	tree.	Using	this	add	itiona	l	info
rmation	we	cu	n	find	the	media	n	in	0	(10911)	Lime,	taking	t	he	appropriate	bra	nc	h	in	the	tree	bused	on	the	number	of	ch	ildren	on	Lhe	left	a	nd	righ	t	of	the	current	node.	But,	the	insertion	com	plexity	is	O(n)	because	a	standard	binary	searc	h	lrcc	can	degenerate	into	a	linked	list	if	we	happen	lo	receive	the	numbers	in	i:;orted	order.	So,	let's	use	a
baJanced	binary	search	tree	to	avoid	worst	case	behavior	of	standard	binary	search	trees.	For	this	problem,	the	bala	nce	factor	is	the	number	of	nodes	in	the	left	subtree	minus	the	number	of	nodes	in	the	right	subtree.	And	only	the	nodes	with	a	balance	factor	of+	I	or	0	are	considered	to	be	balanced.	So,	the	number	of	nodes	on	the	left	subtree	is
either	equal	to	or	l	more	than	the	number	of	nodes	on	the	r	igh	t	subtree,	but	not	less.	If	we	ens	ure	this	ba	la	nce	factor	on	every	node	in	the	tree,	Lhen	the	root	of	the	tree	is	the	median,	if	the	nu	mber	of	c	lements	is	odd.	In	the	number	of	ele	ments	is	even,	the	median	is	the	a	verage	of	the	root	a	nd	its	inorder	s	uccessor,	which	is	the	leftmost
descenden	t	of	its	right	subtree.	So,	the	complexity	of	insertion	maintaining	a	balanced	condition	is	O(logn)	a	nd	finding	a	median	operation	is	0(1)	assuming	we	calculate	Lhe	inorder	successor	of	the	root	at	every	insertion	if	the	number	of	nodes	is	even.	Insertion	a	nd	balancing	is	very	s	imila	r	to	AVL	trees.	Instead	of	updating	the	heights,	we	update
the	number	of	nodes	information.	Balanced	binary	sea	rc	h	Lrees	seem	to	be	the	most	optimal	solution	,	insertion	is	O	(/.ug11)	und	find	median	is	0(1).	Note:	F'or	a	n	e	fficient	a	lgorithm	refer	to	the	Priority	Queues	and	Heaps	cha	pter.	Problem-88	Given	a	bina	ry	tree,	how	do	you	remove	all	the	ha	lf	nodes	(whic	h	ha	ve	o	nly	one	child)?	Note	that	we	s
hould	not	touch	leaves.	Solution:	By	using	post-order	tra	versal	we	can	solve	this	problem	efficicnlly.	We	first	process	the	lc	fl	children,	then	th	e	right	c	hildre	n,	a	nd	fin	a	lly	the	node	itself.	So	we	form	lhc	new	tree	bottom	up,	starling	from	the	leaves	towards	Lhc	root.	By	the	time	we	process	the	current	node,	both	its	left	a	nd	right	subtrees	have	a
lready	been	processed	.	def	removeHaJCNodes(root):	if	root	is	None:	return	root.left=	removeHa	lfNodes	(root.left)	root.right=	removclla	lfNodes(root.right)	if	(root.	left	==	Nonu	and	root.right	==	None):	return	root	if	(root.left	==	None):	return	root.	right	if	(root.right==	None):	return	root.left	return	root	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Proble	m	-89	Given
a	binory	tree,	how	do	you	remove	lt:aves?	Solutio	n	:	By	·using	post-order	traversal	we	eun	solve	t	his	problem	(o	the	r	l	n.w	ersals	wou	ld	a	lso	work).	def	removeLeaves(root):	if	root	is	None:	return	6.13	AVL	(Adelson-Velskii	and	Landis)	Trees	203	Trees	Daw	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	if	(rooLleft	==	None	and	root.right==
None):	return	None	else:	root.left	=	rcmovcLcaves(root.	left)	root.right	..	rcmoveLeavcs(root.	right)	return	root	Time	Complcxjty:	O(n).	Problem-90	Given	a	BST	and	two	integers	(minimum	and	mwmum	integers)	remove	(prune)	elements	from	the	tree	elements	that	arc	not	within	that	range.	OS	paramccers,	how	do	you	49	Sample	Trc1·	7	(	25	)
Prunel3ST(2'1,7	1);	37	71	25	71	;>-...__	_	/	(	60	)	(	82	Prund3ST(	17,41);	Prun	c8ST(53,79);	53	(	60	)	)	(	19	I	41	(	25	Solution:	Observation:	Since	we	need	to	check	each	und	every	clement	in	the	tree,	ond	the	subtree	c	hanges	shou	ld	be	rcnected	in	the	parent,	we	ca	n	think	about	using	post	order	traversal.	So	we	process	the	nodes	starting	from	the
leaves	towards	the	root.	As	a	result,	while	processing	the	node	itself,	both	its	left	and	right	subtrees	arc	valid	pruned	BS'l's.	At	each	node	we	will	return	a	pointer	based	on	its	value,	which	will	then	be	assigned	to	its	parent's	left	or	right	child	pointer,	depending	on	whether	the	current	node	is	the	left	or	right	child	of	the	parent.	If	the	current	node's
value	is	between	II	and	/J	(II	0:	if	self.heapLisl[il	<	self.heapList[i	/	/	2]:	tmp	=	self.heapListli	I	I	21	self.heapList!i	//	21=	self.heapList[il	sclf.heapListFI	=	lmp	i	...	i	//	2	Time	Complexity:	0(10911).	I	leap	is	a	complete	binary	tree	and	in	the	worst	case	we	sla	rl	a	l	lhe	root	a	nd	come	down	to	the	lea	f.	Thi8	is	equal	lo	the	height	of	the	complete	bina	ry	tree
.	S	pace	Complexity:	0(1).	Deleting	an	Element	To	d	elete	a	n	c	lemen	t	from	h	ea	p,	we	just	need	to	delete	the	clement	from	the	root.	This	is	the	only	operation	(maximum	ele	me	nl)	s	upported	by	standard	heap.	Afler	deleting	th	e	root	e	leme	nl,	copy	the	lasl	clement	of	the	h	eap	(tree)	and	delete	Lhat	last	clement.	After	replacing	the	lrrnt	cle	ment,
the	t	ree	may	not	satisfy	the	heap	propcny.	T	o	make	it	heap	aga	in,	call	the	Pe1·colateDow11	function.	•	•	•	Copy	the	first	e	lement	into	some	variable	Copy	the	last	clement	into	first	clemen	t	location	PercolaLeDown	lhe	first	element	#Delete	Maximum	for	MaxHeap	def	deleteMax(seIO:	rcLval	=	self.heapList(	11	self.	hea	pListl	l	I	"'	self.	h
ea,pListlself.	size!	self.s	i;-,c	=	self.size	-	I	self.heapList.pop()	self.pcrcolatcDown(	L)	7.6	Binary	Heaps	#Delclc	Minimum	for	MinHeap	def	deleteMin(selO:	rctva1	=	self.	heapLisL(	11	self.	h	capList(	11	=	self.	h	eapListlself.sizel	self.s	ize	..	self.size	-	I	self.	h	eap	List.	pop()	self.	percola	teDown(	1)	216	Data	Struc	ture	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	wilh
Python	Pdorily	Queues	and	Hea	ps	relum	retval	return	rctval	Time	Complexity:	O(logn).	Note	:	Deleting	an	clement	uses	PercolateDown,	and	inserting	an	clement	uses	PercolateUp.	Time	Complexity:	same	as	ll	eapify	function	and	it	is	0(10911)	Time	Complexity:	O(lo9n).	Inserting	an	Element	Insertion	of	an	clement	is	s	imilar	Lo	Lhe	hcapify	a	nd
deletion	process.	•	Increase	the	heap	size	•	Keep	the	new	element	at	the	e	nd	of	the	heap	(tree)	•	Hcapify	the	clement	from	bottom	to	top	(root)	Before	going	through	code,	let	us	look	at	an	example.	We	have	inserted	the	c	lement	19	at	the	end	o	f	the	heap	and	this	is	not	satisfying	the	heap	property.	,,	I	\	'	19	....	__	....	\	I	I	In	order	to	hcapify	this
element	(19),	we	need	to	compare	it	with	its	parent	and	adjust	them.	Swapping	19	and	14	gives:	/\r,.iin,	swap	19	andl	6:	7	.6	Binary	Heaps	2	17	Priority	Qu	eues	and	Heaps	Datu	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Th	inking	wilh	Python	Now	the	tree	is	satisfying	the	heap	property.	Since	we	are	follow	ing	the	bottom-up	approach	we	sometimes	call	this	process
percolate	·up.	def	inscrt(self,k):	self.hcapList.append(k)	self.size	=	self.size	+	l	self.	percolateUp(self.s	ize)	Ti	me	Com	plexity:	O(logn).	The	expla	n	ulion	is	the	same	as	that	of	th	e	ll	eapify	func	tion.	Heapifying	the	Array	One	simple	approach	for	bu	ilding	the	heap	is.	take	n	input	item	s	and	place	them	into	a	n	empty	heap.	This	can	be	done	with	n
successive	inserts	and	takes	O(nlogn)	in	the	worst	case.	This	is	due	to	the	fact	that	each	insert	operation	takes	O(logn).	To	finish	our	d	iscussion	of	binary	heaps,	we	will	look	al	a	method	lo	bui	ld	an	entire	heap	from	a	list	of	keys.	The	first	method	you	migh	t	think	of	may	be	like	t	he	following.	Given	a	list	of	keys,	you	could	easily	build	a	heap	by
inserting	each	key	one	at	a	time.	Since	you	are	starting	with	a	list	of	one	item,	the	!isl	is	sorted	and	you	could	use	binary	search	to	find	the	right	position	lo	insert	the	nexl	key	al	a	cosl	of	approxima	tely	O	(logn)	operations.	However	,	remember	that	insert	ing	a	n	item	in	the	middle	of	the	list	may	requ	ire	O(n)	operations	to	s	hift	th	e	rest	of	lhe	lis	t	ove
r	to	make	room	fo	r	th	e	new	key.	Ther	efore	,	to	insert	n	keys	into	the	h	eap	would	require	a	tota	l	of	O	(nlo911)	o	perations	.	Howeve	r,	if	we	st.art	with	an	en	t	ire	!isl	then	we	ca	n	b	uild	the	whole	h	eap	in	O(n	)	opera!	ion	s	.	Obs	ervation:	Leaf	nodes	a	lways	salisfy	the	heap	pro	perty	a	n	d	do	not	need	Lo	care	for	th	em	.	The	leaf	clements	are	a	lways
al	Lhe	en	d	and	to	heapify	the	g	iven	array	it	s	h	ou	ld	be	enough	if	we	hcapify	th	e	non-leaf	nodes.	Now	let	us	concentrate	on	finding	the	first	non	-leaf	node.	The	last	element	of	the	heap	is	al	location	h	-.	counl	-	1,	and	Lo	find	the	first	non	-leaf	node	it	is	enough	to	fmd	the	parent	of	the	last	c	lement.	\	-~	,	G	01-~	'	I	l	I	21	\	I	I	18	(si"	-	1)/2	;,	the	locat;on
of	first	non-	leaf	node	def	buildHeap(self,A):	i	=	len(A)	I	I	2	self.size	=	len(A)	self.	heapList	=	IOI	+	A[:I	while	(i	>	0):	self.	percolatcDown	(i)	i	=	j-	1	Time	Complexity:	T	he	linear	time	bound	of	bui	lding	heap	can	be	shown	by	compuling	Lhe	su	m	of	Lhc	heights	of	a	ll	lhc	nodes.	ror	a	complete	binary	tree	of	height	h	containing	n	=	21111	-	I	nodes,	the
sum	of	the	heights	of	the	nodes	is	11	-	h	-	l	=	n	-	logn	-	1	(for·	proof	refer	lo	Problems	Section).	That	means,	building	the	heap	operation	can	be	done	in	linear	time	(O(n))	by	applying	a	PercolateDown	fu	nction	to	the	nodes	in	reverse	level	o	rder.	7.7	Heapsort	One	mc.iin	c.ipplication	of	heap	ADT	is	sorting	(heap	sort)	.	The	heap	sort	ulgorithm	inserts
all	elemt.:nls	(from	an	unsorted	array)	into	a	heap,	then	removes	them	from	the	root	of	a	heap	until	the	heap	is	em	pty.	Nole	lhal	heap	sort	can	be	done	in	place	with	the	array	lo	be	sorted	.	Instead	of	deleting	nn	clcmt.:nt,	exchange	the	first	e	lement	(maximum)	with	the	last	e	le	me	n	t	a	nd	red	uce	t	he	h	eap	s	ize	(array	s	ize).	Then,	we	hea	pify	th	e	fi
rst	elemen	L.	Contin	u	e	this	process	until	t	he	nu	mbe	r	of	re	maining	eleme	nts	is	o	ne.	7.	7	Heap	s	ort	218	Dato	Structure	ond	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Priority	Queues	and	Heaps	def	hcapSort(	A):	#	convert	A	to	heap	length	•	len(	A)	-	I	lcastParent	=	length	/	2	for	i	in	range	(	leastParent.	-	1,	-1	):	pcrcoleteDown(	A.	i,	length	)	#	fiallen	heap
into	sorted	array	for	i	in	range	(length,	0,	-1	):	if	AIOI	>	Alil:	swap(	A,	0,	i	)	pcrcolateDown(	A,	0,	i	-	1	)	ltModfied	percolateDown	to	skip	the	sorted	elements	def	percolntcnown(	A,	first,	last):	l~ll'gcst	•	2	•	first	+	I	while	lurgcst	=	1	"""	A	=	collccLion[:kJ	build	Heap(	A)	for	i	in	rangc(k,	len(collection)):	if	collection[i]	<	AIOI:	AIOI	=	collection[il	hcapify(A,
0,	k)	return	AIOI	def	buildHcap(A):	n	•	len(A)	for	i	in	range(n/2-1,	-1,	-1):	heapify(A,	i,	n)	def	hcapify	(A,	index,	maxlndcx):	'""'Enisurc	structure	rooted	al	Al	index(	is	a	heap"'"'	left	•	2*index+l	ri~ht	•	2*index+2	if	left	<	maxlndcx	and	A[lcftl	>	A[inde.x]:	largest	=	left	else:	largest	=	index	if	right<	maxl.ndex	and	Alright!	>	Allargest):	largest	=	right	if
largest	I=	index:	A[indexl,A[largestj	=	Allargcst[,A[indcx[	hcopify(A,	largest,	maxlndcx)	print	kthSmallest(rangc(l0),3)	print	kthSmallest(range(	I	0),	1)	print	kthSmallest(range(	I	0).	I	0)	Time	Complexity:	O(klogn).	Since	we	arc	performing	deletion	operation	k	times	and	each	deletion	takes	O(logn).	Problem-16	For	Problem-	I	5,	can	we	improve	the	time
complexity?	Solution:	Assume	that	Lhc	original	min	-heap	is	called	I/Ori,	0):	currcnlVcrl	=	vcrtQucue.dcQueuc()	for	nbr	in	currcntVert.getConnections():	if	nbr.getDistance()	==	-	1:	nbr.setDistance(currentVcrt.gctDistance()	+	l)	nbr.sctPrcvious(currcn	lVcrt)	vertQueue.enQueue(nbr)	forv	in	C.vertDictionary.values():	print	source.gelVertcxlO(J,	"	to
",v.gctVerlexID(),	"-->",v.getDist.ance()	Running	time:	0(1£1	+	IVI),	if	adjacency	lists	arc	used.	In	for	loop,	we	arc	c	hecking	the	outgoing	edges	for	a	given	vertex	and	the	sum	or	all	examined	edges	in	the	while	loop	is	equal	to	the	number	or	edges	whic	h	gives	0(1£1).	If	we	use	matrix	representation	the	complexity	is	O(IVl	2	),	because	we	need	to	read
an	entire	row	in	the	matrix	or	le	ngth	IVI	in	o	rder	to	find	the	adjacent	vertices	for	a	given	vertex.	Shortest	path	in	Weighted	Graph	[Dijkstra's]	A	famous	solution	for	the	shortest	path	proble	m	wus	developed	by	Oijkstra	.	J)ijkstra's	ulgorithm	is	a	generu	li;-.ulion	of	Lhc	Bfx	x	Sorted	partial	result	becomes	5	x	U	nsorl	eel	elem	en	ls	x	>x	Each	clement
greater	than	x	is	copied	to	the	right	as	it	is	compared	against	x	.	Implementation	def	lnserlionsort(	A	):	for	i	in	range(	I	,	lcn(	A	)	):	temp	=	A[iJ	k=	i	while	k	>	0	and	temp<	Alk	-	l	]:	Alkl	=	Alk	-	l]	k	-=	1	Alk]	=temp	A=	1	54,26,93~17,77,3	1	,44,55,20]	I	nserlionsorl(A)	print(A)	Exa	mple	Given	an	array:	6	8	l	4	5	3	7	2	a	nd	the	gonl	is	to	put	them	in
ascending	order.	6	8	l	4	5	3	7	2	(Consider	index	0)	6	8	I	4	5	3	7	2	(Consider	indices	0	-	I	)	1	6	8	4	5	3	7	2	(Consider	incl	ice~	0	-	2:	inscrLion	plt1ccs	l	in	front	of	6	and	8)	1	4	6	8	5	3	7	2	(Process	some	as	above	is	rcpcutcd	until	urruy	is	sorted)	14568	372	1345678	2	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	(The	array	is	sorted!)	10.7	Insertion	Sorl	290	Data	Structure	and
Algorithmic	Thinking	wiLh	Python	Sorli	ng	Analysis	Wors	t	cas	e	analysis	Worst	case	occurs	when	for	every	i	the	inner	loop	has	lo	move	a	ll	clements	when	lllil	=	key	is	smaller	than	all	of	them},	that	takes	0(i	-	I)	t	imc.	T(n)	=0(1)	+	0(2)	+	0(2)	+	......	+	0(n	-	Ill	I]....	,	Al	i	-	ll	(whic	h	happens	1)	::	-	0(1	I	2	I	3	I	..•..	+	11-	I	)=	A("C~-I))	0(112)	Average	case
analysis	For	the	a	verage	case,	the	inner	loop	will	insert	AliJ	in	the	middle	of	A[1	[,	...	.	A[i	-	1J.	This	takes	0(i/2)	time.	n	T(n)	=	I	0(i/2)	:::::	C->(11i)	l=	l	Performance	Comparisons	to	Other	Sorting	Algorithms	Insertion	sort	is	one	of	the	elementary	sorting	algorithms	with	O(n	1	)	worst-case	time.	Insertion	sort	is	used	when	the	data	is	nearly	sorted	(due
lo	its	adaptiveness)	or	when	the	input	si;r,c	is	small	(due	to	its	low	overhead).	For	these	reasons	and	due	to	ilS	stability,	insertion	son	is	used	as	the	recursive	base	case	(when	the	problem	size	is	small)	for	higher	overhead	divide-and-conquer	sorting	a	lgorithms,	such	as	merge	sort	or	quick	sort.	Notes:	l	2	•	Bubble	sort	takes~	comparisons	and~	swaps
(inversions)	in	both	average	case	und	in	worst	case.	•	Selection	sort	takes	~	comparisons	and	n	swaps.	•	•	•	Insertion	sort	lakes~	comparisons	and~	swaps	in	average	cusc	and	in	the	worst	case	they	arc	double.	4	8	Insertion	sort	is	a	lmost	linear	for	partially	sorted	input.	Selection	sort	is	best	s	uits	for	elements	with	bigger	values	and	s	ma	ll	keys.	2	l
2	2	2	10.8	Shell	Sort	Shell	sort	(also	culled	climi11is	hin9	increm	ent	sort)	was	invented	by	/Jnnal	0:	for	startposition	in	rangc(sublistcount):	GapI	nsertionSort(A,startposiLion,su	blistcount)	print("Artcr	increments	or	si7,c",sublistcount,	"The	list	is",A)	sublislcount	sublislcount	/	/	2	def	GaplnserlionSort(A,starl,gap):	for	i	in	rangc(start+gap,len(A),gap):
currentvnlue	=	Alil	posilion	•	i	while	position>=gap	and	Alposition-gapj>currentvaluc:	Al	pt)Si	tion	I•Al	position-gap!	position	position-gap	J\f	positionj•currentvalue	J\	=	1534,246,933,	127,277,321,454,565,2201	ShcUSort(A)	print(	A)	Nole	that	when	Jr	-	-	I,	the	algorithm	makes	a	pass	over	the	entire	list,	comparing	adjacent	clements,	but	doing	very
few	cleme	nt	excha	n	Res.	For	II	==	1,	shell	sort	works	just	like	inscrLion	sort,	except	lhc	number	of	inversions	thut	have	to	be	eliminated	is	greatly	reduced	by	lhc	previous	steps	of	the	algorithm	with	h	>	J.	Analysis	Shell	sort	is	efficient	for	medium	size	lists.	For	bigger	lists,	the	a	lgorithm	is	not	the	best	choice.	It	is	the	fastest	of	all	O(n	2	)	sorting
ulgorithms.	The	disadvantage	or	Shell	sort	is	thal	it	is	a	complex	algorithm	and	not	nearly	as	efficient	as	the	merge,	heap,	and	quick	sorts.	Shell	iwrt	is	significantly	slower	than	the	merge,	heap,	and	quick	sorts,	but	is	a	relatively	s	imple	a	lgorithm,	which	mukcs	il	a	good	choice	for	sorting	lists	of	less	than	5000	items	unless	speed	is	important.	It	is
ulso	11	ROOd	c	hoice	for	repetitive	sor·ting	of	smaller	lists.	The	best	cnse	in	Shell	sort	is	when	the	ar-ray	is	already	sorted	in	the	right	order.	The	number	of	comparisons	is	less.	The	running	time	or	Shell	sort	depends	on	the	choice	of	increment	sequence.	Performance	10.9	Merge	Sort	Merge	sort	is	an	example	of	the	divide	and	conquer	strategy.
Important	Notes	•	Ma,qin.'I	is	the	process	of	combining	two	sorted	files	lo	make	one	bigger	sorted	file.	Selection	is	tlw	1wocess	of	dividing	a	file	into	two	ports:	k	smnllesl	clements	and	11	-	k	Select	ion	nncl	merging	nre	opposite	opcrulions	o	selection	split	s	n	list	into	two	lists	10.9	Merge	Sort	lnq~csl	e	lements.	292	Data	S	tructure	nnd	/\lgorilhmic
Thinking	with	Python	•	•	•	•	•	Sorling	o	merging	joins	lwo	files	to	make	one	file	Merge	sort	is	Quick	sort's	complement	Merge	sort	accesses	the	data	in	a	sequential	manner	This	algorithm	is	used	for	sorting	a	linked	list	Merge	sort	is	insensitive	Lo	the	initial	order	of	its	input	In	Quick	sort	most	of	the	work	is	done	before	the	recursive	culls.	Quick	sort
slarts	with	the	laq~est	subfile	and	finishes	with	the	small	ones	and	as	a	result	it	needs	stuck.	Moreover,	this	algorithm	is	not	stable.	Me	rge	sorl	divides	the	!isl	into	lwo	parts;	then	each	part	is	conquered	individually.	Merge	sort	starts	with	the	small	subfiles	and	finishes	with	the	largest	one.	As	a	rcsull	it	doesn'l	need	slack.	This	algorithm	is	stable.
Implementation	def	McrgeSort(/\):	if	lcn(A)>	1:	mid	=	le	n(A)//2	leflhalf	=	Al:midl	righthalf	=	A[mid:J	MergeSort(lcfthalt)	M	crgeSort(	righ	lhal	I)	i	j	k-•O	while	i	maxCounter):	maxCounter	=	counter	candidate	=	A[i)	prinl	candidate,	"appeared	",	maxCounter,	"	times•	A	=	13,2,	I	,2,2,3J	CheckWhoWinsTheElection(A)	A	=	f3,3,3,2	,2,3l
CheckWhoWinsThcElection(A)	Time	Complcxily:	0(11	2	).	Space	Complexily:	0(1).	Note:	For	varia	tions	of	th	is	proble	m,	refer	lo	Searching	c	h	a	pte	r.	Problem-4	Can	we	improve	the	time	complexity	of	Problcm-3?	Assume	we	don't	have	a	ny	extra	space.	Solution:	Yes.	The	approach	is	to	sort	the	votes	based	on	candidate	ID,	then	scan	the	sorted	array
and	count	up	which	candidate	so	far	has	the	most	votes.	We	only	have	to	remember	the	winner,	so	we	don't	need	a	clever	data	strucLUrc.	We	can	use	Hcapsor-t	as	il	is	an	in-place	sorting	a	lgorilhrn.	def	CheckWhoWinsTheElection(A):	A.SOl'l()	counter	=	maxCounter	"'	0	candidate	=	maxCandidate	=	0	for	i	in	range(O,len(A)):	if(	A(il	==candidate):
coun	ter+=	1	else:	counter=	1	candidate	=	Ali]	if(counler	>	maxCounter):	maxCandidate	=Ali]	max.Counter=	counter	10.20	Sorting:	Proble	ms	&	Solutions	301	Sor	ling	DaLO	Slructu	rc	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	wit	h	Python	prin	t	maxCandidalc,	"appeared",	maxCounter,	''times"	A	=	(2,3,2,	1,2,2,3,2,2]	CheckWhoWinsTheElection(A)	A	=	(3,3,3
.2,2,31	ChcckWhoWi	nsThcElcction(A)	Since	I	!eapsorl	time	complexi	ty	is	O(nlogn	)	a	nd	in-place,	it	only	uses	an	additionul	0(1)	of	s	torage	in	a	ddition	to	the	input	a	rray.	The	sca	n	of	the	sorted	array	does	a	constant-time	conditional	11	-	1	Limes,	thus	using	0(11)	time.	The	overall	time	bound	is	O(nlogn)	.	Problem-5	Can	we	further	imp	rove	the	time
com	plexity	of	Problcm-3';>	Solution:	In	the	given	problem,	the	n	u	m	b	er	of	candidates	is	less	but	the	number	of	votes	is	significantly	la	rge.	For	this	probkm	we	ca	n	use	counting	sort.	Time	Complexity:	0(11)	1	11	is	the	number	of	votes	(clements)	in	the	array.	Space	Complexi	ty:	0(1"	,	counts[kJ	10.20	Sorli	ng:	Problems	&	Solutions	309	Searching
Dula	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	(JIIA	prf1El	A=j4,	2,	4,	5,	2,	3,	I	I	find1'woRcpcalingNumbcrsWithXOR(A)	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-23	Consider	Problem-	I	9.	Let	us	assume	that	the	numbers	arc	in	the	range	l	to	way	of	solving	the	problem?	ti.	Is	there	yet	other	Solution:	We	can	solve	this	by	c
reating	two	simple	mathematical	equations.	Let	us	assume	that	two	numbers	we	arc	going	to	find	ure	X	and	Y.	We	know	the	sum	of	n	numbers	is	n(11	+	1)/2	and	the	product	is	n!.	Make	two	equations	using	these	sum	a	nd	product	formulae,	and	get	values	of	two	unknowns	using	the	two	equations.	Let	the	summation	of	all	numbers	in	array	be	S	and
product	be	P	and	the	numbers	which	are	being	repealed	are	X	and	Y.	n(n+	1)	X+Y=S2	XY	=	P/n!	Using	the	ubove	two	cqunlions,	we	ca	n	find	out	X	and	Y.	There	cun	be	a	n	addition	nnd	multiplication	overnow	probll:m	with	this	opprouch.	Time	Complexi	ty:	0(11).	S	puce	Complexity:	0(1).	1	1.11	Search	ing:	Problems	&	Solulions	3	19	Dala	Struclurc
and	Algorithmic	Th	inking	with	Python	Searching	Problem-24	Similar	to	Problem-	19,	lel	us	assum	e	that	the	numbers	arc	in	the	range	1	to	n	.	Also,	n	-	1	elements	are	repealing	thrice	and	remaining	elcmenl	repeated	twice.	Find	the	ele	men	t	which	repeated	twice.	Solution:	If	we	XOR	all	the	clements	in	the	a	rray	a	nd	a	ll	integers	from	·1	to	n,	the	n	a
ll	the	elements	which	a	re	repealed	Lhricc	will	bccomc	;,,ero.	This	is	because,	s	ince	the	elem	ent	is	re	peating	thrice	a	nd	XOR	a	nother	time	from	ra	nge	m	a	kes	that	e	lem	e	nt	ap	pea	r	four	times.	As	a	res	ult,	the	output	of	a	XOR	a	XOU	a	XOR	a	=	0.	It	is	the	same	case	with	all	clements	that	a	rc	re	peated	three	times.	With	t	he	same	log	ic,	for	the	c
le	ment	which	repea	ted	twicc,	if	we	XOR	the	input	clements	and	also	the	range,	then	the	total	number	of	a	ppeara	n	ces	for	that	eleme	nt	is	3.	As	a	result,	the	output	of	a	XOR	a	XO/?	a	=	a	.	Finally,	we	get	the	element	which	repeated	twice.	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-25	Given	an	array	of	given	ele	m	e	nt	K.	11	c	lements	.
Find	two	c	lements	in	th	e	a	rray	s	u	ch	that	their	sum	is	equal	to	Brute	Force	Solution:	O	ne	s	imple	solu	tion	to	this	is,	for	each	input	clement,	c	heck	whether	there	is	a	n	y	clement	whose	sum	is	K.	This	we	can	solve	just	by	u	si	ng	two	sim	ple	for	loops.	The	code	for	this	solution	can	be	given	as:	def	twoElementsWithSumKBruteForce(A,	K):	n	=	len(A)
for	i	in	range(O,n):	for	j	in	range(i+	I	,n):	if(A[i]	+	AUi	==	K):	return	1	return	0	A=	[l,	4,	45,	6,	10,	-8]	A.sort()	print	twoElementsWitbSumKBru	teForce(A,	111)	Time	Complexity	:	O(n	2	).	This	is	because	of	two	nested	fo	r	loops.	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-26	For	Proble	m-25,	ca	n	we	improve	the	time	complc.xiLy'?	Solution:	Yes	.	Let	u:;	ass	ume
thut	we	huvc	sorted	Lhc	given	a	1-ray.	This	operation	lakes	0(11lo9n).	On	the	sorted	array,	maintai	n	ind	ices	lolndex	=	0	a	nd	hilndex	=	11	-	1	a	nd	compute	Allulndexj	+	Alhilndexj	.	If	the	s	um	equals	K,	then	we	arc	clone	with	the	solution.	If	the	s	um	is	less	than	K,	d	ecreme	nl	hil	ndex,	if	the	sum	is	greater	than	K,	increment	lolndex.	d	ef
twoElementsWithSumKBruteForce(A,	K):	lolndex	=	0	hilndex	=	len(A)-	1;	while	(le	ft	<	right):	if(AiJolndexJ	+	AJhilndcxl	-=	K):	re	turn	I	elif(A[lolndexJ	+	AJhilndexJ	<	£	zero	n	nd	<	1111strveClosest	then	update	the	posliveClosesl.	Decreme	nt	j.	b.	lf	the	current	pair	sum	is	<	zero	und	>	negalivcC/osest.	then	updute	the	negaLivcCloscsl.	Increment	i.	c.
Else,	print	the	pa	ir	import	sys	def	1\voElcmen	tsClosestToZcro(A):	n	=	len(A)	A.sort()	if(n	<	2):	print	"Invalid	Input"	return	I=	0	r	=	n-1	minLeft	=I	minRight	=	n-1	minSum	=	sys.maxinl	whilc{l	abs(sum)):	minSum	=sum	minLeft	=	l	minRight	=	r	if	sum<	0:	I+=	l	else:	r	-=	I	print"	The	two	clements	whose	sum	is	minimum	arc",	AjminLeftj.	AlminRighlj	A
=	(	l	,	60,	-	10,	70,	-80,	851	1\voElemencsClosestToZero(A)	A=(	10,8,3,5,-9,-7,6]	1'woElementsClosestToZero(A)	Time	Complexity:	O(nlogn)	,	for	sorting.	Space	Complexity:	0(	I	).	Problem-32	Given	an	array	of	given	e	lement	K?	11	elcmenLs.	Find	three	clements	in	the	array	such	thot	their	sum	is	equal	to	Brute	Force	Solution:	The	cl	cfou	ll	solution	to
this	is,	for	each	r	oi	r	of	input	clements	c	heck	wheth	e	r	there	is	any	c	le	me	nt	whose	sum	is	K	.	This	we	can	solve	just	by	using	three	s	imple	for	loops.	The	cod	e	for	this	solution	ca	n	be	given	as:	def	twoElementsWithSumKBruLeForce(A,	K):	n	=	len(A)	for	i	in	range(O,n-2):	for	j	in	range(i+	I,	n	-	1):	for	k	in	ro	nge(j+	1,n):	if(Alil	+	AUi	+	A(kl	••	K):
print	"yes-->",	Afil.	return	1	return	0	11.11	Searching:	Problems	&	Solutions	..	I	",	ALiJ.	..	+	",	Alkl...	",	K	322	Searching	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	A=	11,	6,	45,	4,	10,	181	A.sort()	twoElementsWithSumKBruteForce(A,	22)	Time	Complexity:	O(n3	),	for	three	nested	for	loops.	Space	Complexity:	0(	1).	Problem-33	Docs	the
::;olution	of	Problcm-32	work	even	if	the	array	is	not	sorted"?	Solution:	Yes	.	Since	we	arc	c	h	ecking	a	ll	possibilities,	the	a	lgorithm	ensures	lhaL	we	cun	find	three	numbers	whose	sum	is	K	if	they	exis	t.	Problem-34	Can	we	use	sorting	technique	for	solving	Problcm-32?	Solution:	Yes	.	def	lhrecElemcntsWilhSumKWithSorting(A,	K):	n	=	len(A)	left	..	0
right	=	n	-	1	for	i	in	range(O,n-2):	left=	i	+	1	right	=	n	-1	while(left	<	rig	ht):	print	A(i)	+	A!left)	+	A(rightj,	K	if(	A[iJ	+	A(lcftJ	+	A[rightJ	==	K):	print	"yes-->",	A!iJ,	"	+	",	A[leftJ,	"	+	",	/\[right!,	"	..	",	return	I	clif(A[iJ	+	Alleft[	+	A[rightJ	<	K):	left+=	I	else:	right	-=	l	return	0	I	0.	Time	Complexity:	O(logn),	s	ince	we	a	re	moving	at	the	rate	of	2.	Re	fer	to
Introduction	to	Analysis	of	Algorithms	chapter	for	details	on	this	.	Problem-39	Given	a	n	input	a	rray	of	size	unknown	with	all	l's	in	the	beginning	and	O's	in	the	end	.	Find	the	index	in	the	array	from	where	O's	start.	Consider	there	are	millions	of	l's	and	O's	in	the	array.	E.g.	a	rray	contents	1111111.	..	..	..	1100000.....	..	..0000000.	Solution:	This
problem	is	almost	similar	to	Problcm-38.	Check	the	bits	at	the	rate	of	2K	where	k	we	are	moving	a	t	the	rate	of	2,	the	complexity	is	O(logn).	Problem-40	=	0,	1,	2	....	S	ince	Given	a	sorted	a	rray	of	n	integers	that	has	been	rotated	an	unknown	number	of	times,	g	ive	a	O(logn)	a	lgorithm	t	hat	find	s	an	clement	in	t	he	a	rray.	Example:	Pind	5	in	array
(1S1619	20	25	13	4	5	7	10	14)	Ou	tpu	t:	8	(the	index	of	5	in	the	array)	Solution:	Let	us	assume	that	the	given	array	is	AL]and	use	the	solution	of	Problem-37	with	an	extension.	The	function	below	FindPivot	returns	the	k	value	(let	us	assume	that	t	his	function	returns	the	index	instead	of	the	va	lue).	Find	the	pivot	point,	divide	the	array	into	two	sub-
arrays	and	call	binary	search.	The	ma	in	idea	fo	r	finding	the	pivot	point	is	-	for	a	sorlcd	(in	inc	reasing	order)	and	pivoted	a	rray,	the	pivot	e	lcmcnl	is	the	only	clement	for	which	th	e	next	e	le	menl	to	it	is	smaller	tha	n	it.	Using	the	a	bove	criteria	and	lhe	binary	search	methodology	we	can	gel.	pivot	e	lement	in	O(logn)	time.	Algorithm:	1)	Pind	oul	the
pivot	point	and	divide	the	array	in	to	two	s	ub-a	rrays.	2)	Now	call	binary	search	for	one	of	the	t\vo	sub-arrays.	a.	if	the	clement	is	greater	than	the	first	element	then	search	in	left	subarray.	b.	else	search	in	righ	t	subarray.	3)	If	e	lement	is	found	in	selected	sub-array,	then	rel.um	index	else	return	-	1.	def	findlnRota.tedSortedArray(A,	tar	get):	left	=	0
right	==	len(A)	-	1	while	left=	A[left]:	if	A(leftJ	high	):	return	lastFound	m	=	(low+high)/2	if	(	Alml	==	target	):	lastFound	=m;	low	=	m+	1	if	(	Alml	<	target):	low	=	m+	1	if	(	Alm	]	>	target):	high	=	m-	1	return	m	A	=	[5,	6,	9,	12,	15,	2	1,	21,	34,	45,	57	.	70,	84]	print	binarySearchLastOccurrence(A,21)	Time	Complexity:	O(logn).	Problem-48	a	number.
Given	a	sorted	a	rray	of	n	clements,	possibly	with	duplicates.	Find	the	number	of	occurrences	of	Brute	Force	Solution:	Do	a	linear	search	of	the	a	rray	a	nd	inc	re	ment	count	as	and	when	we	find	the	element	data	in	the	a	rray.	def	LincarSearchCOunt(A,	data):	count=	0	for	i	in	range	(0,	lcn(A)):	if(AliJ	==data):	cou	nt	+=	1	return	count	A=
f7,3.6,3,3,6,7]	print	LinearSearchCOunt(A,	7)	Time	Complexity	:	O(n).	Problem-49	Ca	n	we	improve	the	time	complexity	of	Problem-48?	11.11	Searching:	Problems	&	Solutions	326	Data	Structure	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Searching	Solution:	Yes.	We	can	solve	this	by	using	one	binary	search	call	followed	by	another	sma	ll	scan.
Algorithm:	•	Do	a	binary	search	for	the	data	in	the	array.	Lcl	us	assu	m	e	its	position	is	K.	•	Now	traverse	towards	the	left	from	I<	a	nd	count	the	number	of	occurre	nces	of	daw.	Le	t	this	count	be	•	•	le	ftCount.	S	imilarly,	traverse	towa	rds	right	a	nd	count	the	numbe	r	of	occurrences	of	data.	Lcl	this	counl	be	ri9/itCou11t.	Tota	l	number	of
occurrences	le	ftCo	u11t	+	1	+	right.Count	=	Time	Complexity	-	O(logn	Problem-50	+	S)	where	S	is	the	number	of	occurre	nces	of	data.	ls	there	any	alternative	way	of	solving	Problcm-48?	Solution:	Algorithm:	•	Find	firs	t	occurrence	o	f	datn	a	nd	cu	ll	its	index	as	firstOccurrence	(for	a	lgorithm	refer	to	Problcm	-46)	•	Find	last	occurre	nce	of	data	a	nd
call	its	index	as	/astOccurre11ce	(fo	r	a	lgori	thm	refer	to	Problem-4	7	)	•	Return	lastOccurr-e11ce	-	f	irstOccurrence	+	I	Time	Complexity	=	O(logn	Problem-51	+	logn)	=	O(logn).	What	is	the	next	numbe	r	in	the	sequence	1,	11,	21	a	nd	why	?	Solution:	Read	the	given	number	loudly.	This	is	just	a	fun	problem.	One	One	1'wo	O	nes	One	two,	on	e	one	~
1211	So	the	a	nswer	is:	the	next	number	is	th	e	representa	tion	of	the	previous	number	by	reading	it	loudly.	Problem-52	Finding	second	smallest	number	effic	ienl.ly	.	Solution:	We	can	construct	a	heap	of	lhe	given	cle	m	e	n	ts	using	up	just	less	th	an	n	comparisons	(Refe	r	to	the	Priority	Queues	c	h	a	pte	r	for	the	algorithm).	Then	we	lind	Lhe	second	s
m	a	llest	using	log	n	compa	risons	for	the	GetMa	x()	operation.	Overall,	we	gel	n	+	logn	+	co	1L~	ta11l.	Problem-53	Is	Lhere	any	oth	er	solution	for	Problc.;m-52?	Solution:	Alternatively,	split	the	11	numbers	into	groups	of	2,	perform	n/2	comparison	s	successively	to	find	the	largest,	using	a	tournament-like	method.	The	first	ro	und	will	y	ield	Lh	c
maximum	in	11	-	l	compa	risons.	The	second	round	will	be	performed	on	the	winners	of	the	first	round	and	the	ones	that	the	maximum	popped.	This	will	yield	lo9n	-	1	comparison	for	a	total	of	n	+	log11	-	2.	The	above	solution	is	called	the	tournament	problem.	Problem-54	An	eleme	nt	is	a	m	ajority	if	it	a	ppears	more	than	n/2	times.	G	ive	an	a	lgorithm
takes	an	array	of	n	element	as	a	rgument	and	identifies	a	m	aj	ority	(if	it	exists	).	Solution:	The	basic	solution	is	to	have	two	loops	and	kcc.:p	track	o	f	the	maximum	count	for	a	ll	diffe	rent	clements	.	If	themaxirnum	count	becomes	greater	than	n/2.	then	break	the	loops	a	nd	return	the.:	c	lem	ent	h	a	ving	maximum	count.	If	m	aximt1m	count	doesn	't
becom	e	m	ore	than	11/2,	then	the	m	ajority	ele	ment	doesn't	exis	t.	Time	Complexity:	O(n	2	).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-55	Can	we	improve	Problcm-54	time	complexity	to	O(nlo9n)?	Solution:	Using	binary	search	we	can	achieve	this.	Node	o	f	the	Binary	Search	Tree	(used	in	this	approach)	will	be	as	follows.	class	TreeNode(object):	def	_	init_
(sclf,	value):	self.data	=	value	self.left=	None	self.right	=	None	self.count	=	None	Insert	elements	in	BST	one	by	one	a	nd	if	an	c	lement	is	a	lready	present	then	inc	reme	nt	the	count	of	the	node	.	Al	any	stage,	if	lhe	count	of	a	node	becomes	more	tha	n	11./2,	then	return.	This	method	work::;	well	for	the	cases	where	n/2	+	1	occurrences	of	Lhc	majority
element	arc	pre::;enl	al	the	s	ta	rt	of	the	a	rn1y,	for	example	{1,	1.1.1.1.	2.	3,	a	nd	1).	Time	Complexity:	If	a	binary	search	tree	is	usc.:d	then	wors	t.	lime	complexity	wi	ll	be	0(11	2	).	If	a	bala	nccd	-b	ino	1y	search	tree	is	used	then	O(nlogn	).	S	pace	Complexity:	O(n).	11.11	Searching:	Problems	&	Solutions	327	Searchi	ng	Data	Structure	and	Algorith
mic	Thinking	with	Python	Problem-56	Is	there	any	other	of	achieving	O(nlogn)	complexity	for	Problcm-54?	Solution:	Sort	the	input	array	and	scan	the	sorted	array	to	find	the	majority	e	lement.	Time	Complexity:	O(nlogn).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-57	Can	we	improve	the	complexity	for	Problcm-54?	Solution:	If	an	clement	occu	rs	more	than	n/2
times	in	A	then	it	must	be	the	med	inn	of	11.	But,	the	1·evcrsc	is	not	true,	so	once	the	median	is	found	,	we	must	check	to	sec	how	ma	ny	times	it	occurs	in	A.	We	can	use	linear	selection	which	takes	O(n)	Lime	(for	algorithm,	refer	to	Selectio11	Algorithms	chapter).	int	CheckMajority(int	A[].	in	n)	l	1)	Use	linear	selection	to	fmd	the	median	m	of	A.	2)	Do
one	more	pass	through	A	and	count	the	number	of	occurrences	of	m.	a.	If	m	occurs	more	than	11/2	times	then	return	true;	b.	Otherwise	return	fa	lse.	Proble	m-58	Is	there	any	other	way	of	solving	Problem-54?	Solution:	Since	only	one	element	is	repeating,	we	can	use	a	simple	scan	of	the	input	array	by	keeping	track	of	Lhe	count	for	the	elements.	If
the	count	is	0,	then	we	can	assume	that	the	clement	visited	for	the	first	time	othenvisc	that	the	resultant	clement.	def	majorityElement(A):	count=	0	element=	-1	n	=	len(A)	if	n	==	0:	re	Lum	for	i	in	range(O,	n-	1):	if(count	==	0)	:	element	=	Al	ii	count=	1	elif(element	==	Alil):	count+=	1	else:	count-"'	1	return	element	A=	[7,3,2,3,3,6,3j	print
majorityElement(A)	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-59	Given	an	array	of	2n	clem	ents	of	which	are	a	ll	different.	Find	the	majority	clement.	11	c	lements	arc	the	same	and	the	remaining	11	clements	Solution:	The	repeated	clements	will	occt1py	half	the	array.	No	matter	what	arrangement	it	is,	only	one	of	Lhc	below	will	be
true:	•	•	All	duplicate	elements	will	be	al	a	relative	distance	of	2	from	each	other.	Ex:	n,	1,	n,	100,	n,	54,	n	...	At	least	two	duplicate	elements	will	be	next	to	each	other.	Ex:	11,	n,	I,	100,	n,	54,	11,	..	..	11,	1,	n,	n,	11,	54,	100	..	.	1,	100,	54,	n,	n,	n,	n	..	..	In	worst	case,	we	will	need	two	passes	over	Lhe	array:	•	First	Pass:	compare	l\[i]	and	l\[i	+	11	•
Second	Pass:	compare	A[il	and	l\[i	+	2]	Something	will	match	and	that's	your	clement.	This	will	cost	O(n)	in	time	and	0(1)	in	space.	Problem-60	Given	an	array	with	2n	+	1	integer	elements,	n	elements	appear	twice	in	arbitrary	places	in	the	array	and	a	single	integer	appears	only	once	somewhere	inside.	Find	the	lone	ly	integer	with	O(n)	operations
and	0(1)	extra	memory.	Solution:	Except	for	one	clement,	all	clements	arc	repcu	tcd.	We	know	that	I\	XOR	I\	=	0.	Bused	on	this	if	we	XOU	a	ll	the	input	c	lements	then	we	get	the	remaining	c	lement.	def	singleNumber(A):	1	1.11	Searching:	Problems	&	Solutions	328	Searching	Data	Structure	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	wilh	Python	i	=	res	=O	for	i	in
range	(0,	len(A)):	res	=	res	"	A[.i]	ret-um	res	A=	[7,3,6,3.3,6,	7]	print	singleNumber(A)	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Proble	m	-61	T	hrowing	eggs	from	a	n	n	-story	building:	Suppose	we	have	an	n	story	building	and	a	number	of	eggs.	Also	assume	that	a	n	egg	breaks	if	il	is	thrown	from	floor	F	or	higher,	a	nd	will	not	break	olhenvise.
Devise	a	strategy	to	determine	floo	r	F,	while	breaking	O(logn)	eggs.	Solution:	Refer	to	Divide	and	Conquer	chapter.	Proble	m	-6	2	Local	m	inimum	o	f	a	n	array:	Given	an	array	11	of	11	distinct	integers,	design	an	0(109	11)	a	lgo1ithm	to	find	a	local	minimum:	an	index	i	such	that	11	Ii	-	l	I	<	11[i]	<	11	[i	+	1	J.	Solution:	Check	the	middle	value	11(11/2],
and	two	neighbors	Ajn/2	minimum,	stop;	othen	vise	search	in	half	with	smaller	n	eighbor.	11	and	A[n/2	+	1].	If	A[n/2]	is	local	Problem-63	Give	an	11	x	11	array	of	ele	ments	such	that	each	row	is	in	ascending	order	and	each	column	is	in	ascending	order,	devise	a	n	0(11)	a	lgorithm	to	determine	if	a	g	iven	element	x	is	in	the	array.	You	may	assume	a	u	e
lemen	ts	in	the	n	x	n	array	arc	distinct.	S	olutio	n:	Let	us	assume	lhat	the	given	matrix	is	Ajn	J111	].	Start	with	the	last	row,	first	column	jor	first	row,	last	column!.	If	the	clement	we	arc	sea	rc	hing	for	is	greate	r	than	the	clement	at	A[ll[n].	then	the	first	colum	n	can	be	eliminated.	If	t	he	search	clement	is	less	than	the	clement	at	11[1Jln],	then	the	last
row	can	be	completely	eliminated.	Once	the	first	column	or	the	last	row	is	e	liminated,	start	the	process	again	with	the	left-bottom	end	of	the	rema	ining	array.	In	lhis	algorithm,	there	would	be	maximum	n	c	lements	that	Lhe	search	e	lement	would	be	compared	with.	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	This	is	because	we	will	traverse	at	most	211	points.	Space
Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-6	4	Given	a	n	n	x	n	array	a	of	n	2	numbers,	give	an	O(n)	a	lgorithm	lo	find	u	pair	of	indices	i	a	nd	j	s	u	ch	th	at	AlilUI	Solution:	Yes.	Use	two	indexes	to	traverse:	Ma	intain	two	indexes.	In	itialize	Lhc	firi:;t	index	lefl	as	0	and	the	second	index	right	as	11	-	1.	Do	the	following	whi	le	left	<	right:	1)	2)	3)	Keep	the	incrementing
index	left	while	the	re	arc	Os	in	it	Keep	the	decrementing	index	r	ight	while	there	are	ls	in	it	If	left<	right	then	exchange	/\lle{lj	and	lllrightJ	def	scparateZerosAndOn	cs(A):	left	=	O;	right	=	len(A)-	1	while(.left	<	right):	while(Alleftl	==	0	and	left<	righl):	left+=	I	while(A[rightl	==	1	and	left<	right):	right-=	1	if(lefL	<	right):	A[ltarting	from	the	right
side.	Stop	the	inner	loop	when	you	sec	an	clcmcnl	greater	thnn	the	picked	clement	a	nd	keep	upda	ting	Lhe	maximum	j	-	i	so	far.	def	maxl	ndexDiff(A):	maxJ	=	maxl	=	maxDiff"'	-	I	n	=	lcn(A)	for	i	in	range(O,n):	j	"'n-	1	wh	ile(j	>	i):	if(/\[il	>	Ali!	and	maxDiff	<	(j	-	i)):	maxDiff	=j	-	i	muxl	=	i;muxJ	=	j	j	-=	I	retu	rn	maxDiff,	maxl,	max.J	A=j34,	8,	10,	3,	2,	80,
30,	33,	11	print	maxlndexDiff(A)	Time	Complexity:	0(11	2	)	.	Space	Complexity:	0(1	).	Proble	m	-7	7	Can	WC	improve	the	complexity	or	Problcm-76.?	Solution:	To	solve	this	problem	,	we	need	to	get	two	optimum	indexes	of	All	:	left	index	i	and	right	index	j	.	For	an	clement	Aji],	we	do	not	need	to	consider	Ali!	for	Lhc	left	index	if	there	is	a	n	clement
smaller	than	A[i)	on	the	left	side	of	A[i].	Similarly,	if	there	is	a	greater	c	lement	on	the	right	side	of	ALiJ	then	we	do	not	need	to	consider	this	j	for	the	right	index.	So	we	construct	two	auxil	iary	Arrays	LcftMins[J	a	nd	RighlMaxslJ	s	u	c	h	that	LcftMins[i]	holds	the	smallest	clement	on	the	left	side	of	Ali!	including	Ali!.	and	RightMaxsLil	holds	the	greatest
clcmcnt	on	the	right	side	of	ALi)	inc	luding	ALJI.	After	construcling	these	two	auxiliot	ry	u	rray:;.	we	traverse	both	these	arrays	fro	m	left	to	right.	While	traversing	LdtM	insll	a	nd	RightMaxsll,	if	we	see	that	LcftMinsliJ	is	greater	than	RightMaxsLJI,	then	we	must	move	ahead	in	LcftMinslJ	(or	do	i++)	because	a	ll	elements	on	the	left	of	LcftMinslil	a	re
greater	than	or	equal	to	LeftMi.nsfij.	Otherwise	we	must	move	ahead	in	RightMaxsLil	to	look	for	a	g	rea	ter	j-	i	value.	1	1.	1	1	Searching:	Problems	&	Solutions	332	Data	Structure	uncl	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Searching	def	maxlndcxDifT(A):	n	=	lcn(A)	LcftMins	IOl*(n)	RightMaxs	IOl*(n)	LcftMinslOJ	AIOI	for	i	in	range(	l	,n):	LcftM	ins)	ii
min(A(ij,	LcftMins(i-11)	RightMaxs(n	I)	-	Aln-11	for	j	in	range(n-2,-1,-1):	RightMa.xslfl	=	max(AljJ,	RightMaxslj+	l	J)	i	=	O;	j	=	O;	mo.xDiff	=	-	J;	while	U<	n	and	i	<	n):	if	(LcftMinsji]	<	RightMa.xsUJ):	maxDifT	..	ma.x(maxDiff,	j-i)	j	j	+	I	else:	i	"'	i+l	return	maxDiff	A=[34,	8,	10,	3,	2,	80,	30,	33,	11	print	ma.xlndcxOiff(I\)	Time	Compll:xity:	0(11).	Space
Complexity:	O(n).	Problem-78	Oiven	nn	urruy	of	clements,	how	do	you	c	hec	k	whether	the	list	is	pairwise	sorted	or	not"?	I\	list	is	considered	pairwise	sorted	if	each	successive	pair	of	numbe	r!'!	is	in	sorted	(non-decreasing)	order.	Solution:	def	chcckPairwiscSorted(A):	n	=	len(A)	if(n~•Oornp	1):	return	l	for	i	in	rangc(O,	n-	1,2):	1f	(A(il	>	A(i+	11):
return	0	return	l	A=l34,	48,	I	0,	13,	2,	80,	30,	23)	print	checkPairwiscSortcd(A)	Time	Complexity:	0(11).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-79	Given	an	urruy	of	n	c	lements,	how	do	you	print	the	frequencies	of	clements	without	using	extra	space.	Assume	ull	clements	urc	positive,	editable	and	less	than	n.	Solution:	Use	11e,qatim1	technique.	def
frequencyCounter(A):	pos	=	0	n	=	len(A)	whilc(pos	<	n):	expcctcdPos	=	Alpos]	-	1	if(Alposj	>	0	and	A(expectedPos]	>	0):	Alposj,	AlexpectedPosj	=	AlexpectedPosl,Alposl	AlexpectedPosl	=	-1	clif(Alposl	>	0):	AlcxpcctcdPos]	-=	1	Alposj	c:	0	pos	+=	1	else:	pos	+=	I	for	i	in	range(	l	,n):	print	i	~	I	,"	-->",abs(A[ij)	A•	110,	1,	9,	4,	7,	6,	5,5,	I,	2,	I]	freq
ucncyCou	n	tcr(A)	11.11	Searching:	Problems	&	Solutions	333	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Searching	Array	should	h	a	ve	numbers	in	the	range	p,	nl	(where	n	is	the	size	of	the	array).	The	if	condition	(Alposj	>	0	&&	A[expectedPos]	>	0)	means	that	both	lhe	numbers	at	indices	pas	and	expectedPos	a	re	actual	numbers	in	the
array	but	not	lheir	freque	n	cies.	So	we	will	swap	them	so	that	the	number	at	the	index	pos	will	go	to	the	position	where	it	s	hould	have	been	if	the	numbers	1,	2,	3,	....	,	n	are	kept	in	0,	1,	2,	...	,	11	-	1	indices.	In	the	above	exa	mple	input	a	rray,	initially	pas	=	0,	so	IO	at	index	O	will	go	to	index	9	after	the	swap.	As	this	is	the	first	occurrence	of	I	0,	make
it	to	-	1.	Note	that	we	arc	storing	the	freq	uencies	as	ncgaLive	numbers	to	differentiate	b	etween	actual	numbers	a	nd	frequencies.	The	e	lse	if	condition	(/\[pas]	>	0)	means	A[posl	is	a	number	and	A[expecte	max:	max=	number	re	turn	max	print(l"indLargesllnArray([2,	1,5,234,3,44,7,6,4,5,9,	11,	.1	2,	14,	131))	Time	Complex	ity	-	0(11).	Space
Complexity	-	0(1).	Note:	Any	deterministic	a	lgorithm	that	can	find	the	largest	of	comparisons.	Problem-2	11	keys	by	compa	rison	of	keys	lakes	at	least	1t	-	1	Find	the	smallest	and	largest	clements	in	an	array	II	of	size	n.	Solution:	def	PindSmallestAndLargestlnArray(A):	max	•	0	min	0	for	number	in	A:	if	number	>	max:	max=	number	clif	number	<	mjn:
min	=-	number	print("Smallest:	%d",	min)	print(''	Largest:	%d",	max)	l"indSrnalleslAndLargestJnArray([2,	1,5,234,3,44,	7,6,4,5,9,	I	I,	12,	14,	131)	Time	Complexity	-	O(n).	Space	Complex	ity	-	0(1	).	The	worst-case	number	of	comparisons	is	2(n	-	1).	Problem-3	Ca	n	we	improve	the	previous	a	lgorithms?	Solution:	Yes.	We	can	do	this	by	comparing	in
pairs.	def	findMinMa:xWithPairComparisons(A):	ff#	for	an	even-sized	Aray	_max	=	AIOI	min	=	AIOI	for	indx	in	rangc(O,	lcn(A),	2):	first	=	Alindxj	second	=	Alindx+lj	if	(first	<	second):	if	first	<	_	min:	_min	=	first	if	second	>	_max:	_max	=	second	else:	if	second	<	_min:	_min	=	second	if	firnt	>	_max:	max	=	first	print(	min)	print(	max)
lindMinMaxWithPairComparisons([2,	1,5,234,3,44,7,6,4,5,9,	I	J	,	12,	14,	13,	19])	Time	Complexity	-	O(n).	Space	Complexity	-	0(1).	3,.	-;-	-	~	Number	o	f	compa	risom;:	{	.,	L.,	·r	n	is.	even	1	3	2	~	-	:.	if	n	is	odd	2	Summary:	Straightforward	compalison	-	2(n	-	I)	comparisons	Compare	for	min	only	if	comparison	for	max	fails	12.6	Selection	Algorithms:
Problems	&	SoluLions	336	Selection	Algorithms	[Medians!	Data	SLructurc	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Bcsl	case:	increasing	order	-	n	-	1	compatisons	Worst	case:	decreasing	order	-	2(n	-	1)	comparisons	Average	case:	3n/2	-	1	comparisons	Note:	For	divide	a	nd	conquer	techniques	refer	lo	Divide	and	Conquer	chapter.	Problem-4	Give	an	a
lgorithm	for	finding	tht:	second	largest	clement	in	Lhc	given	input	list	of	clements.	Solution:	Brute	Force	Method	Algorithm:	•	•	•	Find	largest	element:	needs	n	-	1	comparisons	Delete	(disca	rd)	the	largest	c	lement	Aga	in	find	la	rgest	clement:	needs	n	-	2	comparisons	Tota	l	number	of	comparisons	:	n	-	I	+	11	-	2	=	2n	-	3	Problem-5	Can	we	reduce	the
number	of	comparisons	in	Problem-4	solution	?	Solution:	The	Tournament	method:	For	s	implic	ity,	assume	that	Lhe	numbers	arc	dislincl	and	LhaL	11	is	a	power	of	2.	We	pair	U1e	keys	and	compare	lhc	pairs	in	rounds	until	only	one	round	remains.	If	the	input	has	eight	keys,	there	are	four	comparisons	in	the	first	round,	two	in	the	second,	and	one	in
the	last.	The	winner	of	the	last	round	is	lhc	la	rgest	key.	The	figure	below	shows	the	method.	The	tournament	method	directly	applies	only	when	11	is	a	power	of	2.	When	this	is	not	the	c	0:	v=	alOI	for	i	in	xrange(l,len(a)):	comparisonCount	+=	l	if	v	>	aliJ:	v	=	al	il	print	"Second	smallest	c	lement•",	v	print	"Total	comparisons=".	comparisonCount	A=
12,	4,	3,	7,	3,	0,	8,	4,	11	,	11	prin	t(secondSmallestI	nArray(A))	Problem-6	Find	the	k-smallest	clcmcnls	in	a	n	a	rray	S	of	11	ele	me	nts	us	ing	partitioning	method.	Solution:	Brute	Force	Approach:	Scan	th	rou	gh	the	numbers	k	limes	LO	have	the	desired	cle	ment.	This	method	is	lhc	on	e	used	in	bubble	sort	(a	nd	selection	sor	t),	every	lime	we	find	out	th
e	sma	llest	c	leme	nt	in	the	whole	sequ	en	ce	by	comparing	every	clement.	In	th	is	method	,	the	sequence	has	lo	be	traversed	k	times.	So	th	e	complexity	is	0(11	x	k).	Problem-7	Can	we	use	the	sorting	technique	for	::;olving	Problcm	-6?	Solution:	Yes.	Sort	a	nd	take	the	first	k	clements.	1.	Sort	the	numbers.	2.	Pick	the	first	k	eleme	nts	.	The	time
complexity	ca	lcula	tion	is	trivia	l.	Sorting	of	11	numbers	is	of	O(nlo,qri)	and	picking	k	clem	ents	is	of	O(k).	Th	e	total	complexity	is	O(nlo911	+	k)	=	O(nlog11).	Problem-8	Can	we	use	the	tree	so	1·Li11,q	techniq	ue	for	solving	Probk:m	-6?	Solution:	Yes.	1.	lnser·t	au	the	clements	in	a	binary	searc	h	Lrcc.	2.	Do	an	lnOrder	traversal	and	print	k	clcmcnls
whic	h	wil	l	be	the	smallest	ones.	So,	we	have	the	k	smallest	clements.	Th	e	cost	of	c	reation	of	a	binary	search	tree	with	n	clements	is	O(nlogn)	a	nd	t	he	traversa	l	up	lo	k	clements	is	O(k).	Hence	the	complexity	is	0(11ln,1111	+	k)	=0(11/11g11)	.	Disadvantage:	If	th	e	m	1mbcrs	a	re	sorlccl	in	d	escending	orde	r,	we	will	bc	getting	u	tree	which	will	be
skewed	towa	rds	t	he	le	ft.	In	that	case,	the	construction	of	th	e	tree	will	be	O	+	1	+	2	+	...	+	(n	-	l)	=	1t(u	-	t)	whic	h	is	2	O(n	2	).	To	escape	from	this,	we	ca	n	keep	the	tree	bn	lonccd,	so	that	the	cost	of	constructing	the	tree	will	be	only	nlogn.	Problem-9	Can	we	improve	the	tree	sorting	tec	hnique	for	solving	Problem	-6?	Solution:	Yes.	Use	a	sma	lle	r
tree	lo	give	the	same	resu	lt.	1.	2.	Toke	I.he	first	k	c	le	me	nts	of	U1c	sequence	Lo	c	reo	le	a	ba	la	nced	tree	o	f	k	nodes	(this	wi	ll	cost	kloglC	0	and	pattem(kl	!=	pattem(q]:	k	=	F(k	-	lJ	if	pattem(kj	==	pattern(qj:	k=k+l	F[qj	=	k	return	F	As	an	exa	mple,	a	ssume	that	P	=	ab	ab	a	ca.	For	this	pa	ttern,	let	u	s	follow	the	step-by-step	inslruclions	for	filling
the	prefix	table	F.	Initia	lly:	m	=	lengthlPJ	=	7,F(OI	=	0	a	nd	F[1	J	=	0.	Step	1:	i	=	l,j	step	2:	;	=	2.j	=	o.	r:r21	Step	3:	i	=	3,j	Step	4:	i	=	'1.,j	Step	5	:	i	Step	6:	i	=	O,f[1J	=	0	4	b	a	I	b	2	a	3	4	b	a	0	J	3	b	2	a	b	0	p	F	0	a	0	=	1	p	a	l	b	a	F	0	0	l	0	I	b	0	2	a	J	3	b	2	0	=	3	p	2	5	c	6	5	c	6	a	5	c	6	4	a	3	5	c	6	a	6	a	4	a	a	F	n	0	0	a	0	l	b	2	3	4	p	F	a	a	5	c	0	I	b	2	3	0	0	a	l	b	2
n	3	4	5	p	b	c	6	n	F	0	0	I	2	a	3	0	l	=	5,	j	=	3,	FLSJ	=	I	=	6.j	=	l,F(GJ	=1	3	l	a	0	=	1,F(3J	=	2	=	t,	FJ	4J	2	a	0	p	F	At	this	step	the	fi	lling	of	the	prefix	lublc	is	complete.	Matching	Algorithm	The	KMP	algorithm	takes	pattern	P,	string	T	a	nd	prefix	function	Fas	input,	and	finds	a	match	of	Pin	'/'.	def	KM	P(tcxt,	pattern):	n	=	lcn(tcxt)	m	=	lcn(pattcrn)	F	=
prcfi.x'T'ablc(pattern)	q=O	15.6	KMP	Algorithm	366	String	Algorithms	Dala	Slruclu	rc	and	Algori	Lhm	ic	Thinking	wilh	PyLhon	for	i	in	range(n):	while	q	>	0	and	patternlql	!=	textlil:	q	=	F[q	-	ll	if	pattern[qj	==	text[	ii:	q	=	q+l	if	q	=co	m:	return	i	-	m	+	1	return	-1	print	KMP("bacbabababacaca",	"ababaca")	Time	Complexity:	O(m	+	11),	where	m	is	the
length	of	the	pattern	and	11	is	the	length	of	the	text	to	be	searched.	Space	Complexity:	O(m).	Now,	lo	understand	the	process	let	u	s	go	through	a	n	example.	Assume	that	T	=	b	a	c	b	ab	ab	a	b	a	ca	ca	&	P	=	ab	ab	a	ca	.	Sin	ce	we	h	ave	a	lready	filled	the	prefix	ta	ble,	li.;t	us	use	it	a	nd	go	to	the	matching	a	lgori	thm.	Inilially:	11	=size	of	T	=	15;	m	=
size	of	P	7.	=	Step	1:	i	=	0,	j	=	0,	compari	ng	P[O]	wilh	T[Oj.	P[OJ	does	not	match	with	'/'[OJ.	P	will	be	shifted	one	position	to	the	right.	1;1	tHh	I~	1	:1	~	I	:	IblaI	blalc	I•1c1•	I	Step	2	:	i	=	1,	j	=	0,	compa	ring	PIO]	with	TP	l.	PIO]	matches	with	Tl	lj.	S	ince	there	is	a	ma	Leh,	P	is	not	shifted.	I;1	bl	:rtifl~I~	I	~	l~I	·I	b1·1c	1·	Icl•I	Step	3:	i	=	2,	j	and	'1'121.
Step	4:	i	=	1,	compa	ring	Pl11	with	Tl2J.	PllJ	docs	not	matc	h	with	Tf2).	Backtracking	on	P,	comparing	P[OJ	=	3,	j	=	0,	compa	ring	P(OJ	with	'/'[3].	P[O]	docs	not	match	with	Tl3l	I;1	I·	Iclrsih	l~EE	~	I~	I·	Ic1·	I'	1·1	b	Step	5:	i	=	4,	j	=	0,	compa	ring	P	fOI	with	'1'1'1·1·	PIOI	ma	tch	es	with	7'[4).	I~	IbIaIcI	I:Rl'.:I~	I:	I~	I:	Ic1•1cIaI	b	Step	6:	i	=	5,	j	=	1,
compa	ring	N1l	with	TfS].Pfll	ma	tc	hes	with	TISI.	I;	IbIaIcE9	~I	~Rf~	I:	I	~	I:	IcIaIcIaI	Step	7:	i	=	6,	j	=	2,	comparing	Pl21	with	7'161.	P[2[	matches	with	7'[61.	I;	IbIaIcIbI:	I~	I:Rf:	I	~	I:	IcIaIcIaI	Step	8:	i	=	7.	j	=	3,	compa	ring	Pl31	with	'1'171.	P13l	m	atches	with	T[7J.	l~lbl"l'lbl	:l~l:l~ID~l	:lc	l	alcla	l	Step	9:	i	=	8,	j	=	4,	comparing	P[4	1with	'/'IOI.
1114	1	m	atches	with	T[B].	15.6	KMP	Algorithm	367	Slring	Algorithms	Data	Structure	ond	Algorithmic	Thin	kin{!;	with	Python	l~lblalclbl:l~l=l~l:Rf:lclalclal	Step	10:	i	~	9,	j	-	5,	compa	ring	P[S]	with	'1'!91.	PIS!	docs	not	match	with	'1'19].	Backtracking	on	P,	comparing	Pl4l	with	'1'(9]	because	ofter	mismatch	j	=	1"141	=	3.
l~l"l"lclbl:l~l:l~l:l~ffic1•1c1u1	Comparing	/'[3j	with	T[9j.	T	b	a	c	b	a	b	a	p	Step	11:	i	=	10,	o	b	b	0	b	C	U	tl	b	C	H	C	II	j	-	'1	,	comparing	Pl4J	with	1'(10].	1'141	matches	with	Tl	!OJ.	:Rf:I	I	I	I~	IbIa	IcIbIa	IbI:	I:	I:	I:	I	Step	12:	i	=	11,	j	S,	comparing	P[S]	with	Tll	11.	P[SI	matches	with	'fl	11	].	T	b	a	c	P	Step	13:	i	c	a	b	a	b	a	b	a	b	a	a	b	a	b	a	c	a	=	12,	J	=	6,
comparing	Pf6]	with	T(12].	P(6]	matches	with	7'[	12j.	p	a	b	a	b	u	c	Pattern	P	has	been	found	to	completely	occur	in	string	'/'.	The	total	number	of	shifts	that	took	place	for	the	match	to	be	found	arc:	i	-	m	=	13	-	7	=	6	shifts.	Notes:	KM	P	performs	the	compa	risons	from	left	to	right	•	•	loats	string.	'b'	0	NULL	NULL	0	'o'	NULL	NULL	'a'	0	0	't'	NULL
NULL	's'	NULL	Now	if	we	want	to	insert	the	string	boat,	then	the	TST	becomes	jthe	only	change	is	selling	the	is_End_Of_String	f1ag	of	"t"	node	to	l	]:	'b'	0	NULL	NULL	0	'o'	NULL	0	'a'	't'	NULL	l	NULL	NULL	's'	NU	LL	15.12	Ternary	Search	Trees	372	String	Algorithms	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Now,	let	us	insert	the	next
string:	bat	NULL	'a'	0	NULL	't'	NULL	NULL	NULL	0	1	NULL	NULL	't'	NULL	NULL	's'	Now,	lel	us	inserl	the	final	word:	bats.	N	ULL	'a'	0	NULL	't'	NULL	1	's'	NULL	NULL	's'	Based	on	these	examples,	we	can	write	the	insertion	algorithm	as	below.	We	will	combine	Lh	e	insertion	opcralion	of	BST	and	tries.	#	Insert	def	_	insert	(node,	x}:	if	node	is
None:	return	x	elif	x.data	==	node.data:	return	node::.	elif	x.data	that	store	minimum	frcqucn	c	ies	at	their	nodes.	Connect	these	two	nodes	at	a	newly	created	common	node	Lhat	will	store	no	character	but	wi	ll	store	the	sum	of	the	frequencies	of	all	the	nodes	connected	below	it.	So	our	picture	looks	like	this:	17.6	Greedy	Applications	391	Greedy
Algorithms	Dala	Structure	and	/\lgorilhmic	Thinking	with	Python	r	9	)	~	b-2	c	-7	l	J	[	a-12	d	-	13	I(	e-	14	r-ss	Repeat	this	process	until	only	one	tree	is	le	ft	:	I	~	r	9	I	I	a-12	~	r	21	l	~	(	d	-	13	e-	14	c-?_]	I	[	b-2	27	f	r-85	~	27	21	~	(	9	cl-	13	a-12	e-	14	}	f-85	(	133	_/"'(	r	21	b-2	J	[	~	9	J	~	r	l[	r-85	--------------	[	I	l[	48	I	c	-7	27	)	~	0-	12	d-	13	J	J	[	c-	14	l	Once	the
trce	is	built,	each	leaf	node	corresponds	to	a	letter	with	n	code.	To	determine	the	code	for	a	particular	node,	traverse	from	the	roo	t	to	the	leaf	n	ode.	ror	each	move	lo	the	left,	append	a	0	to	the	code,	and	for	each	move	to	the	right,	append	a	I.	As	a	result,	for	the	above	gen	erated	tree,	we	get	the	following	codes:	Letter	Code	a	00	1	0000	0001	010	0
11	b	c	d	e	f	I	Calculating	Bits	Saved	Now,	let	us	sec	how	muny	b	its	that	Huffma	n	coding	a	lgorithm	is	saving.	All	we	need	to	do	for	this	calculation	is	see	how	many	b	its	arc	o	rigina	lly	used	to	store	the	data	a	nd	subtract	from	that	the	number	of	bits	that	are	used	17	.7	Understanding	Greedy	Techniqu	e	392	Data	Structure	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking
with	Python	Greedy	Algorilhms	to	store	the	data	us	ing	the	Huffman	code.	In	the	above	example,	since	we	ha	ve	s	ix	c	ha	rac	ters,	let's	assume	each	character	is	stored	with	a	th	ree	bit	code.	Since	there	a	rc	133	such	c	haracters	(mult	iply	total	frequ	e	ncies	by	3),	the	total	numbe	r	of	bits	used	is	3	•	133	=	399.	Using	the	Huffman	cod	ing	frequencies
we	ca	n	calculate	the	new	total	number	o	f	bits	used:	Letter	Code	Frequency	Total	Bits	a	00	1	12	36	b	0000	2	8	c	0001	7	28	d	010	13	39	e	011	14	42	f	85	I	85	Total	238	Thus,	we	saved	399	-	238	;::;	161	bits,	or	nearly	40%	of	the	storuge	space.	from	heapq	import	hcappush,	heappop,	heapify	from	collections	import	dcfaultdict	def	Huffman
Encode(characterFrequency):	heap=	[lfreq,	lsym,	""II	for	sym,	freq	in	charactcrFrequcncy.ilems())	heapify(heap)	while	len(heap)	>	I:	lo	"'	heappop(hcap)	hi	•	heappop(hcap)	for	pair	in	loll	:I:	pair!	11=	'O'	+	pair[	11	for	pair	in	hi(l:):	pair(l]	=	'	l	'	+	pairll)	heappush(heap,	PolOI	+	hi[Oll	+	lo[l	:)	+	hi(l	:I)	return	sortcd(hcappop(hcap)[l:j,	kcy=lambda	p:
(lcn(p(-	11),	p))	inpulTcxt	..	"Lhis	is	an	example	for	hufiman	encoding"	character	Frequency	d	cfaultdic	t(int)	for	c	haracter	in	inputTexl:	characterFrequency(characterj	+=	1	huffCodes	=	HuffmanEncode(characterFrequency)	print	"Symbol\	LFrcqucncy\	tHuffman	Code"	for	pin	huffCodcs:	print	"%s\t\t\t%s\l\t\t%s"%	(p[Oj,	characterFrequcncy[plOll,
Pllll	Time	Complexity:	0(11lo,q11),	since	there	will	be	one	bu	ild	heap,	211	-	2	delete	mins,	and	11	-	2	inserts,	on	a	priori	ty	queue	th	at	never	has	mo	re	than	11	clements.	Refer	lo	the	l'riorily	Queues	cha	pt	er	for	detai	ls.	17.8	Greedy	Algorithms:	Problems	&	Solutions	Problem-!	Given	an	array	F	with	size	11.	Assume	the	array	content	Flil	indicates	the
length	of	the	;rh	file	and	we	want	to	me	rge	all	these	files	into	one	s	ingle	file.	Check	whether	the	following	algorithm	gives	the	best	solution	for	this	problem	or	not?	Algorithm:	Merge	the	files	contiguously.	That	means	select	the	first	two	fi	les	uncl	merge	them.	Then	select	the	output	of	the	previous	merge	and	merge	with	the	third	file,	and	keep
going...	Note:	Given	two	files	/\	and	H	with	sizes	111	and	11	,	the	complexity	of	mcq~ing	is	O(m	+	11	).	Solution:	This	algorithm	will	not	produce	the	optimal	solution.	For	n	counter	exa	mple,	let	us	consider	the	following	file	sizes	array.	F	=	{10,5,100,50,20,15}	As	per	the	above	algorithm,	we	need	to	merge	the	first	two	files	(10	and	S	si7.c	files),	and
as	a	result	wc	gel	the	fo	llowing	list	of	files.	In	the	list	below,	15	indice1tcs	the	cost	of	merging	two	files	with	sizes	10	nnd	5.	{	l	S,	I	00,50,20.	1S}	S	imila	rly,	merging	15	with	the	next	file	100	produces:	{	115,50.20,	1S}.	For	the	sub8cqucnt	s	teps	the	list	becomes	(165,20,	15).	{185,15}	Fina	lly,	{200}	17	.8	Greedy	Algorithms:	Problems	&	Solutions
393	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Greedy	Algorithms	The	total	cost	of	merging	=	Cost	of	all	merging	operations	=	15	+	115	+	165	+	185	+	200	=	680.	To	see	whether	the	above	result	is	optimal	or	not,	consider	the	order:	{5,	10,	15,	20,	50,100}.	For	this	exa	mple,	following	the	same	a	pproach,	the	tota	l	cost	of	merging	=	15
+	30	+SO+	100	+	200	=	395.	So,	Lhe	give	n	a	lgorithm	is	not	g	iving	the	best	(optima	l)	solu	tion.	Problem-2	S	imilur	to	Problem-	I	,	docs	the	follow	ing	a	lgori	thm	give	the	optima	l	solution?	Algorithm:	Merge	the	files	in	pairs	.	That	means	after	the	first	step,	lhe	a	lgorithm	produces	the	n/2	intermediate	files.	For	the	next	step,	we	n	eed	lo	consider	t
hese	intermedia	te	files	and	me	rge	them	in	pairs	and	keep	going.	Note:	Sometimes	this	algorithm	is	called	2-way	merging.	Instea	d	of	two	files	at	a	time,	if	we	merge	K	files	al	a	time	then	we	call	il	K	-way	merging.	Solution:	This	a	lgorithm	will	not	produce	the	optimal	solution	a	n	d	consid	e	r	lhc	previous	example	for	a	coun	ter	example.	As	per	th	e
above	a	lgorithm,	we	n	eed	t.o	merge	the	first	pair	of	fi	les	(I	0	and	5	size	fil	es),	the	second	pair	of	fil	es	(100	and	SO)	a	nd	th	e	t	hird	pair	or	fil	es	(20	and	15).	As	a	result	we	gel	the	fo	llowing	list	of	fi	les.	{15,	150,	35}	Similarly,	merge	the	output	in	pairs	and	this	step	produces	[below,	the	third	clement	docs	nol	have	a	pair	element,	so	keep	it	the
same]:	(165,35}	Finally,	{185}	The	total	cosl	of	merging	=	Cost	of	a	ll	merging	opera	tion	s	=	15	+	150	+	35	+	165	+	l85	=	550.	This	is	much	more	tha	n	395	(of	the	previous	problem).	So,	the	given	a	lgorithm	is	not	giving	the	besl	(optimal)	solution.	Problem-3	In	Problem-I,	whal	is	the	best	way	to	merge	all	the	files	into	a	s	ingle	file?	Solution:	Using
the	G	reedy	algorithm	we	can	reduce	the	tota	l	time	for	merging	the	given	fil	es.	Let	us	consider	the	following	algorithm.	Algorithm:	1.	Store	file	sizes	in	a	priority	queue.	The	key	o	f	elements	are	file	lengths.	2	.	Repeat	the	fo	llowing	until	there	is	only	one	file:	a.	Extract	two	smallest	clements	X	a	nd	Y.	b.	Merge	X	and	Y	and	insert	this	new	fil	e	in	the
priority	queue.	Variant	of	same	algorithm:	1.	Sort	the	file	sizes	in	ascending	order.	2.	Repeat	the	followin	g	until	there	is	only	one	file:	a.	Take	the	first	two	elem	ents	(smallest)	X	a	nd	Y.	b.	Merge	X	and	Y	and	insert	this	new	file	in	the	sorted	list.	To	check	the	above	algorithm,	let	us	trace	it	with	the	previous	example.	The	given	array	is:	F	=
{10,5,100.S0,20.l5}	As	per	the	a	bove	algorithm,	after	sorting	the	list	it	becomes:	{5,	10,	I	5,	20,	50,100}.	We	need	to	merge	the	two	smallest	files	(5	and	10	size	files)	and	as	a	result	we	get	the	following	list	of	files.	In	the	list	below,	15	indicates	the	cost	of	merging	two	files	with	sizes	10	and	5.	{15,	15,20,50,	100}	Similarly,	merging	the	two	smallest
elements	('IS	and	15)	produces:	{20,30,50.100).	For	the	subsequent	steps	the	list	becomes	(50,50,100}	//merging	20	and	30	(100,100}	//merging	20	and	30	Finally,	{200}	The	total	cost	of	merging	=	Cost	of	all	merging	operations	=	15	+	30	+	50	+	100	+	200	producing	the	optimal	solution	for	this	merging	problem.	=	395	.	So,	this	algorithm	is	Time
Complexity:	O(nlogn)	time	using	h	eaps	lo	find	besl	merging	pattern	plu	s	the	optimal	cost	of	merging	the	fi	les.	Problem-4	Interval	Sche	duling	Algorithm:	Given	a	set	of	11	interva	ls	S	=	((sta	rt	1,	end	1)1	I	:;:;	i	:;:;	nj.	Let	us	assume	that	we	want	lo	find	a	maximum	subset	S'	of	S	such	that	no	pair	of	interva	ls	in	S'	overlaps.	Check	whether	the	following
a	lgorithm	works	or	not.	Algorithm:	while	(S	is	not	empty)	{	17	.8	Greedy	Algorithms:	Proble	ms	&	Solutions	394	Data	Stmcture	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	PyLhon	Greedy	Algorithms	Selecl	the	interval	I	that	overlaps	the	least	number	of	other	in	tervals.	Add	I	to	fin	a	l	solution	set	S'.	Remove	all	in	tervals	from	S	Lhat	overlap	with	/	.	Solution:	This
a	lgorithm	does	not	solve	the	problem	of	finding	a	maximum	subset	of	non	-overlapping	inter·vals.	Consider	Lhc	following	intervals.	The	optimal	solution	is	{M,	0,	N,	K}.	However,	the	intervo	l	thut	overlaps	with	the	fewest	others	is	C,	and	Lhe	g	iven	a	lgorithm	will	select	C	first.	c	M	0	N	)(	Problem-5	In	Problem-4,	if	we	select	the	interval	that	starts
earliest	(also	not	overlapping	with	already	chosen	intervals),	does	it	give	the	optimal	solulion?	Solution:	No.	It	will	not	give	the	optimal	solution.	Let	us	consider	the	example	below.	IL	can	be	seen	that	the	optimal	solution	is	4	whereas	the	given	algorithm	gives	1.	Optimal	Solution	Given	Algorithm	gives	Problem-6	In	Problem-4,	if	we	select	the	shortest
interval	(but	it	is	not	overlapping	the	already	chosen	intervals),	does	it	give	the	optimal	solution?	Solution:	This	also	will	not	give	the	optima	l	solution.	Let	us	consider	the	example	below.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	optimal	solution	is	2	whereas	the	algorithm	gives	1.	Optimal	SoluLion	Current	Algorithm	gives	Problem-7	For	Problem-4,	what	is	the	optima	l



solution?	Solution:	Now,	let	us	concentrate	on	the	optimal	greedy	solution.	Algorithm:	Sort	intervals	according	to	the	right-most	ends	[end	times];	for	every	consecutive	interval	{	If	the	left-most	end	is	after	the	right-most	end	of	the	last	selected	interval	then	we	select	this	interval	Otherwise	we	skip	it	and	go	to	the	next	interval	Time	complexity	=Time
for	sorting+	Time	for	scanning	=	O(nlogn	+	n)	=	0(_11/0911).	Problem-8	Consider	the	following	problem.	Input:	S	=	{(start;,	end;)	l1	$	i	$	n}	of	intervals.	The	interval	(start;,	end;)	we	can	treat	as	a	request	for	a	room	for	a	class	with	time	start;	to	time	endi.	Output:	Find	an	assignment	of	classes	to	rooms	that	uses	the	fewest	number	of	rooms.
Consider	the	following	iterative	algorithm.	Assign	as	many	c	lasses	as	possible	Lo	the	first	room	,	then	assign	as	many	classes	as	possible	to	the	second	room,	then	assign	us	many	c	lasses	as	possible	lo	the	third	room,	etc.	Docs	thjs	algorithm	give	the	best	solution?	Note:	In	fact,	this	problem	is	sim	ilar	to	the	interval	scheduling	a	lgorithm.	The	only
difference	is	the	application.	17.8	Greedy	Algorithms:	Problems	&	Solutions	395	Greedy	Algorithms	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Solution:	This	algorithm	does	not	solve	the	interval-coloring	problem.	Consider	the	following	intervals:	A	c	B	E	D	F	G	Maximizing	the	number	of	classes	in	the	first	room	results	in	having	{B,	C,	F,
G}	in	one	room,	and	classes	A,	D,	and	E	each	in	their	own	rooms,	for	a	total	of	4.	The	optimal	solution	is	to	put	A	in	one	room,	{	B,	C,	D}	in	another,	and	(£.	F,	G}	in	another,	for	a	total	of	3	rooms.	Problem-9	For	Problem-8,	com;ider	the	following	a	lgorithm	.	Process	the	c	lasses	in	inc	reasing	order	of	start	times.	Assume	that	we	are	processing	c	lass
C.	If	there	is	a	room	R	such	that	R	has	been	assigned	to	an	ea	rlier	class,	and	C	can	be	assigned	to	fl	without	overlapping	previously	assigned	classes,	th	en	assign	C	to	R.	Other.vise,	put	Cina	new	room.	Docs	th	is	a	lgorithm	solve	t	he	problem?	Solution:	This	algorithm	solves	the	interval-coloring	problem.	Note	that	if	the	greedy	algorithm	creates	a
new	room	for	the	current	class	c;,	then	because	it	examines	classes	in	order	of	start	times,	ci	start	point	must	intersect	with	the	last	class	in	all	of	the	current	rooms.	Thus	when	greedy	creates	the	last	room,	n,	it	is	because	the	start	time	of	the	curre	nt	class	intersects	with	n	-	1	other	classes.	But	we	know	that	for	any	single	point	in	any	c	lass	it	can
only	intersect	with	at	mosts	other	c	lass,	so	it.	must	then	be	that	n	=:;;	S.	Ass	is	a	lower	bound	on	the	total	number	needed,	and	greedy	is	feasible,	it	is	thus	a	lso	optimal.	Note:	For	optimal	solution	re	fer	to	Problem-7	and	for	code	refer	to	Problem-10.	Problem-10	Suppose	we	a	re	given	two	arrays	Start[l	..	n]	and	Finish[l	..	n]	listing	the	start	and	finish
times	of	each	class.	Our	task	is	to	choose	the	largest	possible	subset	X	E	(1,	2,	...	,	n}	so	that	for	any	pair	i,j	E	X,	either	Start	[i]	>	Finishlj]	or	Start	[j]	>	Finish	[i]	Solution:	Our	aim	is	to	finish	the	first	class	as	early	as	possible,	because	that	leaves	us	wi	th	the	most	remaining	c	lasses.	We	scan	through	the	classes	in	order	of	finish	lime,	and	whenever
we	encoun	ter	a	class	that	doesn't	conflict	with	the	latest	c	lass	so	far,	then	we	la	ke	that	c	lass.	def	LargestTasks(Start,	n,	Finish):	sort	FinishlJ	rearrange	Start!]	to	match	count=	l	Xjcount]	=	1	for	i	in	range(2,n):	if(Startli]	>	FinishlX[count]J):	cou	n	t	=	count+	1	X[countJ	=	I	return	XLl:countj	This	algorithm	clearly	runs	in	O(nlogn)	time	due	to	sorting.
This	algorithm	clearly	runs	in	O(nlogn)	time	due	to	sorting.	Problem-11	Consider	the	making	change	problem	in	the	country	of	India.	The	input	to	this	problem	is	an	integer	M.	The	output	should	be	the	minimum	number	of	coins	to	make	M	rupees	of	change.	Jn	India,	ass	ume	the	available	coins	a	re	1.,	5,	10,	20,	25,	SO	rupees.	Assume	that	we	have	a
n	unlimited	number	of	coins	of	each	type.	For	this	problem,	does	the	following	algorithm	produce	the	optimal	solution	or	not?	Take	as	many	coins	as	possible	from	the	highest	denominations.	So	for	example,	to	make	change	for	234	rupees	the	greedy	algorithm	would	lake	four	SO	rupee	coins,	one	2S	rupee	coin,	one	S	rupee	coin,	and	four	1	rupee
coins.	Solution:	The	greedy	algorithm	is	not	optimal	for	the	problem	of	making	change	with	the	minimum	number	of	coins	when	the	denominations	are	1,	5,	10,	20,	25,	and	50.	In	order	to	make	40	rupees,	the	greedy	algorithm	would	use	three	coins	of	2S,	10,	and	5	rupees.	The	optimal	solution	is	to	use	two	20-shilling	coins.	Note:	For	the	optima	l
solution,	refer	to	the	Dynamic	Programming	chapter.	Problem-12	Let	us	assume	that	we	a	rc	going	for	a	long	d	rive	between	c	ities	A	and	B.	In	preparation	for	our	trip,	we	have	downloaded	a	map	that	conta	ins	the	distances	in	mi	les	between	a	ll	the	petrol	stations	on	our	route.	Assume	that	our	car's	tanks	can	hold	petrol	for	n	miles.	Assume	that	the
value	n	is	given.	Suppose	we	stop	at	every	point.	Does	it	give	the	best	solution?	17.8	Greedy	Algorithms:	Problems	&	Solutions	396	Dala	Struc	lurc	and	Algorilhm	ic	Th	in	k	ing	with	Py	lhon	Gree	dy	Algorithms	Solution:	He	re	th	e	algori	thm	does	n	ol	produce	optima	l	solution.	Obvious	l~eason:	fillin	g	at	each	petrol	sta	tion	does	not	produce	op	tim	a	l
solution.	Problem-13	For	proble	m	Problem	-	12	,	s	lop	if	a	nd	only	if	you	do	n	't	h	a	ve	enough	pe	trol	lo	make	it	lo	the	next	gas	station	,	a	n	d	if	yo	u	stop,	fi	ll	th	e	ta	nk	up	a	ll	th	e	way.	Prove	o	r	dis	prove	tha	t	th	is	a	lgorithm	correctly	s	olve::;	the	problem.	Solution:	The	greedy	approach	works	:	We	s	ta	rt	our	trip	from	A	wi	th	a	fu	ll	ta	nk.	We	c	heck
ou	r	mu	p	to	dete	rmine	the	fa	rthest	pe	tro	l	slation	on	our	route	withjn	n	m	iles.	We	s	top	a	t	tha	t	pe	trol	s	ta	tion	,	fill	up	our	ta	nk	and	ch	eck	ou	r	map	again	lo	determ	in	e	the	farthest	petrol	sta	tion	on	our	route	within	n	miles	fro	m	this	stop.	Repeal	th	e	process	until	we	get	to	B.	Note:	For	code,	refer	to	Dynamic	Pro9rammi119	cha	pte	r.	Problem-
14	Fractional	Knapsack	problem:	Give	n	ite	ms	t	1,	t	2	,	•..	•	t	,.	(i	tems	we	might	wa	nt	to	ca	rry	in	o	ur	backpack)	with	associa	ted	weights	s	1	,	s2	,	•••	,	s11	a	nd	bcn	efit	va	lues	v1,	v2,	•••	,	v,.,	how	can	we	maximize	the	to	ta	l	ben	efit	cons	ide	ring	th	a	t	we	arc	s	u	bject	to	a	n	a	bsolute	weight	limit	C?	Solution:	Algorithm:	1)	Com	pu	te	value	per	size
d	ensity	for	each	item	d	;	=	!2.	Sj	2	)	Sort	each	item	by	its	value	d	ens	ity.	3)	Ta	ke	as	muc	h	as	possible	of	th	e	d	e	ns	ity	ite	m	not	a	lready	in	the	bag	Time	Complexity	:	O(nlogri)	fo	r	sorting	a	nd	O(n)	fo	r	greedy	selectio	ns.	Note:	The	item	s	can	be	e	n	tered	in	to	a	priori	ty	que	u	e	a	nd	retrieved	on	e	by	on	e	u	ntil	eit	he	r	th	e	bag	is	full	or	a	ll	items	h	a
ve	been	selected	.	This	actually	has	a	better	run	t	ime	of	O	(n	+	clo9n)	where	c	is	lhe	number	of	items	t	hat	a	ctua	lly	get	selected	in	the	s	olution.	There	is	a	savings	in	run	time	if	c	=	O(n),	b	ut	oth	erwise	th	er	e	is	no	c	ha	n	ge	in	the	complexity.	Problem-15	Number	of	railway-platforms	:	At	a	ra	ilway	station,	we	h	ave	a	time-	table	with	the	trai	ns'
arrivals	a	nd	depar	tures.	We	n	eed	to	fin	d	th	e	minim	u	m	number	o	f	platforms	so	t	hat	a	ll	the	tra	ins	ca	n	be	accommodated	as	per	th	eir	schedule.	Example:	The	timeta	ble	is	as	given	be	low,	the	a	nswer	is	3.	Oth	erwise,	the	railway	stn.tion	will	not	be	able	to	accommod	ate	all	th	e	tra	ins	.	Departure	Rail	Arrival	0	900	hrs	0930	h	rs	Ra	il	A	Ra	il	B	13
00	hrs	0	9	15	hrs	1030	hrs	11	00	hrs	Ra	il	C	1045	hrs	l	J	45	hrs	Rail	D	Solution:	Let's	take	the	same	example	as	described	above.	Calculating	the	n	u	mber	of	platforms	is	d	on	e	by	d	e	te	rmining	Lh	e	maximum	nu	mb	er	o	f	train	s	a	t	the	railway	s	tation	at	a	ny	t	ime.	F	irst,	sort	a	ll	the	a	nival(I\)	and	departure(D)	Limes	in	a	n	a	rray.	Then,	save	th	e
correspo	nd	ing	a	rrivals	andde	partures	in	the	a	rray	a	lso	.	After	s	orting,	our	array	will	look	like	this:	0900	A	09	15	A	0	930	0	1030	A	10	4	5	A	11	00	0	11	45	0	1300	0	Now	mod	ify	the	array	by	placin	g	I	for	I\	a	nd	-	I	fo	r	D.	T	he	new	a	rray	will	look	like	this:	Ii	Ii	I	-1	I	-I	I	-I	-I	F	ina	lly	ma	ke	a	c	umulative	array	ou	t	of	this	:	Ii	12	Ii	2	3	2	0	Our	solution
will	be	the	maximum	va	lue	in	this	a	rray.	Herc	it	is	3.	Note:	If	we	ha	ve	a	train	a	rrivi	ng	a	nd	a	nother	d	eparting	a	l	the	same	time,	then	pu	t	the	departu	re	Lime	fi	rs	t	in	t	he	sorted	a	r-ray.	Problem-	16	Cons	ider	a	coun	try	wi	th	very	lo	ng	roads	a	nd	h	ouses	a	lon	g	the	road.	Assume	that	the	residents	of	a	ll	houses	use	cell	phones.	We	wa	nt	to	place
cell	phon	e	towe	rs	a	lo	ng	th	e	road,	and	each	cell	ph	o	ne	towe	r	covers	a	ra	n	ge	of	7	kilometers.	Create	a	n	effic	ien	t	a	lgorithm	that	a	llow	for	t.he	fewest	cell	phon	e	towers.	17.8	Greedy	Algorithms:	Problems	&	Solu	tions	397	Greedy	Algorithm	s	Data	Structu	re	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Solution:	7	miles	First	uncovered	house	D	7
miles	Base	Station	Uncovered	houses	Base	Stal	ion	D	The	algorithm	lo	locale	lhc	least	numbe	r	of	cell	phone	lowers:	1)	Slan	from	the	beginning	of	the	road	2	)	Find	the	first	uncovered	house	on	the	road	3)	lf	there	is	no	such	house,	terminate	this	algorithm	.	Otherwise,	go	to	next	step	4)	Locate	a	cell	phone	tower	7	miles	away	a	fter	we	find	this	house
along	the	road	5)	Go	to	step	2	Problem-17	Preparing	Songs	Cassette:	Suppose	we	have	a	set	of	11	songs	and	want	to	store	these	on	a	tape.	In	the	future,	users	will	want	to	read	those	songs	from	the	tape.	Read	ing	a	song	from	a	tape	is	nol	like	reading	from	a	disk;	first	we	have	lo	fast	-	forward	past	a	ll	the	other	songs,	a	nd	that	takes	u	s	ign	ifican	t
amount	of	lime.	Let	lllJ	..	11	j	be	an	an-ay	listing	the	lengths	of	each	song,	specifically,	song	i	has	length	llji].	If	the	songs	are	stored	in	order	from	l	to	11,	tJ1en	the	cost	of	accessing	the	k	11'	song	is:	k	C(k)	=I	llf	i)	i=	l	The	cost	reflects	the	fact	that	before	we	read	song	k	we	must	first	scan	past	a	ll	the	earlier	songs	on	the	tape.	If	we	change	the	order	of
the	songs	on	the	tape,	we	c	hange	the	cost	of	accessing	lhe	songs,	with	the	result	that	some	songs	become	more	expensive	lo	read,	bul	others	become	cheaper.	Different	song	orders	cire	likely	to	result	in	different	expected	costs.	If	we	assume	lhal	each	song	is	equally	like	ly	Lo	be	accessed,	which	order	should	we	use	if	we	want	the	expected	cost	lo	be
as	small	as	possible?	Solution:	The	answer	is	simple.	We	should	store	the	songs	in	the	order	from	shortest	lo	longest.	Storing	Lhc	short	songs	al	Lhe	beginning	reduces	the	forward	ing	times	for	the	remaining	jobs.	Problem-18	Let	us	consider	a	set	of	events	at	HIT£X	(llyd	erabad	Co11ue11Uo11	Center).	Assume	that	there	arc	11	events	where	each
takes	one	unil	of	time.	Event	i	will	provide	a	profit	of	P[il	rupees	(Pfi]	>	0)	if	started	at	or	before	ti	me	T[i),	where	T[i)	is	an	arbitrary	number.	If	an	event	is	not	started	by	'/'Iii	then	there	is	no	benefit	in	schedu	ling	it	at	all.	All	events	can	start	as	early	as	time	0.	Give	the	efficient	a	lgorithm	to	find	u	schedule	that	maximi7,es	the	profit.	Solution:
Algorithm:	•	Sort	the	jobs	according	to	noor(TliJ)	(sorted	from	largest	to	smaJ	lest).	•	Let	time	t	be	the	current	time	being	considered	(where	initially	t	=	noor(TIiJ)).	•	All	jobs	i	where	Ooor(T[i])	=	t	arc	inserted	into	a	priority	queue	with	lhe	profit	g	1	used	as	the	key.	•	A	DeleteMax	is	performed	to	select	the	job	lo	rnn	al	lime	t.	•	Then	l	is	decremented
and	the	process	is	conLinuccl.	Clearly	the	time	complexity	is	O(nlogn).	The	sort	takes	O(nlogn)	and	there	arc	at	most	operations	performed	on	the	priority	queue,	each	of	which	takes	O(logn)	time.	11	insert	and	DclctcMax	Problem-19	Let	us	consider	a	customer-care	server	(say,	mobile	customer-ca	re)	with	11	customers	to	be	served	in	the	queue.	For
simplicity	assume	that	the	service	lime	required	by	each	customer	is	known	in	advance	and	it	is	wi	minutes	for	customer	i.	So	if,	for	example,	the	customers	arc	served	in	order	of	increasing	i,	then	the	;tti	customer	has	to	wait:	r.7;;11	w1	mimaes.	The	total	waiting	Lime	of	a	ll	customers	can	be	given	as	=	E~_	1	E~-:\	wi.	What	is	Lhc	bc::;t	way	to	serve
the	customers	so	that	the	total	waiting	time	can	be	reduced?	Solution:	This	problem	can	be	easily	solved	using	greedy	technique.	Since	our	objective	is	to	reduce	the	total	waiting	time,	what	we	can	do	is,	select	the	customer	whose	service	time	is	less.	That	means,	if	we	process	the	customers	in	the	increasing	order	of	service	time	then	we	can	reduce
the	total	waiting	time.	Tillie	Complexity:	O(nlog11).	17.8	Greedy	Algorithms:	Problems	&	Solutions	398	Data	Structu	re	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	PyU1on	Divide	a	nd	Conquer	Algori	th	m	s	CIIAPTEl~	DIVIDE	AND	CONQUER	ALGORITHMS	18	18.1	Introduction	In	the	Greedy	chapter,	we	have	seen	that	for	many	problems	the	Greedy	strategy
failed	to	provide	optimal	solutions.	Among	those	problems,	there	arc	some	that	can	be	easi	ly	solved	by	using	the	Divide	and	Conquer	(D	&	C)	technique.	Divide	and	Conquer	is	an	important	algorithm	design	technique	bused	on	recursion.	The	D	&	C	algorithm	works	by	recursively	breaking	down	a	problem	into	two	or	more	sub	problems	of	the	same
type,	until	they	become	simple	enough	lo	be	solved	directly.	The	solutions	lo	the	sub	problems	arc	then	combined	to	g	ive	a	solution	to	the	original	problem.	18.2	What	is	Divide	and	Conquer	Strategy?	The	D	&	C	strategy	solves	a	problem	by:	1)	2)	3)	Divide:	Breaking	the	problem	into	sub	problems	that	are	themselves	smaller	instances	of	the	same
type	of	problem.	Recursion:	Recursively	solving	these	sub	problems.	Conquer:	Appropriately	combining	their	answers	.	18.3	Does	Divide	and	Conquer	Always	Work?	!l's	not	possible	to	solve	all	the	problems	with	the	Divide	&	Conquer	technique.	As	per	the	definition	of	D	&	C,	the	recursion	solves	the	subproblems	which	are	of	the	same	type.	For	all
problems	it	is	not	possible	to	find	the	subproblems	which	are	the	same	size	and	D	&	C	is	not	a	choice	for	all	problems.	18.4	Divide	and	Conquer	Visualization	For	better	understanding,	consider	U1e	following	visualization.	Assume	Ulal	n	is	the	si:t.c	of	the	original	problem.	As	described	above,	we	can	sec	that	the	problem	is	divided	into	sub	problems
with	each	of	size	11/b	(for	some	constant	b).	We	solve	the	sub	problems	recursively	and	combine	their	solutions	to	get	the	solution	for	tile	original	problem.	DivideAndConquer	(	P	):	if(	small	(	P)	):	/	/	P	is	very	small	so	that	a	solution	is	obvious	return	solution	(	n)	divide	the	problem	Pinto	k	sub	problems	Pl,	P2,	...	,	Pk	return	(	Combine	(
DividcAndConqucr	(Pl	),	DivideAnclConqu~r	(	P'2	),	DivideAndConquer	(	Pk	)	18.1	Int	roduction	399	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Divide	and	Conquer	Algorithms	u	problem	of	s	i;,,c	n	Subproblems	a	subproblem	or	size	a	subproblem	of	size	n/b	n/b	Solution	lo	subproblem	11/b	Solution	to	s	ubproblem	n/b	Combine	s	ub-s
olutions	for	solution	to	problem	11	18.5	Understanding	Divide	and	Conquer	For	a	clear	understanding	of	D	&	C,	let	us	consider	a	sto1y.	There	was	an	old	man	who	was	a	rich	ranner	and	had	seven	sons.	He	was	afraid	Lhat	whe	n	he	died,	his	land	and	his	possessions	would	be	divided	among	his	seven	sons,	and	that	they	would	qua	rn:l	with	one	a
nother.	So	he	gulhcred	them	toge	ther	and	s	howed	I	hem	seven	sticks	that	he	had	tied	together	and	told	them	that	anyone	who	could	break	lhe	bundle	would	inherit	everything.	They	a	ll	tried,	but	no	one	cotild	break	the	bundle.	Then	the	old	man	untied	the	bundle	nnd	broke	the	sticks	one	by	one.	The	brothers	d	ecided	that	they	should	stay	together
and	work	together	a	nd	s	ucceed	together.	The	moral	for	problem	solvers	is	different.	If	we	can't	solve	the	problem,	divide	it	into	pa	rts,	a	nd	solve	one	part	at	a	time.	In	earlier	chapters	we	have	already	solved	ma	ny	proble	ms	based	on	/J	&	C	strategy:	like	Binary	Search,	Merge	Sort,	Quick	Sort,	etc....	Rercr	to	those	topics	lo	get	an	idea	or	how	D	&	C
works.	Below	are	a	rew	other	real-time	problems	whic	h	can	easily	be	solved	wil.h	I)	&	C	strategy.	For	ull	lhc::;c	problems	we	can	find	the	subproblems	whic	h	arc	s	imilar	lo	the	origina	l	problem.	•	•	•	•	Looking	ror	a	n	a	me	in	a	phone	book:	We	have	a	phone	boo	k	with	names	in	a	lphabetica	l	orde	r.	Given	a	name,	how	do	we	find	whclh	bk,	then	T(n	)
=	®(	n	10.q~)	ff	a	=	bk	a.	If	lJ	>	-	1,	then	T(n)	=	e(n	109g	log"~	In)	b.	If	p	-	-	1,	then	T(n)	-	6(11	1"1lg	loglog11)	c.	If	p	<	-	1,	then	7'(11)	=8(n	10.qg)	!fa	<	l/'	a.	If	p	;:::	0,	then	T(n)	=	8(nk	log"n)	b.	If	p	<	0,	then	T(n)	=	O(nk)	18.	9	Divide	and	Conquer	Applications	•	•	•	•	•	•	Binary	Search	Merge	SorL	and	Quick	Sort	Mediu	n	rinding	Min	a	nd	Max	r
inding	Matrix	Mulliplicution	C	losest	Pair	proble	m	18.10	Divide	and	Conquer:	Problems	&	Solutions	Problcm-	1	Lc	l	us	consid	I	,i/11	=	I	If	we	solve	Lh	is	recurre	nce	using	D	&	C	Master	theore	m	it	gives	O(nlogn)	complexity	.	Problem-10	Discu	ss	Quick	Sort	a	nd	its	complexity.	Solution:	Refer	lo	Sorting	chapter	for	discu	ssio	n	on	Quick	Sort.	Por
Quick	Sort	we	have	different	complexities	for	best	case	and	worst	case.	Best	case:	In	Quick	Sort,	if	the	num	ber	of	clements	is	greater	than	1	then	they	are	d	ivided	into	two	equal	subsets,	and	the	algorithm	is	recursively	invoked	on	the	subsets.	After	solving	the	sub	problems	we	don't	need	to	combine	them.	This	is	because	in	Quick	Sort	they	arc
already	in	sorted	order.	But,	we	need	to	scan	the	comple	te	cle	m	c	nls	lo	pa	rtition	Lhe	cle	m	ents	.	The	recurre	nce	equ	ation	of	Quick	Sort	best	case	is	'/'(11)	=	{2'f	(¥)	+	0(11),	if	0	11	,ifn	>	1	=1	If	we	solve	this	recurrence	using	Master	theorem	of	D	&	C	gives	O(nl.ogn)	complexity.	Worst	case:	In	the	worst	case,	Quick	Sort	divides	the	input	clements
inlo	two	sets	and	one	of	them	conlains	only	one	element.	That	mea	ns	ot	her	set	h	as	n	-	1	clem	ents	to	be	sorted.	Let	u	s	assume	that	the	input	size	is	n	and	7'(11)	de	fines	the	solution	lo	the	given	problem.	So	we	n	eed	to	solve	T(n	-	1),	T(l)	subproblems.	But	to	divide	the	input	into	two	sets	Quick	Sort	n	eed	s	one	sca	n	of	th	e	input	cleme	nts	(this	lakes
0(11)).	Afte	r	solving	these	s	ub	problems	the	algorithm	ta	kes	only	u	constant	lime	to	combine	these	solutions.	The	tota	l	recurrence	aJgorithm	for	this	problem	ca	n	be	give	n	as:	T	(n)	=T(n	-	1)	+0(1)	+O(n).	.	1s	.	c	IearIya	summal10n	.	.	.	So,	'f'	(11)	1,h.	is	recu	rre	nce	cqual!on	=	-	<	z-+	t	)	=	0(n	2	)	.	11	11	Note:	For	lhc	average	case	anulysis,	refer	lo
Sorli11,q	chapter.	Problem-11	G	iven	a	n	in	fini	te	array	in	which	the	first	n	cells	contain	integers	in	sorted	order	and	the	rest	of	Lhe	cells	arc	fi	lled	w	ith	some	specia	l	symbol	(say,	$).Assume	we	d	o	not	know	then	va	lue.	G	ive	an	a	lgori	U1m	that	tak	es	a	n	integer/(	as	inp	u	t	and	fi	nds	a	position	in	the	array	conta	in	ing	/(,	if	s	u	ch	a	posit	ion	exis	ts,
in	O	(logn)	lime.	Solution:	Since	we	need	an	O(l	ogn)	a	lgori	th	m,	we	s	ho	uld	no	t	search	for	a	ll	th	e	clem	e	nts	of	the	give	n	lis	t	(which	gives	O(n)	complexity).	To	get	O(logn)	com	p	lexity	on	e	possib	ili	ty	is	to	u	se	binary	s	earch.	But	in	the	given	scenario	we	cannot	use	binary	search	as	we	do	not	know	the	e	n	d	of	t	he	list.	Our	fi	rst	problem	is	to	fmd
the	e	nd	of	the	list.	To	do	thal,	we	can	s	tart	at	the	first	c	lement	a	nd	keep	searching	w	ith	doubled	index.	That	means	we	fi	rst	search	ut	index	I	then,	2.~.ll	...	def	fincl	lnlniiniLeSeries(A):	1=	r	=	I	whiJe(	A(r]	!=	'$'):	l""	r	r=rx2	while(	(r	-	l	>	1	):	mid	=	(r-	1)/2	+	I	if(	A[mid]	==	'$'):	r	""	mid	e	lse:	I=	mid	It	is	clear	that,	once	we	h	a	ve	identified	a
possible	interva	l	Aji,	...	,2il	in	whic	h	K	might	be,	its	length	is	at	most	(since	we	have	only	11	numbe	rs	in	the	array	A),	so	sea	rc	hing	for	K	u	s	ing	binary	search	takes	O(Logn)	time.	18.1	0	Divide	and	Conquer:	Problems	&	Solutions	11	403	Di	vide	and	Conquer	Algorithms	Daw	Structu	re	and	Algorilhmic	Thinking	with	Python	Problem-12	Given	a	sorted
an·ay	of	non-repeated	integers	Al1..	nl,	check	whether	there	is	an	index	i	for	which	A[i]	=	i.	Give	a	divide-and-conquer	a	lgorithm	that	runs	in	time	O(logn).	Solution:	We	can't	use	binary	search	on	the	array	as	it	is.	If	we	want	to	keep	the	O(lo,qn)	properly	of	the	solution	we	have	to	implement	our	own	binary	search.	If	we	modify	the	array	(in	place	or	in
a	copy)	and	subtract	i	from	Ali],	we	can	then	use	binary	searc	h.	The	complexity	for	doing	so	is	O(n).	Problem-13	We	a	re	given	two	sorted	lists	of	size	n.	Give	an	algorithm	for	rinding	the	median	e	lem	ent	in	the	union	of	the	two	lists.	Solution:	We	use	the	Merge	Sort	process.	Use	merge	procedure	of	merge	sort	(refer	to	Sorting	chapter)	.	Keep	track	of
Lhe	count	while	comparing	e	lements	of	two	arrays.	If	the	count	becomes	n	(since	there	arc	Zn	elements	),	we	have	reached	the	median.	Take	the	average	of	the	elements	at	indexes	n	-	1	and	n	in	the	merged	array.	Time	Complexity:	O(n).	Can	we	give	the	algori	thm	if	the	sihe	of	the	two	lists	arc	nol	the	same·.>	Problem-	14	Solution:	The	solu	1ion	is	s
im	ila	r	to	the	previous	problem.	Let	us	assume	that	the	lengths	of	two	lists	a	re	m	a	n	d	In	th	is	ca::ic	we	need	to	s	top	w	hen	th	e	coun	te	r	reaches	(m	+	n)	/	2.	11.	Time	Complexity:	0((111	+	n)	/	2).	Can	we	im	prove	t	he	time	complexity	of	Proble	m-	13	to	O(lo,q11)?	Proble	m	-15	Solution:	Ye	s	,	using	t	he	D	&	C	approach.	Let	u	s	assu	me	Lhal	Lh	e
given	two	lisls	a	rc	/,J	a	nd	/,2.	Algorithm:	l.	Find	lhc	medians	of	Lhe	given	smtcd	inpul	arrays	Ll	!I	and	/,2	[1.	Assume	thul	those	medians	a	re	ml	and	m2.	2.	Jf	111	l	a	nd	m2	are	eq	ual	then	return	ml	(or	m2).	3.	If	ml	is	greater	than	m2,	Lhen	the	fina	l	median	will	be	below	two	sub	arrays.	4.	From	lirst	clement	of	1.1	to	ml.	5.	From	1112	to	last	clement
of	l2.	6.	If	m2	is	grcatc1·	U1an	ml,	then	median	is	present	in	one	of	the	two	sub	arrays	below.	7.	From	m1	to	last	clement	of	/.l.	8.	From	lirst	element	of	/.2	to	m2.	9.	Repeat	the	above	process	until	the	si7.c	of	both	the	sub	arrays	becomes	2.	I	0.	If	size	of	the	two	arrays	is	2,	then	use	the	formula	below	lo	get	the	median.	1	1.	Media	n	=	(max(l.l	l0	1,l210J)
+	min(Ll	l	l	],l2	[1])/2	Time	Complexity:	O(logn)	since	we	are	considering	only	half	of	the	input	and	throwing	Lhe	remaining	half.	Proble	m	-16	Given	an	input	array	A	.	Let	us	assume	th	at	there	can	be	duplicates	in	the	list.	Now	search	for	an	clement	in	the	I	isl	in	such	a	way	lhal	we	get	the	highest	index	if	there	a	rc	duplicales.	Solution:	Refer	lo
Seurchi119	chapler.	Problem-	17	given	two	Discuss	Strasscn's	Matrix	Multiplication	Algorithm	using	Divide	and	Conquer.	Thal	means,	11.	x	n	ma	lriccs,	A	a	nd	B,	com	pu	tc	the	n	x	n	ma	lrix	C	=	I\	x	8,	w	here	I	he	clcmcn	ls	o	r	C	a	re	given	by	u-	1	C;.j	=	I	A	;,k	/]k,j	k=O	Solution:	Before	Strassen's	a	lgori	t	hm,	first	let	u	s	see	the	basic	di	vide	and
conquer	a	lgorithm.	The	gen	era	l	approach	we	fo	llow	fo	r	solving	Lhis	problem	is	given	below.	To	determine,	f.li,jj	we	need	to	multiply	the	i	u'	row	o	f	A	with	ju'	column	of	/J.	II	Initialize	c.	for	i	=	I	ton	for	j	=	I	ton	fork	=	I	lo	n	Cji,	jj	+=	Aji,	kl	*	Blk,	j);	The	matrix	multiplication	problem	can	be	solved	with	the	D	&	C	technique.	To	implement	a	D	&	C
algorithm	we	need	to	break	the	given	problem	into	several	subproblems	that	are	similar	to	Lhc	original	one.	In	this	instance	we	view	each	of	then	x	n	mat1iccs	as	a	2	x	2	matrix,	the	elements	of	which	a	re~2	x	~submatrices.	So'	the	orioinaJ	2	b"''	matrix	multiplication,	C	=	Ax	H	can	be	written	as:	18.10	Divide	and	Con	qu	e	r:	Pr	ob	lems	&	Solu	tion	s
404	Divide	and	Conquer	AJgoriLhms	Dala	Slruclurc	und	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	From	lhe	given	definition	o	f	C,,	1	•	we	gel	that	the	result	sub	matrices	can	be	computed	as	follows:	Cu	A1.1	x	81	.1	+	A1.2	x	82.1	C1.2	=Al.I	x	8	1;z.	+	A1,	2	x	Bi.i	C2.1	=	A2.1	x	81.1	+	A2.2	X	82.1	c2.2	A2.I	x	81	.2	+	Az.2	x	82.2	Herc	the	symbols	I-	and	arc	taken
to	mean	addition	and	multiplication	(respectively)	of	matrices.	=	=	x	In	order	lo	compute	the	original	n	x	ix	i	maLrix	multiplication	we	must	compute	eight.'.!.	x	.'.!.	matrix	products	(divide)	2	2	followed	by	four	matrix	sums	(co11quer).	Since	matrix	addition	is	an	0(11	2)	operation,	the	lotal	running	time	for	the	multiplication	operation	is	given	by	the
recurrence:	/1	ix	i	0(1)	T	(11)	Using	masler	t	hcorcm,	we	gel	T(n)	={BT	(i-)	+	O(n2)	.for11	=	I	.{or	n	>	I	=	0(11	3	).	Fortunately,	it	lurns	out	thul	one	of	lhe	e	ight	matrix	multiplica	tion	s	is	rcdundunl	(found	by	Slrasscn).	Con	s	ider	the	followinO',.,	series	of	seven	.'7..!.	x	.'2.!.	matrices:	Mo	=	(A1	,1	+	A2.2)	x	(Bu+	82.2)	M1	(A1.2	-	Az,2)	X	(82.1	+	Bz.z)
M2	(A	1•	1	-	Av)	X	(81.1	+	8	1•2	)	M3	=	(A1.1	+	A1.2)	X	/J2	.2	=	=	M4	=	A1,	1	x	(	/J1.2	-	8	2.2	)	M5	=	A2,2	x	(/J2•1	-	8	1,1)	M6	=	(A2	1	+	A2.2)	x	81.1	Each	equation	above	has	on	ly	one	multiplication.	Ten	additions	and	seven	multiplications	arc	required	lo	compute	M0	through	M6	.	Given	M0	through	M	6	,	we	can	compute	the	clem	en	ts	of	the
product	mau·ix	C	as	follows:	C1.1	=	M0	+	M1	-	M3	+	M5	C1.2	=	M3	+	M"	C2.	1	=	Ms	+M6	M0	-	M	2	Cl,Z	=	+	M4	-	M6	n	x	2	n	n	dd'1uons.	.	r	This	approach	requires	seven!!.	x	.'.!.	matrix	multiplications	an	d	I	8	2	There1orc,	the	worst-case	l	2	running	time	is	given	by	the	following	recu	rrence:	0	(1)	,fo,-11=	I	T(n)	={7T	(i)	+	O(n2	)	Using	master
theorem,	we	gel,	'1'(11)	=	0(11	100~	)	,for	n	=1	=	O(n2·81	)	.	Problem-	18	Stock	Pricing	Problem:	Consider	the	stock	price	of	Carncr	Mcmk	.	co111	in	11	consecu	tive	d	ays.	Thnl	means	the	input	consists	of	an	urray	with	stock	prices	of	the	company.	We	know	that	the	stock	price	will	nol	be	the	same	on	ull	the	days.	In	the	input	stock	p1iccs	there	may
be	dutes	where	the	stock	is	high	when	we	can	sell	the	c	urrent	holdings,	and	there	may	be	days	when	we	can	buy	the	stock.	Now	our	problem	is	to	find	the	day	on	which	we	can	buy	the	stock	and	the	day	on	which	we	can	sell	the	stock	so	Lhat	we	can	make	maximum	profit.	Solution:	As	given	in	the	problem,	let	us	assume	that	the	input	is	an	array	with
stock	prices	!integers!.	Let	us	say	the	given	array	is	A[1	l.....	Alnl.	From	this	array	we	have	to	find	two	days	jonc	for	buy	and	one	for	sclll	in	such	a	wny	lhol	we	can	make	maximum	profit.	Also,	another	point	to	make	is	thut	the	buy	dnle	should	be	before	sell	date.	One	simple	approach	is	to	look	at	all	possible	buy	and	sell	dates.	def	calculntcProfitWhc
nBuy	ingNow(A,	index):	buyin	gPriec	"'	Alindcxl	maxProfit	•	0	sellAt	=	index	for	i	in	rangc(index+	I,	len(A)):	l.icllingPrice	•	Ali!	profit	"'	l.icllingPricc	buyingPrice	if	profit	>	max	Profit	:	maxPrnfit	•	profit	scll/\l	•	i	return	maxProfit,	scllAL	18.10	Divide	and	Conquer:	Problems	&	Solutions	40S	Dala	Struc	ture	and	Algorith	mic	Thinking	with	Pylhon	Divide
and	Conquer	Algori	thms	#	check	all	possible	buying	times	def	StockStrategyBruteForce(A):	maxProfit	=None	buy	=	None	sell	=	None	for	index,	item	in	cnumcralc(A):	profit,	scllAl	=	calculateProfitWhcnBuyingNow(A	,	index)	if	(maxProfil	is	None)	or	(profit	>	maxProfi	t):	maxProfit	=	profit	buy=	index	sell	=	sellAt	retu	rn	maxProfit,	buy,	sell	The	1wo
nested	loops	take	n(n	+	1)/2	com	pu	tatio	ns,	so	lhi::;	lakes	time	0(112).	Pro	ble	m	-19	For	Problcrn-	18,	can	we	improve	lhe	Lime	complexity'?	S	olution:	Yes,	by	opting	for	t11c	Divide-and-Conquer	0(11/0,qn)	solution.	Divide	ilic	input.	list.	into	two	parts	a	nd	recursive	ly	find	the	solution	in	both	the	parts.	Herc,	we	get	three	cases:	•	•	•	buyDaLe	l	ndex
a	nd	sellDatelndex	both	are	in	the	earlier	Lime	period.	buyDatc	ln	dex	and	sellDatelndex	both	arc	in	the	later	Lime	period.	buyDateln	dcx	is	in	the	earlier	part	and	sc/1Dat	el11dex	is	in	the	later	part	of	the	time	period	.	The	first	two	cases	can	be	s	olved	with	recursion.	The	third	case	needs	ca	re.	This	is	because	buyDaLelndex	is	one	side	a	nd	se
l/Datelndcx	is	on	othe	r	side.	In	iliis	case	we	need	Lo	find	the	minimum	a	nd	maximum	prices	in	the	two	sub-parts	a	nd	this	we	can	solve	in	linea	r-time.	def	StockStrategy(A,	start,	stop):	n	=	stop	-	start	II	edge	case	1:	start==	stop:	buy	and	sell	immediately	=	no	profit	at	a	ll	if	n	==	0:	relurn	0,	sta	rt,	start	if	n	==	1:	return	Alstopl	-	Alsta	rt],	start,	s	top
mid	"'	starl	+	n/2	#	the	"divide"	parL	in	Divide	&	Conquer:	try	both	halfs	of	the	array	maxProfitl,	buyl,	selll	=	StockStrategy(A,	start,	mid-	1)	maxProfit2,	buy2,	sell2	=	StockStrategy(A,	mid,	stop)	maxProfilBuylndex	=	start	maxProfitBuyValue	=	Ajstartl	fork	in	rangc(start+	l,	mid):	if	Alkl	<	maxProfitBuyValue:	maxProlitBuyValue	=	A[k)
maxProlitBuylndex	=	k	maxProfitSclllndex	=	mid	maxProfitScLIValue	=	Almidl	for	k	in	range(mid+	1,	stop+	1):	if	A(kl	>	maxProfitSeJIVa	lue:	maxProfitSellValuc	=	A(k]	maxProfitSclllndex	=	k	fl	those	lwo	points	generate	the	maximum	cross	border	profit	maxProfilCrossBorder	=	m	axProfitSeUVaJue	-	maxProfiLBuyValue	#	and	now	compare	our	three
options	and	find	the	best	one	if	rnaxPro	fi	L2	>	max	Profit	1:	if	m	axProlitCrossBorder	>	maxProfit2:	return	maxProfitCrossBorder,	maxProfitBuylndex,	maxProfitSeLUndex	e	lse:	rclum	maxProfit2,	buy2,	se112	else:	if	maxProfitCrossBorder	>	maxProfill:	return	maxProfitCrossBorder,	maxProfilBuylndex,	maxProfitSelllndex	else:	18.10	Divide	and
Conquer:	Problems	&	Solutions	406	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Divide	an	d	Conquer	Algorithms	return	maxProfitl,	buy	1	,	seU	1	def	StockStrategyWithDivideAndConquer(A):	return	StockStrategy(A,	0,	len(A)-	1)	Algorithm	StockStrate9y	is	used	recursively	on	two	problems	of	half	lhe	s	ize	of	lhe	input,	and	in	addition	0(n)
Lime	is	spen	t	sea	rc	hing	for	lhc	maximum	and	minimum	prict:s.	So	the	time	complexity	is	c	h	aracterized	by	the	recu	rre	nce	T(n)	=	2T(n/2)	+	f>(n)	a	nd	by	the	Master	theorem	we	get	O(nlogn).	Problem-20	We	a	re	lesling	"u	nbreakable"	laptops	a	nd	o	ur	goal	is	to	find	out	how	unbreakable	they	really	are.	In	particula	r,	we	work	in	a	n	n-story
building	a	nd	want	to	find	out	the	lowest	floor	from	which	we	can	drop	the	laptop	without	breaking	it	(ca	ll	this	"the	ceiling").	Suppose	we	a	rc	given	two	laptops	and	want	to	find	the	highest	ceiling	possible	.	Give	a	n	a	lgorithm	that	minimizes	the	number	of	tries	we	need	to	make	f(n	)	(hopefully,	f(n)	is	sub-linea	r,	as	a	linear	f(n)	yields	a	trivial
solution).	Solution:	For	the	given	problem,	we	canno	t	use	bina	ry	search	as	we	cannot	divide	t	he	problem	a	nd	solve	it	recu	rsively.	Lcl	us	take	an	example	for	understanding	the	scenario.	Let	us	say	14	is	th	e	a	nswei-.	That	means	we	need	14	drops	to	find	the	answer.	First	we	drop	from	he	ight	14,	and	if	it	breaks	we	try	all	floors	from	1	to	13.	If	it
doesn't	break	th	en	we	arc	lefl	13	drops,	so	we	will	drop	it	from	14	+	13	+	1	28	111	floor.	The	reason	being	if	it	breaks	at	the	28	111	floor	we	can	try	all	the	floors	from	1	S	to	27	in	12	d	rops	(total	of	14	drops).	If	it	did	n	ot	break,	then	we	are	left	with	11	drops	and	we	ca	n	Lry	to	figure	out	U1e	floor	in	14	drops.	=	From	the	above	example,	it	can	be
seen	that	we	first	tried	with	a	gap	of	14	floo	rs,	and	then	followed	by	13	floors,	then	12	and	so	on	.	So	if	th	e	answer	is	k	then	we	a	rc	trying	th	e	intervals	at	k,k	-	1,k	-	2	....	1.	Given	that	the	number	of	fl	oors	is	n,	we	have	lo	relate	these	two.	Since	the	maxi	mum	floor	from	which	we	can	try	is	n,	the	total	skips	s	hould	be	less	thnn	11.	This	gives:	k	+	(k	-
I)	+	(k	-	2)	+	..	·	+	I	$	n	k(k	+	1)	2	k	Complexity	of	this	process	is	0(>/n).	Problem-21	Given	11	numbe	rs,	c	heck	if	a	ny	two	a	rc	equa	l.	Solution:	Refer	to	Sem·chi119	c	hapter.	Problem-22	Give	an	a	lgorithm	lo	find	out	if	an	integer	is	u	square?	E.g.	16	is,	15	is	n't.	=	Solution:	Initia	lly	let	us	say	i	2.	Com	pul	e	lhe	value	ix	i	c-t	nd	::;cc	if	it	is	equa	l	to	the
given	numbe	r.	If	it	is	equal	then	we	a	rc	done;	other.vise	increment	the	i	vlaue.	Continue	this	process	until	we	reach	i	x	i	greater	than	or	equ	a	l	to	the	given	number.	Time	Complexity:	O(fii,).	Space	Complexity:	0(1).	Problem-23	Given	a	n	a	rray	of	2n	integers	in	the	fo	llowing	format	al	a2	a3	...	an	bl	b2	b3	...	bn.	Shuffle	the	array	to	a	l	b1	a2	/J2	a3	1>3
...	an	bn	without	a	ny	extra	memory	!MAI.	Solution:	Let	us	lake	a	n	example	(for	brute	force	solul	ion	re	fer	lo	Searching	c	hapter)	1.	2.	3.	4.	5.	Sta	rt	wilh	the	a	rray:	tl'I	a2	a3	a4	bl	/J2	/13	b4	Split	the	a	rray	inlo	two	h	a	lves:	a1	a2	a3	a.4	:	/11	112	/J3	/J4	Exchange	eleme	nts	arnund	the	center:	exchange	a3	a4	with	/J1	b2	you	get:	al	a2	bl	b2	a3	a4	b3	b4
Split	al	a2	bl	b2	into	al	a2	:	bl	b2	then	splil	a3	a4	113	b4	in	to	a3	a4:	b3	/J4	Exchange	c	lements	a	round	the	cent	e	r	for	each	suba	rray	you	get:	al	bl	a2	b2	a	nd	a3	1>3	a4	b4	Please	note	that	this	solution	only	hand	les	the	ca:;c	whe	n	rt	=	2	1	where	i	=	0,	1,2,3,	etc.	In	our	example	n	=	2	2	=	4	whic	h	ma	kci;	it	easy	to	recurs	ive	ly	split	the	a	rray	inlO
two	h	a	lves.	The	basic	idea	behind	swapping	clements	around	the	center	before	calling	the	recurs	iv•	right.Sum:	r=	i	rightSum	=	temp	#combine	lo	find	max	subsequence	crossing	mid	18.10	Divide	and	Conquer:	Problems	&	Solutions	408	Divid	e	and	Conquer	Algoril	hms	Data	Structure	a	nd	Algori	thmic	Thinking	with	Python	mid	=	(1,	r,	lertSum	+
rightSum)	if	lertf2J	>	mid[2[	and	1er1(2J	>	right[2]:	return	lert	clif	right[2J	>	mid[21	and	right[21	>	lefl(2	):	return	right	else:	return	mid	list=	poo,	-4,	-3,	-10,	-5,	-	1,	-2,	-2,	-o,	-	1s,	-3,	-5,	-2,	101	print	maxSumWithDivideAndConquer(list,	0,	lcn(list)	-	J)	The	base	case	cost	is	1.	The	progra	m	performs	two	rec	ursive	calls	plus	the	linear	work	involved	in
computing	the	maximum	sum	for	case	3.	The	recurre	nce	relation	is:	·	T(l)	T(n)	=1	=	ZT(n/2)	+	11	Using	D	&	C	Master	theorem,	wc	gel	lhc	lime	complexi	ty	as	T(11)	=	0(11	l	o,q11).	Note:	For	an	efficien	t	solution	refer	to	t	he	Dynam	ic	Programming	c	hapter.	Problem-26	Closest-Pair	of	Points:	Given	a	set	of	n	poinls,	S	=	{p	1.J>2	,p3	,	···	·Pn}.	where	p
1	=	(x1,y1)	.	Find	the	pair	or	points	having	the	smallest	distance	a	mong	all	pairs	(assume	that	a	ll	points	a	re	in	one	dimension).	Solution:	Let	u	s	assum	e	that	we	have	sorted	lhe	points.	Since	the	points	a	re	in	one	dimension,	all	the	points	are	in	a	line	a	rter	we	sort	them	(either	on	X-ax	is	o	r	Y-axis).	The	complex	ity	of	sorting	is	O(nlo,gn).	After
sorting	we	can	go	through	them	to	find	the	consecutive	po	ints	with	the	least	d	iffe	rence.	So	the	p	ro	blem	in	one	dimension	is	solved	in	0(1110911)	Lime	which	is	ma	inly	dominated	by	sorting	Lime.	Time	Complexity:	O(nlogn).	Problem-27	For	Problem-26,	how	do	we	solve	it	if	Lhc	points	arc	in	two-dimensional	s	pace?	Solution:	Before	going	Lo	lhe	a
lgorithm,	let	u	s	consider	Lhc	fo	llowing	mathematical	equation:	distm1ce(p1,	P2)	=	J(x1	-	Xz)2	-	CY1	-	Y2)	2	The	above	equation	calcu	lates	Lhc	d	is	tance	between	two	points	p	1	=	(x	1,y1	)	a	nd	Pz	=	(x2	,y2	).	Brute	Force	Solution:	•	Calculate	the	distances	between	a	ll	Lhc	pairs	of	points.	From	n	points	the	re	a	rc	nc,	ways	or	selecting	2	points.	(nc2	=
O(n	2	)).	•	After	finding	dista	nces	for	a	ll	112	possibilities,	we	select	Lhe	one	which	is	giving	the	minimum	distance	and	this	Lakes	O(n	2	).	The	overall	Lime	complex	ily	is	O(n	2	).	from	mat	h	import	sqrt,	pow	def	dist.ancc(a,	b):	return	sqrt(pow(1:1	[0]	-	b[0	],2	)	+	pow(al	11	-	bl	1J,2))	def	brutcMin(points,	currcnt=floa	t("inf')):	if	len(points)	<	2	:	return
current.	else:	head	=	poi.nts[OJ	del	points	[OI	ncwMin	=	min(ldistancc(hcad,	x)	for	x	in	points])	newCurrcnt	=	min([ncwMin,	current])	return	brnteMin(poin.ts,	newCurre	nt)	A	=	((12,30),	(40,	50),	(5,	1),	(12,	10),	(3,4)]	print	bruteMin(A)	Problem-28	Give	O(nlo.=	mid	-	d	and	pt.x	1	The	recursive	implementaLion	can	be	given	as:	def	Fibo(n):	if	n	.....	0:
retum	0	elif	n	•=	1:	return	I	else:	return	Fibo(n-	l)+F'ibo(n	-2)	print	(Fibo(lO))	Solving	the	above	recurrence	gives:	T(n)	=	7'(11-	l)	+	T(n-	2)	+	1	..,	(	~,rs)n""	2"	=	0(2")	1	Note:	For	proof,	refer	to	l11troduclim1	chapter	.	How	does	Memoization	h	e	lp?	Calling	fib(S)	produces	a	cu	ll	tree	that	culls	the	funclion	on	the	same	value	many	times:	19.6	Examples
of	Dynamic	Programm	ing	Algorithms	417	Dynam	ic	Programming	Dala	Slruclu	rc	a	nd	Algorilhmic	Thinking	wilh	Python	f	ib(S)	fib(4)	+	fih(3)	(f	ib(3)	+	(ib(2))	+	(fib(2)	+	fib(l))	((fib(2)	+	fib(l))	+	(fib(1)	+	fib(O)))	(((fib(l)	+	(ib(O))	+	fib(1))	+	(fib(l	)	+	+	((fib(l)	fih(O)))	+	+	fib(O))	+	fib(1))	((fi/J(l)	+	fi/J(O))	+	fi/J(1))	In	Lhe	a	bove	example,	(ib(2	)	was	ca
lcu	lated	three	times	(ove	rla	pping	of	subproblems).	If	n	is	big,	the	n	many	more	values	of	fib	(sub	problems)	a	re	reca	lc	ula	ted	,	whic	h	leads	to	a	n	cxpone	nlia	l	lime	a	lgorithm.	Ins	tead	of	s	o	lving	the	same	s	ub	problems	again	a	nd	again	we	can	store	the	previous	calcula	lcd	va	lues	and	reduce	the	complexity	.	Memoization	works	like	this:	Start
with	a	recursive	fun	ctio	n	a	nd	add	a	table	th	a	t	maps	the	func	lion	's	parame	te	r	values	to	the	results	computed	by	the	function.	Then	if	this	fun	c	tion	is	called	twice	with	the	same	para	meters,	we	simply	look	up	the	a	nswer	in	the	table.	Improving:	Now,	we	sec	how	OP	reduces	this	problem	complexity	from	exponentia	l	to	polynomial.	/\s	discussed
earlie	r,	the	re	a	rc	two	ways	of	doing	this	.	One	a	pproach	is	botiom-	up:	these	methods	start	with	lowe	r	values	of	input	a	nd	keep	building	lhc	solutions	for	highe	r	values.	def	Fibo(n):	fibTable	=	(0,	1]	for	i	in	range(2,n+	1):	fibTable.append(fibTableli-1	J	+	libTableli-21)	return	fibTable[n)	print(Fibo(lO})	The	other	approach	is	top-clown.	In	this
method,	we	preserve	the	recursive	calls	and	use	th	e	va	lu	es	if	they	a	rc	a	lready	computed.	The	impleme	ntation	for	this	is	g	ive	n	as:	fibTable	=	{1:	1,	2:1}	def	Fibo(n):	if	n	;	a	nd	a	l	the	same	time	we	need	to	add	the	value	v1	to	the	optimal	solution.	The	remaining	items	are	i	-	1.	Now,	after	finding	all	M(i,j)	values,	the	optimal	objective	value	can	be
obtained	as:	Maxi{M(n,j)}	This	is	because	we	do	not	know	what	amount	of	capacity	gives	the	best	solution.	In	order	to	compute	some	value	M(i,j),	we	take	the	maximum	of	M(i	-	l,j)	and	M(i	-	1,j	-	s;)	+	v	1•	These	two	values	(M(i,j)	and	M(i	-	1,j	-	sa)	appear	in	the	previous	row	and	also	in	some	previous	columns.	So,	M(i,j)	can	be	compuled	just	by	looking
a	l	two	values	in	lhe	previous	row	in	the	table.	def	Knapsack(knapsackSize,	itcmsVa.lue,	itemsWeight):	nu.mltems	=	len(itemsVa.lue)	M	"'!10	for	x	in	range(knapsackSize+l)]	for	x	in	range(len(itemsVa.lue))I	for	i	in	range(l,	numltems):	for	j	in	range(knapsackSize+	1):	value=	itemsValue[iJ	weight	"'	itemsWeight[il	if	we	ight	>	j:	M[iJLil	=	M[i-	1ILiJ	else:
M[iJU]	=	max(M[i-	J	j(j].	MF-l	l(i-weightj	+	va	lue)	return	M(numltems-1	][knapsackSize]	19.9	Dynamic	Programming:	Problems	&	Solutions	430	Data	Struc	ture	uncl	Algorithm	it:	Thinking	with	Python	Dynamic	Programming	print	Knapsack(SO,	160,	100,	120),	II	0,20,30])	Problem-20	Making	Change:	Given	n	types	of	coin	denomina	tions	of	values	v	1
<	v2	<	...	<	vn	(integers).	Assume	V1	=	1,	so	that	we	ca	n	a	lways	make	c	hange	for	a	ny	a	mount	of	money	C.	Give	a	n	algorithm	which	makes	change	for	un	amount	of	money	C	with	as	few	coins	as	possible.	Solution:	Coin	Denominations	Knapsack	Items	Value	Value	-	1	Optimnl	wuy	lo	make	c	hnngc	for	a	mount	of	money	equa	l	to	C	Optima	l	way	to
exactly	fill	u	capaci	ty	C	Knapsac	k.	This	problem	is	ide	ntica	l	lo	the	Integer	Kna	psack	problem.	In	our	problem,	we	have	coin	de	nominations,	each	of	value	v;.	We	ca	n	Lcud	of	inc	luding	a	ll	three	possibilities	for	"or",	we	a	rc	giving	one	a	lternative	where	we	a	rc	s	ubtracting	the	"fu	l::>e"	cases	from	totu	l	possibilities.	The	same	is	the	case	with	"xor".
The	conversation	is	as	in	the	above	two	cases.	If	we	use	"and"	between	k	and	k	After	finding	all	the	values	we	have	to	select	the	value	of	k,	which	produces	the	maximum	count,	and	for	k	there	are	i	to	j	-	1	possibilities.	How	many	subproblems	are	there?	In	the	above	formula,	i	can	range	from	1	ton,	and	j	can	range	from	1	lo	11.	So	there	are	a	total	of
112	subproblems,	and	also	we	arc	doing	summation	for	a	ll	such	values.	So	the	Lime	complexity	is	O(n	3	).	Problem-3	1	Optimal	Binary	Search	Trees:	Given	a	set	of	11	(sorted)	keys	Al	1..	nl,	build	the	best	binary	searc	h	tree	for	the	cleme	nts	of	A.	Also	assume	that	each	c	lement	is	associated	with	frec1uency	which	indicates	the	n	umber	of	times	that	a
particular	item	is	searched	in	the	bina1y	search	trees.	Thal	mea	ns	we	need	to	construct	a	binary	search	tree	so	that	the	total	search	t	ime	will	be	reduced.	Solution:	Before	solving	the	problem	let	us	understand	the	problem	with	an	example.	Let	us	assume	that	the	given	array	is	A=	[3.	12.	21,	32,	35J.	There	are	many	ways	to	represent	these	clements,
two	of	which	are	listed	below.	Of	the	two,	which	representation	is	better?	The	search	time	for	an	element	depends	on	the	depth	of	the	.	~or	t	h	e	fi1rst	tree	1	.s:	I	tZ.iH+l	=-;;	II	no	cl	e.	Th	e	average	num	ber	o	f	compansons	an	cl	~or	t	h	c	::;econ	cl	tree,	t	h	e	average	5	number	of	compa	risons	is:	IH+HH•	=	£	.	Of	the	two,	the	first	tree	gives	better
resu	lts.	~	5	If	frequencies	are	not	given	and	if	we	wa	n	t	to	search	a	ll	c	lements,	the	n	the	above	s	imple	calculation	is	enough	for	deciding	the	best	tree.	If	the	frequencies	arc	given,	then	the	selection	depends	on	the	frequencies	of	the	clements	and	a	lso	the	depth	of	the	clements.	Por	simplicity	let	us	assume	that	the	given	a	rray	is	A	and	the
corresponding	frequencies	arc	in	array	F.	Ffil	indicates	the	frequency	of	i'h	clement	Ajij.	With	this,	the	total	search	time	S(root)	of	the	tree	with	root	can	be	defined	as:	L	11	S(root)	=	(depll1(root,	i)	+	1)	x	F[i))	i=l	In	the	above	expression,	deplh(root,	i)	+	1	indicates	the	number	of	comparisons	for	searching	the	ith	element.	Since	we	are	trying	to	create
a	binary	search	tree,	the	left	subtree	elements	are	less	tha	n	root	element	and	the	right	subtree	elements	are	greater	than	root	element.	If	we	separate	the	left	subtree	time	and	right	subtree	time,	then	the	above	expression	can	be	written	as:	r·	S(root)	I	=L	I	I	LFlil	+	rt	(depl	h(root,i)	+	1)	x	Fjil)	+	i=	l	11	L	(depth(root,i)	+	I)	x	F[il)	/	=	r+	I	Where	r
indicates	the	pos	ition	of	the	root	element	in	the	array.	19.9	Dynamic	Programming:	Problems	&	Solutions	438	Data	Structure	and	J\lgorilhmic	Thinking	with	Python	Dynamic	Programming	If	we	replace	the	left	subtree	and	righl	subtree	times	wilh	their	corresponding	recursive	calls,	then	the	expression	becomes:	L	Plil	11	S(rooL)	=	S(root-.	left)+
S(root	__.	ri,qlit)	+	+	I	I	Binary	Search	Tree	node	d	eclaration	Refer	lo	Trees	chapter.	Implementation:	class	OptimalBinarySearchTree(BSTNode):	##	For	BSTNodc,	refer	1'rees	chapter	def	init	(selQ:	supcr(OplimalBinarySearchTree,	self}.	init	()	self.num	keys•	0	self.keys	II	self.probabilities	-	II	sclf.dummyProbabilitics	-	(11	def	optimaJBST(selQ:	n	=
len(self.kcys)	+	l	root_matrix	=	for	i	in	x.range(nlJ	for	j	in	x.range(nll	probabilitiesSumMatrix	=	[10	for	i	in	x.range(n)J	for	j	in	xrangc(n))	expectedCostMatrix	-	[199999	for	i	in	xrangc(n)I	for	j	in	xrange(n)I	for	i	in	xrange(	I,	n):	probabiliticsSumMatrixlil11	I)	=	self.dummyProbabilitics(i	-	11	cxpcctc.'CICostMatrix[illi-11	=	self.dummyProbabilities(i	-	11
for	I	in	xrange(l,	n):	for	i	in	xrange(l,	n	-	I):	j=i+l-1	expecteclCostMatrix(ilLil	=	99999	probabmtiesSumMatrix(ilLil	=	probabilitiesSumMatrix(ilLi	11	+	\	self.	probabiliticsul	~	self.dummyProbabilitiesLil	for	r	in	xrangc(i,	j	+	I):	t	..	cxpcctcdCoslMatrixlillr	-	11	+	expectedCostMalrix(r+	I	!Lil	+	probabilitiesSumMalrix[iJLll	if	t	<	expcctedCostMatrix(ilLiJ:
cxpectedCostMatrixliJLil	=	t	root	matrix(illjJ	=	r	return	root	matrix	def	eonslructOplimalBST(selQ:	root	self.oplimulBST()	n	=	sclf.num	keys	r	..	root(	I	Jlnl	value	..	self.kcys(rl	self.	inscrl(valuc)	self.eonstruclOplimalSubtrcc(I,	r-1,	r,	"lc[t",	root)	sclf.constructOptimaJSu	btree(r+	l,	n,	r,	"right",	root)	def	constructOptimalSubtrce(sclf,	i,	j,	r,	direction,	root):
if	i	n,	we	need	to	remove	some	characters	of	A	If	m	==	n,	we	may	need	lo	convert	some	characters	of	J\	If	m	<	n,	we	need	to	remove	some	characters	from	11	So	the	operations	we	need	arc	the	insertion	of	a	character,	the	replacement	of	a	cha	racter	and	the	deletion	of	a	character,	and	I.heir	correspond	ing	cost	codes	arc	defined	below.	Costs	of
operations:	Insertion	of	a	character	Replacement	of	a	character	Deletion	of	a	character	c,	Cr	Cd	Now	let	us	concentrate	on	the	recursive	formulat	ion	of	the	problem.	Let,	T(i,j)	represcnls	lhe	minimum	cost	required	lo	transform	first	i	characters	of	11	to	firsl	j	characlcrs	of	B.	That	means,	11(1	...	i]	to	BP	...	n.	Ca+	T(i	-	1,j)	.	T(i,j	-	1)	+	c,	T(t,J)	=	mm	{
[T(i	-	1,j	-	1),	if	11[i]	~=BU]	T(i	-	1,j	-	1)	+Cr	if	A[i]	:f=	BU]	.	.	Based	on	lhe	above	discussion	we	have	the	following	cases.	•	If	we	delete	i	0	•	character	from	A,	then	we	have	to	convert	remaining	i	-	1	c	haracters	of	A	to	j	characters	oflJ	•	•	•	If	we	insert	i	11'	character	in	11,	I.hen	conver	t	these	i	characters	of	11	lo	j	-	1	characters	of	/3	If	11[iJ	==	BIJl,
then	we	have	to	converl	the	remaining	i	-	l	characters	of	11	to	j	-	1	c	haracters	of	8	If	A[i	l	=t=	BU],	then	we	have	lo	replace	iw	character	of	A	to	/	1'	character	of	Band	convert	remaining	i	-1	characters	of	A	to	j	-	1	characters	of	B	After	calculating	a	ll	the	possibilities	we	have	to	select	the	one	which	gives	lhe	lowest	cost.	How	many	subproblems	are
there?	In	the	above	formula,	i	can	range	from	1	tom	and	j	can	range	from	1	ton.	This	gives	mn	subproblems	and	each	one	takes	0(1)	and	the	time	complexity	is	O(mn).	Space	Complexity:	O(mn)	where	m	is	number	of	rows	a_nd	n	is	number	of	columns	in	the	given	matrix.	def	editOistance(A,	B):	m=len(A)+l	n=len(B)+l	table=	O	for	i	in	range(m):
table[i,OJ=i	for	j	in	range(n):	table[O,j	j=j	for	i	in	range(l,	m):	for	j	in	range(l,	n):	cost	=	0	if	Ali-	l	I	==	BLi-1	l	else	1	table[i,jj	=	min(table[i,	j-1]+	1,	tablefi-1,	j	]+	1,	table[i-1,	j-	l]+cost)	return	table[i,j)	print(editDistance("HelJoworld",	''HalloWorld''))	Problem-33	All	Pairs	Shortest	Path	Problem:	Floyd's	Algorithm:	Given	a	weighted	dircclcd	graph	G	=	(V,
£),	where	V	=	{1.	2,	....	n}.	Find	the	shortest	paLh	between	uny	pair	of	nodes	in	the	graph.	Assume	the	weights	are	represented	in	the	matrix	C(VlWl.	where	C[iffjl	indicates	lhe	weight	(or	cosl)	between	the	nodes	i	and	j.	Also,	Cl	ii	I/I	=	oo	or	-	1	if	there	is	no	path	from	node	i	to	node	j.	Solution:	Let	us	try	to	find	lhc	DP	solution	(Floyd's	algorithm)	for
this	problem.	The	Floyd's	a	lgorithm	for	all	pairs	shortest	path	problem	uses	matrix	A(l..	n)fl	..	n]	to	compute	the	lengths	of	the	shortest	paths.	Initially,	A[i,j]	=	C[i,i]	=	0	if	i	=t=	j	if	i	=	j	From	the	definition,	C[i,jl	=	oo	if	there	is	no	path	from	i	to	j.	The	a	lgorithm	mukes	n	passes	over	A.	Lcl	be	the	values	of	J\	on	then	passes,	with	110	being	the	inilia	l
value.	110	,11	1	,	•.•	,11	11	19.9	Dynamic	Programming:	Problems	&	Solutions	440	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Dynamic	Programming	Just	after	the	k	-	t	01	itcration,	"k-	t	(i,j]	=	smallest	length	of	any	path	from	vertex	i	to	vertex	j	that	does	not	pass	through	the	vertices	(k	+	1,	k	+	2,	...	.	n).	Thal	means,	it	passes	through	the
vertices	possibly	through	{l,	2,	3,	....	k	1}.	In	each	iteration,	the	value	Alillil	is	updated	with	minimum	of	Ak	iii.JI	And	Ak_	1	[1,kl	1	Ak	ilk.JI.	Al	I,/	J	=	Ak-1	(1,JI	mm	{	Ak	1[1,kJ	I	Ak	1	k	h	.lk.11	The	pass	explores	whether	the	vertex	k	lies	on	an	optimal	path	from	the	diagram	below.	1	to	j.	for	all	i,j.	The	same	is	shown	in	#script	for	Floyd	Warshall
Algorithm-	All	Pair	Shortest	Path	INF	-	999999999	def	printSolution(distGraphl:	string	..	"inr	nodes	=distGraph.kcysQ	for	n	in	nodes:	print	"O/o	1Os"%(n),	print"	"	for	i	in	nodes:	print"%s""!.1(i),	for	j	in	nodes:	if	distGraphlilLil	••	INF:	print	'	/.1	l	Os"%{string),	else:	print'%	lOs"cYo{distGraph[ilLiJI,	print""	def	floydWarshall(graphl:	nodes	•	£,rra	ph	.
kcysO	d	istance	•	()	for	n	in	nodes:	distancelnl	•	{}	for	k	in	nodes:	distancefnllkl	=	graph[nJlk)	for	k	in	nodes:	for	i	in	nodes:	for	j	in	nodes:	if	distancelillkl	+	dislance(klLil	<	distanccfilLil:	distancef	ilLil	=	distance[illkl+distance[k[Lil	printSolution(distance)	if	_name_==	'_main	':	graph=	fA':f	A':O,'B':6,'C':	INF,'D':6,'E':7},	'B	':('A':INF.'8':0,'C':S,'D':
INF,'E':INF},	'C':fA':JNF,'8':1NF,'C':O,'D':9,'E':3),	'D':{'A':INF,'B':INF,'C':9,'0':0,'E':7},	'E':fA':I	NF,'8	':4,'C':	INF,'D	':INF,'E':O}	}	19.9	Dynamic	Programming:	Problems	&	Solutions	441	Dynamic	Programming	Data	Struc	ture	and	Algori	thm	ic	Th	ink	ing	wilh	Pylhon	floydWarshall(graph)	Time	Complexity:	O(n	3	).	Proble	m	-34	Optimal	Strategy	for	a
Game:	Consider	a	row	of	11	coins	of	valu	es	v	1	•••	v11	,	where	n	is	even	!s	ince	it's	a	two	player	gamc	l.	We	play	this	game	w	ith	the	opponent.	In	each	turn,	a	p	layer	selects	either	the	firs	t	or	last	coin	from	the	row,	removes	it	from	the	row	pennunent	ly,	a	nd	receives	lhc	value	of	the	coin.	Determine	the	max	imum	possible	a	mount	of	money	we	ca	n
definitely	win	if	we	move	firs	t.	Solution:	Lcl	us	solve	the	problem	u	s	ing	our	DP	technique.	For	each	I.urn	e	ither	we	or	our	opponent	selects	the	coin	only	from	the	ends	o	f	the	row.	Lel	us	define	the	subproblems	as:	V(i,j)	:	denotes	the	maximum	possible	value	we	can	definitely	win	if	it	is	our	turn	a	nd	the	only	coins	rem	a	ining	arc	v;	...	vi.	11	2	V;	Vz
Base	Cases:	V	(i,	i),	V	(i,	i	+	1)	for	all	values	of	i.	From	these	va	lues,	we	can	compu	te	V(i,	i	+	2),	V(i,	i	as:	.	.	+	3)	and	so	on.	Now	let	us	defi	ne	V(i,j)	for	each	sub	problem	{	.	{V(i+l,j-1)}	V(i	V(t,j)	=	Max	Mm	+	2,j)	.	{	V(i,j	-	2)	+	V1,	Mm	V(i	+	l,j-	l)	J+VJ	J	In	the	recursive	call	we	have	to	focus	on	i'h	coin	to	j1h	coin	(v	1..	.	v1).	Since	it	is	ou	r	turn	to	pick
the	coin,	we	have	two	possibilities:	either	we	can	pick	v1	or	v1	.	The	first	term	indicates	the	case	if	we	select	i	11'	coin	(v,)	and	the	second	term	indicates	Lhe	case	if	wc	select	/	1'	coin	(v1).	The	outer	Max	indicates	that	we	have	to	select	the	coin	which	gives	maximum	value.	Now	let	us	focus	on	the	terms:	•	Selecting	;t1•	coin:	If	we	select	the	;1h	coin
then	the	remaining	range	is	from	i	+	1	to	j	.	Since	we	seleclcd	the	iu'	coin	we	gee	the	value	v	1	for	that.	From	the	remaining	range	i	+	1	to	j,	the	opponents	can	select	eith	e	r	i	+1th	coin	or	/h	coin.	But	che	opoone	nls	selection	should	be	min	imized	as	much	as	possible	!the	Min	termj	.	The	same	is	desc1·ibed	in	the	below	figure	.	1	+1	2	i	Vz	v,.,	j	-	1	I
Opponent's	selection	range:	i	•	+	1	to	j	Selecting	che	/h	coin	:	Here	also	lhe	a	rgu	ment	is	the	same	as	above.	If	we	selecl	Lhe	j1h	coin,	then	the	remaining	range	is	from	i	to	j	-	1.	Since	wc	selected	the	ju'	coin	we	get	the	value	v1	for	tho	t.	From	the	rema	ining	range	i	to	j	-	I,	the	opponent	can	select	either	the	i	11'	coin	or	the	j	-	I	u,	coin.	But	the
opponent's	selection	s	h	ould	be	minimized	as	much	as	possible	lthc	Min	term!.	1	2	i	+1	j	-	1	11	v,.	Vz	Opponent's	seleclion	range:	i	to	j	-	l	How	many	subproblems	are	there?	In	the	above	formula,	i	can	range	from	l	w	n	and	j	can	range	from	I	ton.	There	a	rc	a	total	of	112	subproblems	and	each	takes	0(1)	a	nd	the	total	Lime	complexity	is	O(rr	2	).	19.9
Dynamic	Programming:	Problems	&	Solutions	442	Dynamic	Programming	Data	Structure	and	Algo1ithmic	Thinking	with	Python	#	row	of	n	coins	coins	=	fl,2,3,4,5]	n	=	len(coins)	#each	time	it	is	o·ur	turn,	take	the	max	of	the	two	available	moves	(but	the	minimum	of	#the	opponent's	two	potential	moves)	v	=II	for	i	in	range(n):	V.appen.d(fO]	*	n)	for	i
in	range(n):	for	j	in	range(n):	if	i	==	j:	Vfif[j]	elif	j	==	i	+	1:	=	coinsji)	Vli]Li]	=	max(coins[i),	coinsLiJ)	#	only	va	lid	if	i	<	j	if	(i	+	2)	""	n:	continue	if	i+	l	distribute	gifts	to	c	hildren.	For	case	of	delivery,	you	arc	asked	lo	divide	11	gifts	into	two	groups	such	that	Lhe	weight	difference	of	these	two	groups	is	minimized.	The	weight	of	each	gift	is	a	positive
integer.	Please	design	an	algorithm	to	find	an	optimal	division	minimizing	the	value	difference.	The	algorithm	should	find	the	minimal	weight	difference	as	well	as	the	groupings	in	O(nS)	time,	where	S	is	the	total	weight	of	these	11	gifts.	Briefly	justify	the	correctness	of	your	algorithm.	Solut	ion:	This	problem	can	be	converted	into	making	one	set	as
close	to	~	as	possible.	We	consider	an	2	equivalent	problem	of	making	one	set	as	close	to	w~	l~I	as	possible.	Deline	FD(1.	w)	to	be	the	minimal	gup	bet	ween	the	weight	of	the	bag	nnd	W	when	using	the	first	i	gifts	only.	WLOU	,	we	cnn	nssume	the	weight	of	the	bag	is	always	less	than	or	equal	lo	W.	The	n	fill	the	DP	tnble	for	Os;is;	n	a	nd	Os;	w	S	W	in
which	F(O,	w)	=	W	for	a	ll	w,	and	FD(i,	w)	=	min{FD(i	=	FD(i	-	1.	w	-	w,)-w1•	FD(i	-	1,	w)}	if	(FD(i	-	1,	w	-	w,)	~	w1	I,	w)	otherwise	This	lakes	O(nS)	lime.	F/J(n.	W)	is	lhc	minimum	gop.	Finully,	to	reconstruct	the	nnswer,	we	backtrack	from	(11.	W).	During	backtracking,	if	PD(i,j)	=	FD(i	-	l,j)	then	1	is	1101	selected	in	the	bag	and	we	move	to	F(i	-	1,j).
Otherwise,	1	is	selected	and	we	move	to	P(i	-	LJ	-	iv,).	19.9	Dynamic	Pr	ogramm	ing:	Problems&.	Solutions	4!12	Data	Structu	re	a	nd	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Complexity	Classes	CI	IAI->~f'JTI	R	20	COMPLEXITY	CLASSES	20.1	Introduction	In	lhe	previous	chapters	we	have	solved	growth	whi	le	olhers	have	higher	rates	problems	(or	easy
so/11ecl	problems)	and	hard	sollled	problems).	This	c	lassification	for	solving	the	problem.	Time	Complexity	0(1)	0(10911)	O(n)	O(nlogn)	O(n	2	)	O(n	3	)	0(2")	O(n!)	Name	Constant	Logarithmic	Linear	Linear	Logarithmic	Quadratic	Cubic	Exponential	Factorial	problems	of	different	complcxilies.	Som	e	a	lgorithms	have	lower	rates	of	of	growth	.	The
problems	with	lower	rates	of	growth	an.:	ca	lled	easy	the	problems	with	higher	rates	of	growth	arc	ca	lled	hard	problems	(or	is	done	based	on	the	running	time	(or	memory)	that	an	algorithm	takes	Example	Adding	an	element	to	the	front	of	a	linked	list	Finding	an	clement	in	a	binary	search	tree	Finding	an	element	in	an	unsorted	array	Merge	sort
Shortest	path	between	two	nodes	in	a	graph	MaLrix	M	ultiplicalion	The	Towers	of	Hanoi	problem	Permutations	of	a	string	Problems	Easy	solved	problems	Hard	solved	problems	There	are	lots	of	problems	for	which	we	do	not	know	the	solution	s.	AJI	the	problems	we	have	seen	so	far	arc	the	ones	which	can	be	solved	by	computer	in	deterministic	time.
Before	starling	our	discussion	let	us	look	at	the	basic	terminology	we	use	in	this	chapter.	20.2	Polynomial/Exponential	Time	Exponential	Lime	means,	in	essence,	trying	every	possibility	(for	example,	backtracking	algorithms)	and	they	a	rc	very	slow	in	nature.	Polynomial	time	means	having	some	clever	algorithm	to	solve	a	problem,	and	we	don't	lry
every	possibility.	Mathematically,	we	can	represent	these	as:	•	Polynomial	Lime	is	O(nk),	for	some	k.	•	Exponential	time	is	O(k").	for	some	k.	20.3	What	is	a	Decision	Problem?	A	decision	problem	is	a	question	with	a	yes/no	answer	and	the	answer	depends	on	Lhe	values	of	input.	For	example,	the	problem	"Given	an	array	of	11	numbers,	check	whether
then:	are	any	dupUcalcs	or	not?"	is	a	decision	problem.	The	answer	for	this	problem	can	be	either	yes	m-	no	depending	on	Lhe	values	of	the	input	array.	Yes	Inpu	t	Algorithm	No	20	.	1	Introduction	453	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Complexity	Classes	20.4	Decision	Procedure	For	a	given	decision	problem	let	us	assume	we
have	given	some	algorithm	f01·	solving	it.	The	process	of	solving	a	given	decision	problem	in	Lhe	form	of	an	a	lgorithm	is	called	a	d	ecision	proced	ure	for	that	problem.	20.5	What	is	a	Complexity	Class?	In	computer	science,	in	order	to	unde	rsta	nd	the	problems	for	which	solutions	are	not	there,	the	problems	are	divided	into	classes	a	nd	we	call	them
as	complexity	classes.	In	complexity	theory,	a	complexity	class	is	a	set	of	problems	with	related	complexity.	It	is	the	branch	oft	heory	of	computation	that	studies	the	resources	required	during	computation	to	solve	a	given	problem.	The	most	common	resou	rces	a	re	lime	(how	much	t	ime	the	a	lgorithm	takes	to	solve	a	problem)	a	nd	space	(how	much
memory	it	takes).	20.6	Types	of	Complexity	Classes	P	Class	The	complexity	class	P	is	the	set	of	decision	problems	that	can	be	solved	by	a	deterministic	machine	in	polynomial	time	(P	stands	for	po	lynomia	l	time).	I'	problems	arc	a	set	of	problems	whose	solutions	are	easy	to	find.	NP	Class	The	complexity	class	NP	(NP	s	tands	for	non-deterministic
polynomial	time)	is	the	set	of	decision	problems	that	can	be	solved	by	a	non-deterministic	mac	hine	in	polynomial	time.	NP	class	problems	refer	to	a	set	of	problems	whose	solutions	are	hard	to	find,	but	easy	to	ve	rify.	For	better	understanding	Jet	us	consider	a	college	which	has	500	students	on	its	roll.	Also,	assume	that	there	arc	100	rooms	a	vaila	ble
for	students.	A	selection	of	I	00	students	mus	t	be	pa	ired	together	in	rooms,	bul	the	dean	of	students	has	a	list	of	pairings	of	certain	students	who	ca	nnot	room	together	for	some	reason.	The	total	po:;sible	number	of	pairing:;	is	loo	la	rge.	But	the	solutions	(the	lis	t	o	f	pa	irings)	provided	lo	the	dean,	arc	easy	to	c	heck	for	errors.	If	one	of	the	prohibited
pairs	is	on	the	li:;t,	that's	an	e	rror.	In	this	problem,	we	can	see	that	checking	every	possibility	is	very	diffic	ult,	but	the	result	is	easy	to	validate.	Thal	means,	if	someone	gives	us	a	solution	lo	the	problem,	we	can	tell	them	whether	it	is	right	or	nol	in	polynomial	lime.	Based	on	the	above	discussion,	for	NP	class	problems	if	the	answer	is	yes,	then	there
is	a	proof	of	this	fact,	which	can	be	vel'ificd	in	polynomia	l	time.	Co-NP	Class	Co	-	NI'	is	t	he	opposite	of	NI'	(complement	of	NI').	If	the	answer	to	a	proble	m	in	Co	-	NP	is	no,	then	there	is	a	proof	of	this	fact	that	can	be	c	h	ecked	in	polynomial	time.	p	NP	Co-NP	Solvable	in	polynom	ia	l	time	Yes	a	nswers	can	be	c	hecked	in	polynomial	time	No	answers
can	be	ch	ecked	in	polynomia	l	time	Relationship	between	P,	NP	and	Co-NP	Every	decision	problem	in	P	is	also	in	NP.	If	a	problem	is	in	P,	we	can	verify	YES	answers	in	polynomia	l	time.	Similarly,	any	problem	in	Pis	a	lso	in	Co	-	NP.	20.4	Decision	Procedure	454	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Complexity	Classes	One	of	the
important	open	questions	in	theoretical	computer	science	is	whether	or	not	P	=	NP.	Nobody	knows.	Intuitively,	it	should	be	obvious	that	P	=t=	NP,	but	nobody	knows	how	to	prove	it.	Another	open	question	is	whether	NP	and	Co	-	NP	are	different.	Even	if	we	can	verify	every	YES	answer	quickly,	there's	no	r	eason	lo	think	th	al	we	can	also	verify	NO
answers	quic	kly.	lt	is	generally	believed	t	hat	NP	=t=	Co	-	NP	,	but	again	n	obody	knows	how	to	prove	it.	NP-hard	Class	It	is	a	class	of	problems	such	that	every	problem	in	NP	reduces	to	it.	All	NP-hard	problems	are	not	in	NP,	so	it	lakes	a	long	time	to	even	check	them.	That	means,	if	someone	gives	us	a	solution	for	NP-hard	problem,	it	takes	a	long
time	for	us	to	check	whether	it	is	righ	t	or	not.	A	problem	K	is	NP-hard	indicates	th	at	if	a	polynomia	l-time	a	lgorithm	(solution)	exists	for/(	then	a	polynomialtime	a	lgorithm	for	ever·y	problem	is	NP.	Thus:	K	is	NP-	h	a	rd	implies	that	if/(	ca	n	be	solved	in	polynomial	time,	th	en	P	=	NP	NP-Hard	NP-complete	Class	Finally,	a	problem	is	NP-complete	if	it
is	part	of	both	NP-h	ard	and	NP.	NP	-complete	problems	arc	the	hardest	problems	in	NP.	If	a	nyone	finds	a	polynomial-time	a	lgorithm	for	one	NP-complete	problem,	then	we	ca	n	find	polynomial-time	algorithm	for	every	NP-c	omplete	problem.	This	means	that	wc	can	check	an	answer	fast	a	nd	every	problem	in	NP	reduces	to	it.	NP-Hard	NP-Complete
Relationship	between	P,	NP	Co-NP,	NP-Hard	and	NP-Complete	Prom	the	above	discussion,	we	can	write	the	rela	tionships	between	different	components	as	shown	below	(remember,	this	is	just	an	assumption).	NP-Hard	NP-Complete	The	set	of	problems	that	a	rc	NP-	ha	rd	is	a	s	trict	superset	o	f	the	p	ro	blem	s	t	hat	a	rc	NP-comple	te.	Some	proble	ms
(like	the	ha	iling	problem)	a	rc	NP-h	a	rd,	but	not	in	NP.	NJJ-ha	rd	problems	might	be	impossible	Lo	solve	in	gen	eral.	We	can	tell	t	he	difference	in	difficully	between	NP-hard	and	Nf'-complele	problems	because	the	c	lass	20.6	Types	of	Complexity	Classes	455	Complexity	Classes	Data	Structure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	NP	includes
everything	easier	tha	n	its	"toughest"	problems	-	if	a	problem	is	not	in	NP,	it	is	harder	than	a	ll	the	problems	in	NP.	Does	P==	NP?	=	NP,	it	means	th	at	every	problem	thot	can	be	c	h	ecked	quick	ly	can	be	solved	quickly	(remembe	r	the	ctiffcrence	between	c	hecking	if	a	n	answer	is	righl	a	nd	actually	solving	a	problem).	If	p	This	is	a	big	question	(a	nd
nobody	knows	the	a	nswer),	because	right	n	ow	there	a	re	lots	of	NP-complete	problems	that	can't	be	solved	quic	kly.	If	P	=	NP	,	that	means	there	is	a	way	to	solve	them	fast.	Remember	that	"quickly"	means	not	trial-and-error.	It	could	take	a	billion	yea	rs,	but	as	long	as	we	didn't	use	trial	and	error,	it	was	quick.	ln	future,	a	computer	will	be	able	to	c	h
a	nge	cha	t	billion	years	into	a	few	minutes.	20.7	Reductions	Before	discussing	red	u	c	tions,	let	us	consider	the	following	scenario.	Assume	thal	we	wanl	Lo	solve	proble	m	X	but	feel	it's	very	complicated.	In	this	case	what	do	we	do?	The	first	thing	that	comes	to	mind	is,	if	we	have	a	s	imilar	problem	to	that	of	X	(let	us	say	Y),	th	en	we	try	to	map	X	to	Y
and	u	se	Y's	solution	to	solve	X	a	lso.	This	process	is	called	red	uction	.	Instance	of	lnput	(for	X)	8olulion	to	I	Algorithm	fo	r	Y	Algorithm	for	X	In	o	rder	to	map	problem	X	to	problem	Y,	we	need	some	a	lgorithm	and	thnt	may	lake	linear	time	or	more.	Based	on	this	discussion	the	cost	of	solvi	ng	problem	X	co	n	be	given	ns:	Cost	of	solvi11g	X	=	Cost	of	so
/vi119	Y	+	ReducLio11	Lime	Now,	le	t	us	conside	r	the	other	scena	rio	.	For	solving	problem	X	,	sometimes	we	may	need	to	use	Y's	algorithm	(solution)	multiple	limes.	In	tha	t	case,	Cost	of	solving	X	=	Numher	of	1'imes	*	Cos	t	of	solving	X	+	Reduction	ti	m	e	The	main	thing	in	NP-Complete	is	reduc	ibili	ty.	Tha	l	means,	we	reduce	(or	traJ1s	form)	given
NP-Complete	problems	to	other	known	NP-Complete	problem.	S	ince	the	NP-Comple	te	problems	a	re	ha	rd	to	solve	and	in	order	to	prove	that	given	NP-Complete	problem	is	h	a	rd,	we	take	one	existing	h	a	rd	problem	(which	we	can	prove	is	ha	rd	)	a	nd	lry	t.o	map	g	iven	proble	m	Lo	lhn	t	nnd	fin	a	lly	we	prove	thal	the	given	problem	is	hard.	Note:
IL's	not	compu	lsory	to	reduce	the	give	n	proble	m	Lo	known	ha	rd	problem	to	prove	its	ha	rdness.	Sometimes,	we	reduce	the	known	hard	problem	lo	given	problem.	I	mportant	NP-Complete	Problems	(Reductions)	Satisfiability	Proble	m:	A	boolea	n	formu	la	is	in	ccmj1111cli	ve	normal	f'orm	(C	NF)	if	it	is	a	conjunction	(AND)	of	severa	l	c	la	uses,	each
of	whic	h	is	the	d	isjunc	tio	n	(OR)	of	several	literals,	each	of	whic	h	is	either	a	varia	ble	o	r	its	negation.	For	example:	(Cl	V	b	V	c	v	cl	v	e)	/\	(b	v	-c	v	-	cl)	/\	(-	a	v	c	v	cl)	/\	(a	v	-	b)	A	3-C	NF	formu	la	is	u	CNF	formu	la	wil	h	exactly	three	literals	per	clause.	The	previous	example	is	not	a	3-CNF	formula,	s	ince	its	first	clause	has	five	litera	ls	a	nd	its	last
clause	has	only	two.	2-SAT	Problem	:	3-SAT	is	just	SAT	restricted	to	3-CNF	formul	as:	Given	a	3-CNF	formula,	is	there	an	assignment	to	the	variables	so	tha	t	the	form	u	la	eva	luates	to	TRUE?	2-SAT	Problem:	2-SAT	is	just	SAT	restricted	to	2-CNF	fonnulas:	Given	a	2-CNF'	formula,	is	th	ere	an	assignment	to	the	variables	so	that	the	formula	eva	lua	tes
to	TRUE?	Circuit-Satisfiability	Problem:	Given	a	bookan	comb	ina	tiona	l	c	irc	uit	composed	of	ANO,	OR	and	NOT	gates,	is	it	satisfiable?.	Tha	l	meuns,	given	u	boolean	circuit	consisting	of	AN	D,	OR	and	NOT	gates	prope	d	y	connected	by	20.7	Reductions	456	Dala	Str	uctu	re	and	Algorithm	ic	Th	inking	with	Python	Complexi	ly	Classes	wires,	th	e
Circuit-SAT	problem	is	to	decide	whether	there	exists	an	in	put	assignment	fo	r	which	the	ou	tput	is	TRUE.	CNF-SAT	.__	__	_	NP-hard	unless	P=	NP	3-CNF-SAT	C	lique	Dir-Ham-Cycle	l	Planar-3-Color	Ham-	Palh	1	Shortest-Path	l	Ham-Cycle	TSP	Schedule	~	Ind-Set	Vcrlex-Covcr	Set-Cover	Subset-Sum	Partition	Integer	Programming	Knapsack
Hamiltonia	n	Path	Problem	(Ha	m	-Path):	Given	an	undirected	graph,	is	there	a	path	that	visits	cver-y	vertex	exactly	once?	Hamiltonian	Cycle	Problem	(Ham-Cycle	):	Given	an	undirectt:d	graph,	is	there	a	cycle	(where	start	and	end	vertices	are	same)	that	visits	every	vertex	exactly	once?	Directe	d	Hamiltonian	Cy	cle	Problem	(Dir-Ha	m	-Cycle	):	Given
a	directed	graph,	is	there	a	cycle	(where	start	and	end	vertices	a	rc	same)	that	visits	every	vertex	exaclly	once?	Travelling	Salesm	an	Problem	(TSP):	Given	a	list	of	cities	and	lhcir	pair-wise	distances,	the	problem	is	Lo	find	Lhe	shortesl	possible	tour	that	visits	each	city	exactly	once.	Shortest	Path	Problem	(Shortest-Pat	h):	Given	a	directed	graph	and
two	vertices	sand	L,	check	whether	there	is	a	shortest	simple	path	from	s	Lo	t.	Graph	Colorin~	A	k-coloring	of	a	graph	is	to	map	one	of	k	'colors'	to	each	vertex,	so	that	every	edge	has	two	different	colors	al	its	endpoints.	The	graph	coloring	problem	is	to	find	the	smallest	possible	number	of	colors	in	a	legal	coloring.	3-Color	problem:	Given	a	graph,	is
it	possible	to	color	the	graph	with	3	colors	in	such	a	way	that	every	edge	has	two	different	colors?	Clique	(also	called	complete	graph):	Given	a	graph,	the	Cl.IQ/JI::	problem	is	to	compute	the	number	of	nodes	in	its	largest	complete	subgraph.	That	means,	we	n	eed	to	find	the	maximum	subgraph	which	is	also	a	complete	graph.	Independent	Se	t
Problem	(Ind_Set):	Let	G	be	an	arbitrary	graph.	An	independent	set	in	G	is	a	subset	of	the	vertices	of	G	with	no	edges	between	them.	The	maximum	independent	set	problem	is	the	size	o	f	Lhe	la	rgesl	independent	set	in	a	given	graph.	Vertex	Cov	er	Proble	m	(Vertex-Cover):	A	vcncx	cover-	of	a	graph	is	a	set	of	vertices	that	touches	every	edge	in	the
graph.	The	venex	cover	problem	is	Lo	find	the	smallcsl	vertex	cover	in	a	given	graph	.	Subset	Sum	Proble	m	(Subset-Sum):	Given	a	scl	S	of	integers	and	an	integer	T,	determine	whether	S	has	a	subset	whose	elements	sum	to	T.	20.7	Reductions	457	Complexity	Classes	Data	SLructure	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Integer	Programming:	Given
integers	b,,	a	1i	find	0/1	variables	x1	thaL	satisfy	a	Linear	system	of	equations.	N	L	a;;xi	=	bi	1	::::;	i	::::;	M	/=I	xi	E	{0.1}	1	::::;	j	::::;	N	In	Lhe	figure,	arrows	indicate	Lhc	reductions.	For	example,	Ham	-Cycle	(Hamiltonian	Cycle	Problem)	can	be	reduced	to	CNF-SAT.	Same	is	the	case	with	a	ny	pair	of	problems.	For	our	discussion,	we	can	ignore	the
reduction	process	for	each	of	the	problems.	There	is	a	theorem	called	Cook's	Theor·em	which	proves	that	Circuit	satisfiability	problem	is	NP-hard.	That	means,	Circuit	satisfiability	is	a	known	NP-hard	problem.	Note	:	Since	the	problems	below	a	rc	NP-Complete,	they	are	NP	a	nd	NP-hard	too.	For	s	implicity	we	can	ignore	the	proofs	for	these
reductions.	20.8	Complexity	Classes:	Problems	&	Solutions	Problem-I	What	is	a	qu	ic	k	a	lgorithm?	Solution:	A	quick	a	lgorithm	(solution)	means	not	trial-and-error	solu	tion.	It	cou	ld	take	a	billion	years,	but	as	long	as	we	do	not	use	trial	and	error,	it	is	efficient.	Future	computers	will	c	hange	those	billion	years	to	a	few	minutes.	Problem-2	What	is	an
effic	ient	a	lgorithm?	Solution:	An	a	lgorithm	is	said	lo	be	efficien	t	if	it	satisfies	the	following	properties:	•	•	•	Scale	with	input	si7..c.	Don't	care	about	constants.	Asymptotic	running	time:	polynomial	time.	Problem-3	Can	we	solve	all	problems	in	polynomial	Lime?	Solution:	No.	The	answer	is	trivial	because	we	have	seen	lots	of	problems	wh	ich	take
more	than	polynomial	time.	Problem-4	Arc	there	any	problems	which	arc	NP-hard?	Solution:	By	definition,	NP-hard	implies	that	it	is	very	hard.	Thal	means	it	is	very	hard	to	prove	and	to	verify	thaL	it	is	ha1·d.	Cook's	Theorem	proves	that	Circuit	satisfiability	problem	is	NP-	hard.	Por	2-SAT	problem,	which	of	the	following	are	applicable?	(b)	NP	(c)
CoNP(d)	NP-Hard	(c)	CoNP-	Hard	(f)	NP-Complete	(g)	CoNP-Completc	Problem-5	(a)	P	Solution:	2	-SAT	is	solvable	in	poly-Lime.	So	it	is	P,	NP,	a	nd	CoNP.	Problem-6	Por	3	-SAT	problem,	whic	h	of	the	fo	llowing	arc	applicable':>	(b)	NP	(c)	CoN/'(cl)	N/'-Ha	rcl	(e)	CoNJ>-	Hard	(f)	NP-Complete	(g)	CoNP-Complelc	(u)	P	Solution:	3-SAT	is	NP-complete.	So
it	is	NP,	NP-	Hard,	and	NP-complete.	Problem-7	(a	)	P	For	2-Clique	problem,	which	of	the	following	are	applicable?	(c)	CoNP	-	ll	urd	(b)	NP	(I)	NP-Complete	(c)	CoN	I'	(d)	NP-	H	ard	(g)	CoNP-Complete	Solution:	2-Clique	is	solvable	in	poly	-lime	(check	for	an	edge	between	a	ll	vertex-pairs	in	O(n	2	)	Lime).	So	it	is	P,NP,	and	CoNP.	Problem-8	For	3-
Cliquc	problem,	which	of	the	following	arc	applicable':>	(a)	P	(b)	NP	(c)	CoNP	(e)	CoNP-Hard	(I)	NP-Complete	(g)	CoNP-Complctc	(d)	NP-Hard	Solution:	3-Clique	is	solvable	in	poly-time	(check	for	a	triangle	between	nil	vertex-	triplets	in	O(n3	)	Lime).	So	it	is	P,	NP,	and	CoNP.	Problem-9	Consider	the	problem	of	determining.	For	a	give	n	boolean
formul	a,	check	whether	every	a	ssignment	lo	the	varia	bles	satisfies	it.	Which	of	the	following	is	applicable·:>	(u)	/>	(b)	NP	(c)	CoNP	(d)	NP-	llard	(c)	CoNP-	1lard	(f)	NP-CompleLe	(g)	CoNP-Complctc	20.8	Complexity	Classes:	Problems	&	Solutions	458	Dala	Structure	a	nd	Algorithmic	Think	ing	wilh	Python	Complexity	Classes	S	o	lution:	Tautology	is
the	complimentary	problem	lo	Satis	fi	a	bility,	which	is	NP-complete,	so	Tautology	is	CoNP	complete.	So	it	is	CoNP,	CoNP-hard,	a	nd	CoNP-completc.	Problem-10	Let	S	be	a	n	NP-complete	proble	m	a	nd	Q	a	nd	R	be	two	olhc	r	problems	not	known	lo	be	in	NP.	Q	is	polynomia	l	lime	reduc	ible	to	S	a	nd	S	is	poly	nomial-lime	red	u	c	ible	lo	R.	Whic	h	one	of
the	follow	ing	statements	is	true?	(a	)	U	is	NP-complete	(b)	U	is	Nl'	-	h	ard	(c)	Q	is	NP-complete	(d)	Q	is	Nl'-h	a	rd.	Solution:	R	is	NP-ha	rd	(b).	Problem-11	Let	A	be	the	problem	of	findin	g	a	Hamiltonian	cycle	in	a	gr	a	ph	G	=	(V,	£),	with	WI	divisible	by	3	and	B	the	problem	of	determining	if	Ha	miltonia	n	cycle	exis	ts	in	such	gra	phs.	Which	one	of	the
following	is	true?	(a)	Both	A	a	nd	Bare	NP-hard	(b)	A	is	NP	-	h	ard	,	bul	8	is	nol	(c)	A	is	NP-	ha	rd,	but	8	is	not	(d)	Neither	A	no	r	8	is	NP-h	ard	Solution:	Both	A	a	nd	8	arc	NP-	h	a	rd	(a	).	Problem-12	Let	A	be	a	problem	that	belongs	to	th	e	class	NP.	State	whic	h	of	Lhe	following	is	true?	(a	)	There	is	no	polynomial	Lime	algorithm	for	A.	(b)	If	A	can	be
solved	d	eterministically	in	polynomial	time,	then	P	=	NP	.	(c)	If	A	is	NP-hard,	then	it	is	NP-complete.	(d)	A	may	be	undec	idable.	Solution:	If	A	is	NP-	hard,	then	it	is	NP-co	mp	lete	(c).	Problem-13	Suppose	we	assume	Vertex	-	Cover	is	known	to	be	NP-complete.	Based	on	our	reduc	lion,	can	we	say	Independent	-	Set	is	NP-comple	te?	Solution:	Yes.	This
follows	from	the	two	conditions	necessary	to	be	Nf'-completc:	•	•	Independent	Set	is	in	NP	,	as	stated	in	the	problem.	A	reduction	from	a	known	NP-complete	proble	m.	Problem-14	Suppose	Independent	Set	is	known	to	be	NP-complete.	Based	on	our	reduction,	is	Vertex	Cover	NP-complete?	Solution:	No.	By	reduction	fro	m	Ve	rtex-Cover	to	fndepende
nl	-Set,	we	do	not	know	the	difficu	lty	of	solving	Independent-Set.	This	is	because	Independent-Sci	could	sti	ll	be	a	much	ha	rder	problem	th	a	n	Ve	r-tcx-Cover.	We	have	not	proved	Lhal.	Problem-15	Explain.	The	class	of	NP	is	th	e	class	of	la	nguages	that	cannot	be	accepted	in	poly	nomia	l	time.	Is	it	true?	Solution:	•	•	•	The	class	of	NP	is	Lhe	c	lass	of
la	ng	uages	thal	ca	n	be	verified	in	poly11nmial	time.	The	class	of	Pis	lhc	c	lass	of	la	nguages	that	ca	n	be	decided	in	polynomia	l	time.	The	c	lass	of	P	is	the	c	lass	of	la	n	guages	lhal	ca	n	be	accepted	in	µo/ynomial	lim	e.	P	!;;;;	NP	a	nd	"la	nguages	in	P	can	be	acce	pted	in	poly	nomia	l	Lime",	the	d	escription	"la	ngu	ages	in	NP	cannot	be	accepted	in
polynomia	l	time"	is	wrong.	The	term	NP	comes	from	nondeterministic	polynomial	lime	a	nd	is	derived	from	a	n	a	lternative	characleri7,ation	by	using	nondetermin	istic	polynomial	time	Turing	machines.	fl	h	as	nothing	lo	do	with	"ca	nnot	be	accepted	in	poly	n	omial	lime".	Problem-	16	Diffe	re	nt	e	ncodings	would	ca	u	se	d	ifferent	time	complexity	for
the	same	a	lgori	thm.	Is	it	tr-ue?	Solution	:	Tr·uc	.	The	time	complexity	of	the	same	a	lgorithm	is	different	between	unary	encoding	and	binary	encoding.	But	if	Lhe	two	encodings	arc	polynomiully	rela	ted	(e.g.	base	2	&	busc	3	en	codin	~s),	the	n	ch	a	nging	b	etween	them	will	not	cause	the	time	complexity	lo	c	ha	nge.	Problem-17	If	P	=	NP,	then	NPC
(NP	Complete)	i;;	P.	Is	it	true?	Solution:	True.	If	P	=	NP,	th	e	n	for	any	la	ngu	age	L	E	NP	C	(	1)	L	E	NPC	(2	)	Lis	NP-hard.	By	the	first	condition,	L	E	NPC	!;;;;	NP=	P	~	NPC	i;;	P.	Problem-18	If	NPC	~	P,	the	n	P	=	NP.	Is	it	true?	S	olut	ion	:	True.	All	the	NP	problem	can	be	reduced	to	arbitrary	NPC	proble	m	in	polynomia	l	time,	a	nd	NPC	problems	can
be	solved	in	polynomial	time	because	NPC	~	P.	~	NP	problem	solvable	in	polynomia	l	lim	e	~	NP!;;;;	P	and	trivially	P	i;;	NP	implies	NP	=	P.	20.8	Complexity	Classes:	Problems	&	Solutions	459	Daw	Structu	re	and	Algorithmic	Thinking	with	Python	Miscellaneous	Concepts	CIIAl->TEl=	4	print	count	T1111r	Compkxity:	This	npproorh	requires	one
itcrntion	p1·r	4	l>ils	nn>	1.	Note	thut	using	(low	I	high)/	2	for	midpoint	calculalions	won't	work	correclly	when	integer	overOow	becomes	an	issue.	We	eun	use	b	it	shifting	and	a	lso	overcome	o	possib	le	ovcrnow	issue:	low	I	((hig	h	-	low)/	2)	a	nd	the	bit	sh	ifting	operation	fo	r	this	is	low+	((high	-	low)	>>	1).	21.	3	Ot	her	Programming	Questions	with
Solut	ions	Problem-	I	Give	an	algorithm	for	printing	the	matrix	elements	in	spiral	order.	Solution	:	Non-recursive	solution	involves	directions	right.	left,	up,	down,	and	dealing	their	corresponding	indices.	Once	the	first	row	is	printed,	direction	changes	(from	right)	to	down,	the	row	is	discarded	by	incrcmen1111g	the	upper	limit.	Once	the	last	column	is
printed,	direction	changes	to	left,	the	column	is	discarded	by	decrementing	the	right	hand	limit.	def	spirallterativc(n):	dx,dy	=	1,0	#	Starting	increments	x,y	-	0,0	#Starting	localion	matrix	=	l(Nonc)*	n	for	j	in	range(n))	for	i	in	xrunge(n**2):	maLrixlxllyl	i	nx,ny	•	x+dx,	y+dy	if	O<	nxO:	j	..	int((ra	ndom.random	OJ%	(i+l))	tmp	-	Ali-	l	);A[j-1)	=	A[j);	Ali)	=
tmp	i-	I	A	-	I	1,3,5,6,2,4,6,8)	shufficArra.y(A)	print	A	21.3	Other	Programming	Question	s	with	Solutions	470	REFERENCES	[	1]	(2)	[3	)	[4)	[5]	[6]	17	1	181	[9]	I	10]	[11]	112]	113]	[14	1	I15	]	116]	117)	[	18)	119]	1201	12	l]	1221	1231	[24)	1251	126	1	1271	128]	129	]	130]	131	]	132]	1331	1341	135]	Akash.	Programming	ln	le1views.	lcch-queries.
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